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The recent meeting of the heads of the nine national cus-
toms administrations with Commission officials in Brussels 
demonstrated once again that, in spite of the advances made 
so far, a great dea_l needs to be done to attain a genuine 
customs union in the Community. 
Definite progress has been achievetl in several areas 
toward facilitating trade and removing some competitive 
distortions among the various national customs laws. Har-
monization of procedures, with the major goal of eliminat-
ing national differences in treatment, has resulted in the 
adoption of directives covering inward processing, bonded 
warehouses, free zones, and deferred payment of duties and 
levies (there is now a uniform 30-day, i~terest-free grace 
period in all member states). Last December, the Council 
adopted the directive harmonizing national rules on out-
ward processing, which lays down common regulations in 
this area - one of growing significance in trade with 
third countries. 
Despite this progress, though, controls and related 
form1;1lities, often extensive and time-consuming, are still 
very much in existence at frontier crossings. Some of the 
red tape results from a wide disparity in border taxes, 
i.e., value-added tax and excise taxes. Until these are 
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harmonized (observers say this might take another four to 
six years), tax adjustments must be made at the frontiers. 
Complications in trade of agricultural commodities also 
result ·from constantly changing currency rates; so, in or-
der to determine the export refund an exporter may be en-
titled to, long forms must be filled out, Brussels does 
not place demands on the member states to forego border 
controls imposed for reasons of public health. But the 
Commission - supported on this by the Economic and Social 
Committee, the European Parliament, and the national trade 
organizations - would like the states to mutually recog-
nize health, veterinary and agricultural controls in the 
trade of farm products. A proposal to this effect has been 
before the Council for almost four years, without any pro-
gress being achieved. 
The Brussels meeting confirmed that the harmonization 
efforts are mainly frustrated by long-standing traditions 
embedded in national legal systems. It often takes between 
three and four years from the time the Commission presents 
a proposal until the Council adopts it, Pending before the 
Council now are 11 proposals, among them drafts on process-
ing under customs control and - important for an EEC air-
craft industry policy - on duty-free entry of certain 
products for the manufacture, maintenance, and repair of 
aircraft, Last January, the Conunission'had submitted ye. 
another proposal on the refund or remittance of import o 
export duties; it would eliminate distortion of treatment 
among EC-based importers of third-country products. 
One topic that has come up repeatedly in recent discussions 
by the Permanent Representatives and the Council working 
groups has been alleged dumping practices by East Bloc 
carriers engaged in East-West transport, and several Coun-
cil officials believe that the issue eventually could lead 
to some form of Community action. Commission officials al-
so have been looking into the matter, but most of the crit-
icism has come from several national governments that have 
been under pressure from trucking and shipping associations 
at home. 
Figures compiled by these governments indicate that 
the percentage of firms transporting goods to COMECON coun-
tries is small and dwindling, It is alleged that some East 
Bloc firms, all state-owned, often charge freight rates be-
low cost, thus keeping West European trucking and shipping 
lines out of the growing East-West transport business. 
Community officials admit that this is difficult to prove, 
but there is evidence that several East Bloc shipping lines 
have been undercutting internationally agreed-on freight 
rates by up to 60%. 
The German example is representative of the problems 
also encountered by other states, especially Holland and 
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Belgium: West German trucking firms handle only 3% of the 
freight volume of German-Soviet trade, 4% of the trade with 
Bulgaria, and 14% of that with Hungary. In trade with Po-
iand and Czechoslovakia, the Germans transport 40% of the 
freight, 
Community officials point out.that in socialist coun-
tries, the government controls most economic functions, in-
cluding international trade. Freight rates, like prices, 
are set by the government, and it is not possible for for-
eigners to obtain data on how these rates are calculated. 
Two major factors probably will preclude Community 
action on the problem, observers believe: first, EEC-
COMECON relations have not gone beyond .preliminary contacts 
and, secondly, EEC transport policy is in such a rudiment-
ary stage that the member states still have some leeway to 
act on their own. Community officials say that some re-
straint on the part of East Bloc transport firms would be. 
called for. Although this would not solve the problem in 
the long run, it would help for the time being. 
Details of an agreement between the U,K, Government and the 
country's labor unions on a further period of voluntary 
wage restraint include labor union agreement to wage in-
creases averaging less than 5% during the 12-month period 
beginning August 1, 1976, Tax cuts are to be implemented 
and price controls continued. 
Discussions centered on the "structure" of the origi-
nal pay policy (a wage rise limit was first proposed at 
3% to follow the present z6-per-week limit) and on the need 
for government guarantees for employment and, above all, 
price controls. 
The unofficial view was that a 3% limit would not be 
accepted, but that the unions would compromise on their 
initial demand for a 5% ceiling. Prime Minister James Cal-
laghan~ answering Opposition questions in the Commons -
declared that there was "no doubt" that agreement would be 
reached. He made it clear, however, that failure to reach 
agreellU:!nt would further jeopardize the pound and added 
that, in his view, the foreign exchange markets had "over-
done" their "gloomy attitude" concerning the British eco-
nomic situation. 
The debate on the U.K. Finance Bill introduced in mid-April 
promises to be extremely bitter: the Conservative Opposi-
tion has announced that it will concentrate on, among other 
things, the proposals to eliminate the tax bcnefi ts accru-
ing to directors and higher-paid employees in the form of 
fringe benefits such as company cars, lo::m waivers, and 
low-interest or no-interest company loans. In addition, 
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ho~-1ever, the Conservatives are critical of the new powers 
given under the Bill that would allow tax inspectors to en-
ter premises, "if necessary by force," to search for evi-
dence of tax evasion. The new investigatory powers are 
viewed as an incursion on civil liberties, and an amendment 
will be proposed to the effect that-inspectors may enter on-
ly with the permission of a government minister: as intro-
duced, the Bill provides that a magistrate can issue the ap-
propriate search warrant. 
In an April 22 press conference devoted for the most part to 
domestic issues, French President Giscard d'Estaing has de-
fended the capital gains tax plans unveiled earlier last 
month, saying that too many people in France are living off 
capital gains. The renewe.d connni. tment to the reform propos-
als came in the face of heavy attacks by political parties 
both on the right and the left, the business connnunity, the 
labor unions, and others. It was predicted that this oppo-
sition would lead to numerous amendments of the draft bill 
in Parliament, even though the President warned that his ad-
ministration would not stand for too many alter~tions. 
Much of the criticism - particularly by left-wing fac-
tions - has centered on the charge that the revised tax. 
would be far from equitable in that wealthy individuals 
companies would again be spared. (Finance Minister Jean-
Pierre Fourcade, in detailing the proposal before the fi-
nance committee of the National Assembly, said that only 
200,000 to 300,000 persons - out of some 12 million subject 
to income tax - would be affected by the capital gains tax 
reform.) Business leaders objected mainly to the provision 
making stock shares subject to the tax: this would further 
reduce the attractiveness of the stock market, thus making 
it even harder for companies to raise investment funds via 
new issues. The heated debate in France over the contro-
versial government plans have, in fact, been blamed for the 
decline of Bourse prices since mid-March. By contrast, the 
price of the Napoleon gold coin, which is entirely tax-
exempt, has risen steeply in heavy trading, although the 
gold market gen~rally has been stagnant. 
In other developments, Giscard d'Estaing - at the 
press conference mentioned above - predicted that the 
French economy would set a growth record in the latter part 
of this year. This optimism reflected the latest revisions 
of earlier government projections according to which house-
hold consumption will c~xpand by 4.17. this year instead of 
2.3% as predicted last September. The estimate for the 
growth of the GNP was revised from 4.7 to 5%. Similar mod-
ifications were made for the expansion of exports (from 6 
to 6.4%) and imports (11.5 to 12.4%). Other data, however, 
were far les_s favorahle: _total public and private invest-
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ment is estimated to rise by only 0.6% instead of 5.7% this 
year, and the cost of living is now predicted to go up by 
8,5% instead of 7.5%. 
The German Bundestag's health committee has reported a 
heavily amended version of the government's original drug 
legislation bill back to the floor, and the full house was 
expected to pass the measure this month or in June (Doing 
Business in Europe, Par. 30,810). Observers see no obsta-
cle to passage, since the government coalition parties and 
the Opposition agreed·on the bill's objectives as well as 
on all amendments written into the measure by the commit-
tee, except for the one that would provide compensation for 
injury or death arising from the use of a drug. Here, the 
disagreement lies in the recommended approach rather than 
the principle itself. 
The bill's major objective is to achieve a maximum of 
controls to keep unsafe and ineffective drugs off the mar-
ket, To this end, a drug manufacturer would be required to 
prove that his product has been sufficiently tested, that 
it has the claimed therapeutic properties, and that it does 
not cause harmful side effects, The drug could be sold 
only after Federal Health Office (FHO) authorization, a 
procedure that would replace the existing, less stringent 
registration requirement. Drugs on the market at the time 
the law takes effect would be considered to have this au-
thorization, but the manufacturer still would have to sub-
mit the required data to the FHO within six months. 
A major amendment proposed by the health connnittee 
would empower the government to exempt from the authoriza-
tion requirement certain drugs not expected to be directly 
or indirectly harmful to man or animals. Also, the govern-
ment could forego its own tests where manufacturing and 
control procedures had attained a level dispelling doubts 
about the quality, effectiveness, and safety of a particu-
lar drug. Another change made in the bill would ensure the 
continued use of thousands of homeopathic medicines. Ac-
cording to the rewritten bill, 24 commissions would be ad-
vising th~- FHO in order to assure a broad forum for discus-
sions of diverging views. The original approach would have 
left the government in the position of unilaterally decid-
ing what drug is harmful according to the accepted standards 
of medical science. Constitutional lawyers argued that the 
original version would have violated Article 5 of the Con-
stitution, according to which the field of science must re-
main free of government interference. 
The Social Democratic members of the committee won 
their point about the way to make drug manufacturers pay 
compensation for injury or death resulting from the use of 
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a particular drug. In contrast to the original bill, which 
provided for a national compensation fund supported by con-
tributions from all drug makers, the committee version calls 
for the following: each drug manufacturer would be required 
to take out liability insurance to cover damage awards of 
up to DM 10 million, regardless of fault on the manufac-
turer's part. Since damage awards could exceed this amount, 
the committee accepted the suggestion of the national lia-
bility insurers' association that would offer additional 
coverage of DM 190 million through a reinsurance pool, and 
each drug firm would have to join. The premium for this ad-
ditional coverage was estimated to be 0.3% of a firm's an-
nual sales. 
According to reports from The Hague, the Dutch government 
currently is considering a freeze of pharmaceutical prices. 
Also, it is investigating the possibility of concluding 
price agreements with producers prior to the introduction 
of new drugs on the Dutch market; this would also include 
importers of foreign-made drugs. 
Previously, government intervention in this sector was 
announced in the case of Valium, made by Switzerland's 
Hoffmann-La Roche, to force the Dutch importer to lower. 
price of the tranquilizer. Evidently, the government is 
now prepared to extend this policy to other pharmaceuti- · 
cals. A deputy minister in the Health Ministry was quoted 
as saying that physicians often seem to be unaware of the 
high prfoes of certain drugs they are prescribing. He said 
the doctors could be asked to prescribe non-brand drugs in 
cases in which these are considerably cheaper than brand-name 
products. 
Industry spokesmen have.indicated that talks with the 
government on future pricing policies are now being con-
ducted. A change of present legislation probably would be 
required, they said, if The Hague intends to pattern future 
rules on the Swedish model of fixed prices in conjunction 
with an official registration of pharmaceuticals. Several 
manufacturers have indicated their opposition to the intro-
duction of rules requiring doctors to make their prescrip-
tions on the basis of prices. Lengthy and costly tests 
would be necessary, they said, to establish whether the 
low-priced drugs would in fact have the same therapeutic 
effects. 
The Swiss restrictions on the importation of foreign bank 
notes have raised questions at home and abroad on whether 
the action would be more of psychological rather than prac-
tical value. The prime objective of the measure was to 
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shield the Swiss franc against the effects of the "whole-
sale import" of Italian lire, which in the past weeks and 
months had assumed "staggering" proportions. According to 
reports referring to banking sources in Lugano and Zurich, 
it was estimated that in the week before Easter alone some 
5 billion lire daily had secretly moved into Switzerland. 
Nevertheless, the Bern monetary authorities themselves had 
doubts whether their decree would prove effective against 
the "professional smuggling" of unwanted Italian bank 
notes, indicating that other channels were likely to be 
found in moving the money across the borders. 
The government decree, which took effect on April 20, 
provides that the private importation of foreign bank notes 
- not only lire - is restricted to the equivalent of 
SF 20,000 per person every three months. Violations are 
punishable by fines of up to SF 100,000 and imprisonment of 
up to three months, aside from the confiscation of bank 
notes exceeding the legal limit. Not a.ffected by the de-
cree are commercial and financial transactions, which 
normally do not involve the transfer of pank notes anyway. 
In practice, travelers and other border crossers coming in-
to Switzerland are being asked whether they have bank notes 
to declare. No written declarations are required, nor are 
there any searches, except for occasional spot checks, 
Persons who d~clare amounts exceeding the limit have the 
option of temporarily depositing the excess with Swiss cus-
toms or of returning to the country where they came from. 
There are no curbs on the amount of Swiss francs that may 
be brought into Swi~zerland. 
In the meantime, the governors of the Community cen-
tral banks, at their April 2~ meeting in Luxembourg, recom-
mended that the conunercial banks in the EC stop the pur-
chase and sale of so-called "super notes," i.e., Italian 
bank notes in the denominations of 50,000 and 100,000 lire. 
This recommendation was generally followed, with the German 
Bundesbank even asking the banks in that country to refrain 
from.doing anything that could aid in the.circumvention of 
Italy's currency regulations. 
EURO COHPANY SCENE 
A new nS-million agricultural chemicals plant is to be 
built by Dow Chemical Co., Ltd. at its facilities in King's 
Lynn, .Norfolk, To be in operation by mid-1977, the plant 
represents the company's lareest single manufacturing in-
vestment in Britain to date, It wil 1 produce "Dursban," an 
agricultural insecticide, mostly for export to markets in 
Africa and the Middle East, At King's Lynn, Dow already 
manufactures farm chemicals, latexes, and foam plastics • 
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Badger Ltd. has been awarded the contract for the design, 
engineering, procurement, and construction supervision of an 
expansion project at the Porto refinery of Portugal's new 
national petroleum company PETROGAL. It involves a plant, 
probably requiring an investment of $150 million, to ex-
tract and recover aromatics and solvents and to produce var-
ious chemicals. The facilities will have an annual capacity 
of 335,000 metric tons. 
As part of the deal by which INA Corp. raises from 36 to 60% 
its stake in Blyth Eastman Dillon, the New York brokerage 
and investment company, France's Cie. Financiere de Suez 
will also acquire a 20% holding in Blyth Eastman. INA, in 
turn, holds 7% of the share capital of the French private 
banking group. The transaction is expected to give the 
American broker firm better chances for expansion abroad, 
while the large French bank hopes for improved access to the 
U.S. financial markets. In Europe, Blyth Eastman maintains 
offices in London and Paris. 
The U.K. telecommunications and electronics group Plcssey 
is holding preliminary merger negotiations with U.S. elec-
tronics manufacturer Edo Corp., one of America's leading 
makers of sonar and aviation instruments. A merger would 
immediately broaden Plessey' s technological base and would 
increase its penetration of North American marketz. ~ 
Insurance brokers Hogg Robinson have announced an agreement 
in principle to take over the entire U.K. travel interests 
of U.S.-based W.R. Grace. The American parent of Grace 
Travel was reported to be reluctant to invest further in 
Britain. 
The British toy group Dunbee-Combex-Marx (DCM) has completed 
an b8-million acquisition of the Louis Marx group, which has 
an extensive network of toy operations in the United States, 
Canada, and Hong Kong, DCM' s i IS-million acquisition com-
pares with $56 million paid for the Marx group by Quaker 
Oats of Chicago in 1972: since that date, Marx profits have 
been eroded, and the group's losses amounted to il3 million 
last year. 
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The European Commission has pr~sented to the Council of 
Ministers the seventh draft directive on company law coor-
dination, a measure that would require companies to publish 
consolidated annual financial statements. Observers in 
Brussels consider the proposal to be the EC executive's 
most positive contribution to date on how to deal with mul-
tinational companies. The draft directive would require 
multinationals to draw up consolidated annual financial 
statements on their worldwide activities, plus an annual 
report. The same would apply to their subsidiaries or 
other entities in the Common Market effectively con-
trolled by them. Commission attorneys point out that the 
proposed rules, largely patterned on tho~e in force in 
Germany and, to a certain extent, in the U.K. (Doing 
Business in Europe, Pars. 23,251-65 and 23,732, respect-
ively), would apply to a much broader range of intercor-
porate relationships: groups of affiliated companies in 
which control may be exercised either through stock own-
ership or other ties (for example, management contracts), 
The objectives of the seventh proposal are identical 
to those of the fourth draft directive: to compel compa-
nies·tncorporated in the EEC to disclose comparable fi-
nancial information for the benefit of shareholders, 
employees and third parties, mainly investors and credit-
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ors (Common Market Reports, Par. 1391). Enactment of tl. 
proposal would mean that a company that is incorporated 
any member state and which controls a group would have to 
present a "true and fair view" of the group's assets, lia-
bilities, financial standing, and results. It would not 
matter if a company belonging to the group is not incorpo-
rated in the EEC: its activities also would have to be re-
flected in the controlling company's statements. 
Consolidation of group accounts alone would not satis-
fy the requirement on presenting comparable information. 
Therefore, the proposal also would make mandatory the use 
of identical methods in valuating individual items in the 
accounts. Some flexibility would be allowed, however, to 
avoid difficulties in unusual situations. 
Commission attorneys refused to speculate on how long 
it might take until the Council approves the proposal, but 
they concede that four to five years would be a fair esti-
mate. Adoption of the amended fourth draft directive would 
speed up deliberations: .it is now in the second reading in 
the Council, and adoption is expected for early 1977. 
Adoption of the seventh draft directive would necessitate 
substantial legislation in all member states except Germany 
and the U.K. 
On May 4 the Council adopted.the directive to control po~ 
lution caused by certain dangerous substances discharged 
into canals, rivers, and lakes. The measure is significant 
in two respects: 1) it will serve as a- guideline for the 
Community and the member.states in the negotiations on sev-
eral draft conventions aimed at protecting international 
waterways and the marine environment against pollution, and 
2) it marks the first major step toward controlling the dis-
charge of substances. Two prior actions concern quality 
standards for drinking water, adopted in June 1975, and for 
recreational waters, adopted in December 1975 (Common Market 
Reports, Par. 9766). · 
The directive establishes a list (the so-called black 
list) of certain substances considered particularly danger-
ous because of their toxicity,- persistence, or bioaccumula--
tion (for instance, mercury). Additional lists will be made 
up in the future, and it is here where Commission lawyers 
anticipate protracted discussions, possibly ranging over 
several years. They believe that real progress will be mea-
sured in how many substances the states will decide should 
be banned or severely restricted. The directive also con-
tains a second list (the gray list) of substances that are 
also harmful to the aquatic environment but the effects. 
which can be confined to a given area and depend on the 
characteristics and location of the water into which the 
substances are discharged. 
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The directive does not set any emission standards for the 
substances on either list. The Council has not yet estab-
lished them, although talks have been going on for some time. 
On the.basis of the states' diverging views, Commission of-
ficials believe that agreement here may take several years. 
It is also pointed out that the directive does not contain 
water quality objectives - pollution will be controlled af-
ter the fact, i.e., by taking samples from.the water, with 
possible subsequent action against polluters, rather than 
controlling discharges at the source. This approach is the 
core of the compromise on which the British government in-
sisted and which the other eight states reluctantly accepted 
last December. Still, any state that wants to use the qual-
ity objectives method must prove that it is complying with a 
number _of conditions laid down in the directive, 
The Commission does not intend to propose any action to 
counter dumping practices by state-owned East Bloc trucking 
and shipping lines until current investigations .have pro-
gressed to the point where it is in a position to decide 
what form any Community action should take. The matter is 
being investigated by the Council (i.e., essentially by the 
member states that have complained) and a number of inter-
national organizations+++ Although the Council's July 24, 
1973, directive on the coordination of national rules gov-
erning the establishment and pursuit of direct insurance 
businesses other than life insurance gave the member states 
ample time for follow-up legislation, the Netherlands and 
Italy have failed to adhere to the Feb, 1, 1976, deadline. 
Still, the Commission is not expected to sue those countries 
in the near future. Commission attorneys point to the EC 
executive's usual practice of adopting a wait-and-see atti-
tude and obtaining information about the circumstances of 
noncompliance prior to taking action. 
Considering the severity of Rome's latest import restric~ 
tions, reactions to the measures by the domestic business 
community, Italy's foreign trade partners, and at European 
Community level have been relatively mild. There was a 
general consensus that ·drastic steps had to be taken to halt 
the renewed deterioration of the Italian payments balance 
and of the currency (the exchange rate at one point ex-
ceeded 900 lire to the U.S. dollar, for a devaluation of 
30% since January). 
Unlike in May 1974, when Rome had shocked its EC part-
ners with the surprise introduction of~similar import de-
posit rules, the Aldo Noro provisional government this time 
took care to seek Brussels' consent on the basis of the 
provisions of Treaty Article 108(3) - Common Market Re·· 
ports, Par. 3761. In 197l1, the Italians had invoked Arti-
cle 109, under which "protective measures" to fight a1\ cmer-
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gency situation do not require prior European Commission. 
proval (Common Market Reports, Par. 3771). Under Article 
108, both the Commission and the Council of Ministers are 
empowered to amend or modify the Italian action. Such a 
step most probably would involve farm exports to Italy, 
since the cash deposit requirement is bound to have grave 
repercussions on the common agricultural policy (only wheat 
has been exempted from the rule). However, many Brussels 
observers doubted whether the EC authorities would take any 
major action of their own, since the Italian regulations are 
to remain in effect for only three months (until Aug. 5) and 
also because of the Italian elections next month. 
On ·the basis of Italy's current import volume, it was 
estimated that 3,500-3,700 billion lire could be tied up in 
interest-free cash deposits with the Bank of Italy. These 
deposits amount to 50% of import value and are held for a 
period of three months. However, the deposits also affect 
purchases of foreign exchange, lira accounts maintained 
abroad, _and tourism transactions. For instance, an Italian 
tourist going abroad is required to deposit the lira equi-
valent of 50% of the foreign currency he intends to take 
out of the country, a requirement that comes on top of the 
existing annual limit of 500,000 lire on such currency ex-
ports. For this reason, the Italian association of trav. 
agencies has complained that the latest measure in effec 
amounts to a foreign travel ban o~ Italians, 
Generally, however, Italian industry accepted the cash 
deposit rule with equanimity, one reason being that inven-
tories had been built up systematically in anticipation of 
higher prices and further lira depreciation. Also, it was 
expected that many foreign exporters - in order to protect 
their Italian markets - would volunteer to pay the cash de-
posit. Nevertheless, the Confindustria employers' federa-
.tion demanded that the government ree~amine its measures 
with a view to exempting at least raw material imports from 
the cash deposit. 
On the heels of the cash deposit rules, the Italian author-
ities on May 10 also issued two supplemental exchange con-
trol decrees designed to accelerate the inflow of foreign 
exchange and to discourage speculation against the lira at 
home and abroad. 
Exporters are now required to pay into domestic ac-
counts 30% of invoiced export value. In most cases, this 
means that the 30% portion will have to be borrowed from 
commercial banks. Loans taken out for this purpose must be 
repaid from the export revenue (rather than from possibl. 
black-market sources). The advance payment normally mus 
be effected wj thin 211 hours of customs issuance of the ex-
port certification, although this deadline can be extended 
to up to 10 days. As befor~, the export transaction must 
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be completed within 120 days to prevent exporters from.post-
poning collection in hopes of speculative currency gains. 
The new regulations affect only exports valued at 5 million 
lire or more, unless the invoiced consignment is part of a 
larger export order. 
With the second decree, the Bank of Italy restricted 
so-called "overnight" and "tomorrow-next" (48-hour) forward 
deals in foreign exchange. The aim is to move.against 
short-term speculation against the lira on the part of for-
eign banks. Italian banks are no longer allowed to supply 
banks abroad with foreign currency in exchange for lire 
within a 48-hour period, 
The combination of the exchange control restrictions 
plus the cash deposit rule had the innnediate effect of ral-
lying the lira on the foreign exchange markets. Financial 
observers believed that the country's payments balance 
eventually could benefit from the domestic liquidity 
squeeze, which would force numerous Italian companies to 
repatriate funds ~eld abroad, 
After having come to terms with the labor unions over vol-
untary wage restraint, the U.K. government has been given a 
stern warning by the Confederation of British Industry that 
it must choose between jobs and price controls, since both 
cannot be had simultaneously. In contending that the gov-
ernment cannot insist on both profit margins and cost con-
trols being maintained, the CBI.called for an amendment of 
the Price Code to the effect that "a) a substantial re-
building of profitability is allowed, b) full allowance is 
made for the effect of inflation on company finances, and 
c) the administrative burden of the Code on companies" is 
lightened. Thus, with the unions having settled their 
problems with the government, the employers appeared to be 
also moving in on the Chancellor of the Exchequer to chal-
lenge his present restrictions on the control of gross prof-
it margins, turnover thresholds and productivity deductions, 
which are discouraging investments. 
While a positive r.eaction to the government-union pay 
deal had yet to materialize on the international exchange 
markets (the pound continued to hover at a level of about 
$1.84), the U.K. manufacturing sector nevertheless was be-
ginning to show tentative signs of optimism. In the five 
weeks to April 21, loan volume to the private sector rose 
by e80 million, which, although modest, represented a re-
versal of recent trends. At the same time, the government 
demonstrated in April that it was keeping its pledge to 
reduce central government borrowing: the I:;268 million re-
ported for last month was I;l14 below the April 1975 figure • 
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A new Bank of England ruling announced on May 12 is de- ~ 
signed to close a loophole in present British currency reg 
ulations through which U.K. nonresidents may have been gain-
ing access to what is known as the dollar premium pool: Lon-
don-based stockbrokers now will no longer be permitted to 
sell options through the investment currency premium pool. 
Previously, dealers could buy options through the dollar 
premium market (i.e. , at a premium of approximately 45%) and 
sell them subsequently under the "25% surrender rule." 
This rule meant that the premium would be paid in the sec-
ond transaction in regard to 75% of the sum involved. 
Stockbrokers realize, however, that the sale of op-
tions on portfolios already held in the United States 
could produce "one-way benefits." Thus, if an option writ-
ten by a U.K. stockholder was not exercised, the stockholder 
could enjoy not only the option profit but also the benefit 
of bringing the capital back into Britain through the pre-
mium mechanism. The new ruling provides that options may 
be sold only at straight exchange rates but must be pur-
chased with "premium currency": thus, the benefit has been 
eroded. In a wider sense, however, the ruling will have 
considerable impact on U.K. investor participation in op-
tion dealing on foreign exchanges. Several brokers an-
nounced that the Bank's action could bring such trading t. 
a temporary standstill. 
Rejection of the apprentice hiring bill by Germany's Opposi-
tion-controlled Bundesrat has cast uncertainty on the pro-
posal's future. Since the proposed measure fs as important 
to the general public as it is to the business community, 
most Bonn observers predict a compromise. Not only do the 
administration and the Opposition disagree about the ap-
proach, but even the government coalition parties cannot 
agree on the matter. Observers point out that in light of 
the Oct. 3 national elections, none of the parties can afford 
to assume or share the blame for failure on this piece of 
legislation. 
In order to reduce the high rate of unemployment among 
school leavers (8.3%) and to assure the economy a continuing 
pool of skilled labor, the Bundestag-approved bill would 
provide for a sufficient number of openings for apprentices. 
If a yet-to-be-established federal agency determines that 
openings fail to exceed by 12.5% the number of school leav-
ers, the government could impose a 0.25% payroll levy on all 
businesses .and public employers with an annual payroll of 
more than DM 400,000. The revenue would finance grants~ 
be given to employers who hire apprentices (Doing BusineW 
in Europe, Par. 30, 796) .• 
A majol" argument of the Opposition against the proposal 
has been that it would create additional red tape and unnec-
• 
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essary government intervention. The Opposition's alterna-
tive would be.to allow businesses to set aside annual tax-
free reserves - DM 2,000 for each apprentice already em-
ployed and DM 6,000 for each one newly hired - through an 
amendment to the Income Tax Law. Employers would have to 
restore these reserves to income once the apprentice has 
completed his training (usually three years) or if he quits 
during the training and is not replaced by another appren-
tice. This concept would keep red.tape.at a minimum, Oppo-
sition.spokesmen say, because it would be applied by the 
local tax office. 
The governing Social Democrats have rejected this plan, 
reasoning that it would not be attractive enough to make 
employers hire school leavers. Economics Minister Hans 
Friderichs, member of the Free Democrat minority partner in 
the government coalition, sees it differently. He favors 
annual government grants - DM 1,000 for each apprentice 
already employed and DM 5,000 for each one newly hired. The 
Opposition has indicated that it would go along with this 
idea. 
Meanwhile, government attorneys are studying ways of 
rewriting the bill so that it would not require the con-
sent of the Opposition-controlled upper house. They could 
do this by eliminating any state involvement in administra-
tion of .the program. In this case, the Opposition is de-
termined to have the Supreme Court test the constitution-
ality of the measure. 
EURO COMPANY SCENE 
The First National Bank of Chicago has announced the estab-
lishment in London of a new central clearing house de-
signed to facilitate settlement procedures in the rapidly 
growing market of Eurodollar certificates of deposit. The 
new program aims to eliminate the daily physical delivery of 
CDs, which is inconvenient and, in the event of sudden de-
fault, can prove costly, Although physical delivery may be 
made in London, settlement has to be made in New York. 
Thus, because of the time lag, traders sometimes do not know 
until the following trading day whether settlement has actu-
ally been made. First National's system is to eliminate 
physical delivery and rely on instructions from the two par~ 
ticipators in a deal, In addition, the bank also guaran-
tees payments and arranges settlement, It plans to charge 
modest fees for its activities, varying between il3 and $20 
per deal, but the turnover in this $30-billion market (an-
nually) is extremely high. 
The fonnation of a Brussels-based European reinsurance cor-
poration, known as Le Rocher, Cie. dP. Reassurance SA, )1as 
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been announced by the Prudential Insurance Co. of Americ 
Le Rocher itself is a subsidiary of Prudential Reinsuranc 
Co. and is capitalized at BF 100 million, of which BF 25 
million is paid in and the remainder is contributed surplus. 
Robert A. Beck, Prudential president and board chairman of 
Prudential Reinsurance, said that the European marketplace 
represents about 60% of the non-U.S. world insurance volume: 
"thus, Europe was obviously our first choice for overseas 
operation." Le Rocher wi 11 ·have underwriting capacity in 
Europe as is available to Prudential Reinsurance in the 
United States. 
General Electric will expand its international remote com-
puting network with the addition of a third "supercenter" to 
be located near Amsterdam, Holland. Representing an invest-
ment of approximately Sl7 million, the new center is sched-
uled to begin commercial operation in early 1977. It will 
be totally integrated with the two U.S. supercenters in 
Maryland and Ohio which currently provide a full range of 
data processing services on a worldwide basis via GE's Mark 
III service. The Amsterdam center will provide remote com-
puting service not only to the European continent and the 
U.K., but also the United States, Canada, Australia, and 
Japaq. 
The U.K. department store chain Debenhams is to expand it. 
U.S. activities further with the acquisition for some S6 
million of the American shoe retail group I. Miller, a sub-
sidiary of Genesco, Inc. Miller has about~~sales 
outlets and reported an annual turnove·r of S20 million. De-
benhams already owns Rayne-Delman, another U.S. shoe re-
tailer, with sales of about S7 million. The latest deal, 
still subject to Bank of England approval, would make the 
U.K. chain the owner of the largest retailer of high-priced 
women's shoes in the U.S., according to British reports. 
The European office of the State of Michigan Dept. of Com-
.merce has now confirmed that Germany's Keiper group will 
invest S2 million in a manufacturing operation at Battle 
Creek, Mich. The new 50,000-square-foot plant will produce 
seat-reclining mechanisms and.other accessories for the mo-
tor industry. Employment at the plant is to rise to over 
300 within three years. Among the factors that reportedly 
influenced Keiper to set up production in Michigan was the 
state's recently introduced "single business tax" system, 
which allows 100% deduction of the cost of capital goods • 
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The European Connnission has taken a much.more favorable 
stand on the continued existence of national trademarks 
than most observers had anticipated. After submitting 
written observations in Case No. 119/75 (Terrapin v. Terra-
nova) to the European Court of Justice last February, the 
Couunission stated at the May 5 hearing that "the interest 
of the trademark owner, combined with the right of the con-
sumer not to be deceived, takes precedence over Connnunity 
rules aimed at the free flow of goods." 
The dispute between Terrapin (Overseas) Ltd., a Brit-
ish firm making prefabricated houses, and Terranova Indus-
trie C.A. Kapferer & Co., a German building·materials 
manufacturer, goes back to the early '60s, when the U.K. 
firm applied for registration of its "Terrapin" trademark 
with the German Patent Office, in Munich. The German com-
pany, which had registered its "Terra" and "Terranova" 
trademarks a half-century ago, objected.to the British 
Hrm' s. application, arguing that the Terrapin trademark 
could be confused with its own Terranova trademark, A 
Munich district court believed that confusion was not pos-
sible, but the Appellate Court ruled otherwise and decided 
against the British firm. On the latter's appeal, the Ger-
man Supreme Court agreed with the Appellate Court ruling 
but nevertheless stayed the proceedings and ask~d the Euro-
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pean Court of Justice for a preliminary ruling on the in-
terpretation of Treaty Articles 30 and 36. 
The seven memb'er state governments that submitted • 
written observations (all except Luxembourg and Italy) es-
sentially agreed that trademark owners should have an en-
forceable right to bar imports bearing a confusingly 
similar trademark. The Commission believed that the pro-
tection to which Terranova is entitled under German law 
(Doing Business in Europe, Pars. 23,481 and 23,525) is not 
in conflict with EEC rules. The Commission thus has re-
versed its earlier position, since it no longer insists on 
extension of the Court's Hag ruling (Common Market Reports, 
Par. 8230), which banned the use of trademark rights as a 
means of barring imports of .identically branded products 
of common origin that have been lawfully trademarked in an-
other EEC state. 
Advocate General Henri Mayras is expected to deliver 
his conclusions shortly. 
In its Fifth Competition Report just published, the Commis-
sion states that the year 1975 was not an easy one for its 
antitrust division: in order to weather the economic cri-
sis,· an increasing number of companies tried to shield 
themselves against unwanted competitiorrby means of re- I 
strictive practices, while national governments attempted 
to keep ·faltering businesses alive through various types 
state aid. In its report, the Commission makes the point 
that it is more important now than ever before to uphold 
the freedom of competition. The Commission concedes that 
competition policy can only indirectly contribute to solv-
ing economic difficulties, but it also emphasized that 
there can be no solutions without it. The main function of 
this policy is seen as creating a climate in which the 
needed structural changes can take place and guaranteeing 
buyers, especially the final consumers, the best prices 
Since member state governments have been supporting 
troubled companies in order to avoid mass layoffs or clo-
sures, observers are not surprised that the Commission in 
1975 was confronted with a far greater number of state aid 
actions than before. Although the Commission has shown un-
derstanding in most instances, it made it clear that a re-
turn to what in effect are protectionist policies cannot 
provide a real solution. The Connnission believes that 
there is no way for businesses to avoid their structural 
adaptation to the major changes in internal demand and in 
the international division of labor. 
In 1975 the Commission handed down a total of 37 deci-
sions - 15 under Articles 85-86 of the EEC Treaty and 22 
under Articles 65-66 of the Coal and Steel Treaty. As in. 
previous years, a large number of cases were settled witho 
• 
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a formal decision. The most outstanding example of this 
was when two French firms, the largest safety glass produc-
ers on· the Continent, agreed to terminate their joint in-
terests in Germany and France. 
The Commission in 1975 adopted a number of decisions 
on patent licensing agreements and thus has continued to 
clarify its stand, though further clarification may come 
from the European Court of Justice. It believes that the 
time has come .to contemplate the preparation of a regula-
tion that would exempt certain categories of patent li-
censing agreements from application of Treaty Article 85. 
In so exempting several distribution agreements in the past 
few years, the Commission has thus developed certain gen-
eral.principles that companies can rely on. 
Altiero Spinelli, the Commissioner in charge of industrial 
policy, has suspended his activities in Brussels following 
his surprise announcement that he will run as an "indepen-
dent candidate" for the Communist Party in the Italian na-
tional elections next month. It was not expected that the 
69-year-old Spinelli would seek a renewal of his mandate, 
which expires at the end of this year along with that of 
the other Commissioners+++ A three-month "truce" has 
postponed until the end of July the possible outbreak of 
an intra-Community "chicken war" over proposed EEC rules on 
water content in poultry (not more than 8%) and enacted 
German legislation limiting the water content to what is 
technically feasible (around 2%). This cooling-off period 
allows the Commission. and the German government as well as 
other member states additional time for new studies to sup-
port their respective viewpoints. 
The Dutch three-party coalition cabinet has approved draft 
legislation that would require enterprises in Holland that 
reported an increase in assets last year to contribute 10% 
of this increase to a national fund, which would be admin-
istered by the lab~ unions. For the year 1976, this man-
datory contribution would be raised to 12%, and this rate 
could climb to a maximum 18% by 1979. 
The controversial 'bill has been sent to the State 
Council prior to formal submission to Parliament. Although 
only few details have been revealed so far, it was reported 
that the part of the corporate asset increase to be 
"skimmed off" would come under the "collective ownership" 
of all employees in Holland. A portion of the contribution 
made by an enterprise would be specifically earmarked for 
the employees of that company, with the money to be held in 
the national fund for a number of years before its distri-
bution. The remainder of the contribution would be used to 
build up the national fund's assets and would eventually 
finance supplemental pension benefits. The exact purpose 
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and method of distribution, however, would be defined in 
another law, to be drafted later on. 
The bill, so f~r as its contents have been revealed,. 
has come under attack by those who fear that it is too 
vague on the matter of guaranteeing a fair distribution of 
accumulated funds, since an estimated 60-70% of Dutch labor 
is not organized in unions. The harshest criticism has 
come from the employers, who complain about the "collectiv-
ist trend" that is being set by the draft legislation. The 
unions are not entirely satisfied, either, because their 
demands had been for.a "skim-off" of up to 50%. 
In related news, the FNV labor federation - which was 
formed late last year through the merger of the Socialist 
NVV and the C~tholic NKV unions - has come out for a 
"framework law" governing investments of private enter-
prises. Basically, such a law would require businesses to 
consult the government prior to .impiementing any major in-
vestment projects. Specifically, the investor would have 
to file a report on the "socio-political impact" of the 
planned investment, and ·the government would be obliged to 
consider this factor in approving or rejecting the invest-
ment plans. FNV board member Ter Horst was quoted as say-
ing that today's economic crisis proves that "a system of 
unrestricted entrepreneurial production-,can lead to unac-, 
ceptable situations" and that investment controls are als 
needed to come to grips with the unemployment problem. 
FNv· spokesman asserted, however, the aim was not to curta 
investments generally but to guide private initiative in 
such a.way as to be of maximum benefit in terms of regional 
needs and employment. 
Prior to the May 24 start of a tripartite conference on em-
ployment involving the government, the employers, and the 
country's three major unions, Belgium was hit by a series 
of strikes in support of labor demands for a new "social 
action" program and to drjw attention to serious threats to 
existing jobs. Most affected by the walkouts and demon-
strations were the public transport and utility sectors and 
the radio and television networks. In the Namur and Char-
leroi industrial centers of the Walloon region, demonstra-
tors protested against the possible loss of thousands of 
jobs at companies which are on the brink of bankruptcy or 
have already closed down. 
In the preparatory sessions prior to the actual start 
of the employment conference, there were still wide differ-
ences of opinion on the scope of its agenda. The Social-
ist labor representatives wanted the discussions to be con-
fined to what the government and the employers should do. 
maintain jobs and create new ones. Industry spokesmen de 
mandcd a review of Belgium's entire economic situation, 
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with particular emphasis on the shrinking competitiveness 
of export industry in the face of rapidly rising wage costs 
and tax burdens. The growing militancy of the strike ac-
tions and the hardening of positions on both sides made it 
doubtful, some observers said, whether the conference would 
produce positive results. 
The latest labor confrontations have been fueled by a 
revival of the traditional conflicts between the (Dutch-
speaking) Flemish and the (French-speaking) Walloon fac-
tfons in the wake of a State Council decision last April 
for the proportional application of the so-called "lan-
guage laws." The Walloons are now pressing hard for pro-
portional job representation in state and public service 
organizations, while the Flemish are seeking to protect 
their positions. The organizations most likely to be af-
fected by a reapportionment of jobs would be the savings 
and pension fund system, the health insurance funds, the 
state railways, and the development aid service, it was 
reported. The telephone and telegraph system of Brussels 
has been mentioned.as an extreme example: in order to bring 
about proportional representation there, some 2,000 Flemish 
employees would have to vacate their jobs in favor of 
Walloons. 
Lower house passage of the German government's bill 
raising value-added turnover tax rates from 11 to 13% (5.5 
to 6.5% for food items) does not mean that the measure be-
comes law as of Jan. 1, 1977, or even at a later date 
(Doing Business in Europe, Par. 30,825). Since the bill 
requires the approval of the Opposition-controlled upper 
house and Opposition leaders so far have not changed their 
negative attitude or even showed willingness to compromise, 
the fate of the measure is rather doubtful. Blockage by 
the upper house, which is to vote on the bill within a few 
weeks' time, could mean defeat at least during this legis-
lative session. The new government that will emerge from 
the Oct. 3 national elections would have to introduce an-
other VAT bill during the next session. If the present ad-
ministration is returned to power, the new bill would not 
become law before mid-'77. If the Opposition Christian 
Democrats are voted into office, it is not certain whether 
they would sponsor similar legislation or seek other ways 
of triunning the Budget deficit (DM 37 billion in fiscal 
1976 and a projected DM 22 billion in fiscal '77). 
(Upper house approval of the excise tax bill is as-
sured. The bill, passed by the lower house this month, 
would increase excise taxes on cigarettes and other tobacco 
products by 18% and on alcoholic beverages by 20%.) 
The Budget debate in the Bundestag, during which the 
VAT bill was passed, once more revealed the diverging views 
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of. the government coalition parties and the Opposition on 
how to reduce and eventually eliminate the Budget deficits 
in the coming years. The Opposition believes that there·· 
already "too much government" and that the solution tot 
deficit problem lies in a reduction of expenditures rather 
than in raising taxes. Opposition leaders indicated that 
trimming the admittedly overstaffed civil service could 
bring substantial relief for the treasury, a suggestion al-
so made by the Federal Accounting Office. It was pointed 
out that, since 1969, civil servants' pay has been raised 
to a level equal to or even higher than that for comparable 
jobs in private industry. Government leaders concede that 
this payroll is the major debit item in the budgets of fed-
eral, state, and local governments, but they so far have 
refused any major reduction in public employment. 
May 18 saw two developments in the United Kingdom which may 
·augur well for the country's immediate economic future: to 
the surprise of most businessmen and industrialists, the 
government announced that the Price Code is to be altered 
to stimulate investment and boost employment. Further,. the 
leaders of the engineering union·voted in favor of the gov-
ernment's recently announced policy of wage restraint, 
thereby virtually guaranteeing acceptance of the policy by 
the unions as a whole at the special Trades Union Confer' 
ence session scheduled for next month. 
An outline of the Price Code modification plans was 
given by Prime Minister James Callaghan at a Confederation 
of British Industry dinner - it was the CBI that had advo-
cated relaxation of the Code in order to boost investment. 
Noting that a full consultative document would be issued in 
June, Callaghan said that there would be a number of 
changes to help offset the effects of inflation on the de-
preciation of assets and stock appreciation. The "produc-
tivity deduction" (which at present means that companies 
may not pass on more than 80% of increased wage overheads 
in the form of higher prices) was to be "reviewed," he 
said, and the Code would also be modified to prevent penal-
izing (as it has in maay instances) firms that successfully 
e:iq>anded output and/or pruned costs. It was understood 
that the changes will also necessitate a new "categoriza-
tion" of firms. 
The Prime Minister reiterated that it was part of the 
government's economic strategy to stimulate recovery and 
profitability in private industry: although he acknowledged 
that there were "difficulties," he maintained that the long-
term prospects were good. A key factor was, however, the 
introduction of means to "improve the use of plant and ma-
chinery." • 
The CBI reaction to the Prime Minister's speech was 
• 
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one of welcome, particularly in regard to the government's 
promise to deal with "pay differentials," pay grievances of 
middle management, and productivity programs. Above all, 
however, business leaders.welcomed the implication that the 
government was considering altering the basis of the Code 
from "output costing" to "input costing": this would mean, 
they believed, that firms could retain (and reinvest) the 
benefits achieved from efficiency improvement rather than 
be obliged simply to pass the benefits on in the form of 
lower prices. 
The Swiss govetnment is making another attempt to obtain 
approval for a constitutional amendment that would enable 
the administration to take a stronger hand in economic and 
monetary policies. Its first attempt for a broader consti-
tutional amendment failed when 11 of the 22 cantons rejec-
ted the proposal in a March 1975 referendum, although the 
electorate had favored the measure by a narrow 50,000-vote 
margin. 
The new proposal is less far-reaching than its pre-
decessor, but it still would authorize the federal govern-
ment to pursue effective economic and monetary policies 
(the latter in conjunction with the central bank), espe-
cially in preventing and combating inflation. The present 
Constitution restricts the government to taking measures to 
prevent economic crises and, if necessary, to fight unem-
ployment. The government believes that the most recent 
developments (especially the massive inflow of capital) are 
all the more reason for obtaining broader powers to guide 
the economy. 
In contrast to the defeated amendment, the new propos-
al would authorize Bern to curtail freedom of trade and 
commerce only in exceptional situations. The cantons 
would have a stronger voice whenever the federal government 
uses its constitutional powers, and so would the business 
community. An important innovation would be the govern-
ment's power to force businesses to set as.ide reserves ( Ar-
bei tsbeschaffungsreserven) to be used for new investments 
during an economic crisis. Legislation to this effect al-
ready exists, but formation of reserves is optional, and 
little use has been made of the law (Doing Business in Eu-
rope, Par. 29,336). 
The new proposal will be submitted to Parliament after 
the summer recess, 
EURO COMPANY SCENE 
Westinghouse Electric Corp. is continuing its efforts to 
scale down its European engagements by negotiating with a 
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Belgian consortium a possible major reduction of its 67.8% 
equity in Ateliers de Constructions Electriques de Charle-
roi (ACEC) which it has held since 1970. ACEC manufactu. 
heavy electrical equipment as well as household applianc 
The company has reported heavy losses for both 1973 and '74 
(BF 351.3 million and BF 81.7 million, respectively). Oth-
er factors that reportedly lead Westinghouse to seek a cut 
in its ACEC participation include overcapacities of the 
power generator market in Europe as well as a reorganiza-
tion of its operations generally. The Belgian consortium 
involved in the talks includes both private and state 
groups,.and the most-likely private bidder was identified 
as the Franco-Belgian Empain Schneider concern. 
In connection with the major expansion of the French tele-
phone system, the Paris government has now made a decision 
in favor 9f the "Metaconta" system, developed by Interna-
tional Telephone & Telegraph Corp., and the "AXE" system 
of Sweden's L.M. Ericsson group. The three-year expansion 
and modernization program will require an investment of 
FF 104.4 billion and provides for the installation of 
900,000 additional telephone lines plus related equipment 
(2.8 million new lines already had been planned for the· 
1975-76 period). 
Johns-Manville Co. of Denver, Col,, has received permis-a 
sion by the French authorities to build a plant for the 
production of glass fiber insulation materials at St. Av 
Lorraine. Because of citizens' protests and other legal 
problems, the company had to delay plans for a similar 
plant at Wertheim, Germany. According to its Glaswerk 
Schuler subsidiary in Wertheim, there is still hope that 
these problems can be settled in time to start construction 
next year, so that production would commence in 1979, Al-
together, Johns-Manville plans three plants of about the 
same size in Europe, 
Bank of America has announced that it will buy out its mi-
nority partners in the 55% BoA-owned Bank of America Inter-
national: the U.K.'s Kleinwort, Benson and France's Banque 
de Paris et des Pays-Bas (Paribas). Consolidation was given 
as a reason for the move. BoA International henceforth 
will be active not 0nly in the medium-term Eurodollar mar-
ket but also in loan syndication and international invest-
ment management. The deal is reminiscent of one two years 
ago, when N.M. Rothschild sold its stake in Rothschild In-
ternational to American Express. The value of the BoA 
transaction to Kleinwort and Paribas was given as some 
$8 million each, 
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The European Commission has abandoned its reserved attitude 
and reportedly is determined to move against France's and 
the U.K. 's special export finance systems that are distort-
ing competition within the Common Market. Under the so-
called cost-escalation-cover insurance, the exporter usual-
ly absorbs 10%, and the government the remainder, of price 
increases that occur between the signing of the contract 
and delivery of the products, usually capital goods. These 
unforeseen price increases - mostly resulting from higher 
raw material prices and unexpected, high wage settlements -
may cut heavily into or even eliminate the profit an export-
er anticipated at the tirae the contract was concluded. 
Since the government's part in payment amounts to a 
form of state aid banned by Treaty Article 92 (Common Market 
Reports, Par. 2922.13), the Commission would like to see a 
phase-out of this type of export aid by July 1. According 
to a preliminary Commission proposal now in preparation, an 
exporter would be compensated only for annual cost increas-
es between 10 and 207. until the end of this year. As of 
Jan. 1, 1977, the compensation would be less because an ex-
porter would qualify only to the extent that costs increased 
between 13 and 20% (16 to 20% as of July 1, 1977). By the 
end of 1978, the French and British governments would be 
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required to stop aiding export firms in this manner. (T. 
It.alian government had previously agreed to refrain from 
using a similar system.) 
France has continually refused to abandon its system, 
and the U.K. is not likely to give up its own system ei-
ther, unless the French relent. Last February the Dutch 
government called on the Connnission and the Council to 
eliminate cost escalation coverage. The U.S. government, 
moreover, which has been complaining about the systems all 
along, recently lodged another complaint with the GATT sec-
retariat in Geneva, charging that the systems violate Arti-
cle 16 of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade. 
Commission attorneys say that the Commission has the 
duty to act in order to maintain freedom of competition by 
eliminating distortions. They point out that settlement is 
still far off in the institutional dispute involving the 
gentlemen's agreement over export credit terms negotiated 
(but not yet signed) between France, Germany, Italy, the 
U.K., Japan and the United States. Here, the Connnission 
and the smaller EC states had not been consulted. The Com-
mission, which has the sole negotiating power for the EEC 
in the area of export credit financing, does not object to 
the agreement so long as it does not exceed one year and 
provided Brussels receives the Council's formal authorfz. 
tion to negotiate a new agreement at the end of that per1 
France has raised objections here too, so the chances that 
the Connnission would succeed with either plan in an amica-
ble way are considered nil by most observers. Connnission 
attorneys remain noncommittal on whether the EC executive 
is prepared to embark on a legal battle before the European 
Court of Justice. 
Veterinary Drug The Commission has submitted to the Council of Ministers 
Proposals Sent two proposals that would gradually remove barriers to the 
to Council free circulation of veterinary medicinal products, while 
providing every safeguard for human health. A genuine com-
mon market with unrestricted movement of veterinary pharma-
ceuticals is to be sought in another proposal in the coming 
years. 
Largely patterned after the two 1975 Council directives 
on proprietary medicinal products (Common Market Reports, 
Pars. 3504, 3508, 9643, 9751), the two draft directives 
would require the member states to approximate their rules 
on manufacture, marketing, authorization, labeling, and 
permissible colorants and to adhere to the common princi-
ples of manufacturing controls and standards in testing 
veterinary drugs. The two major differences between dru. 
for humans and animals, as reflected in the proposals, a 
in the structure of the markets and the danger of residues 
in animal products, especially meats. 
• 
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In several member states as well as in some third coun-
tries, veterinary drugs are marketed only under their chem-
ical name (and not as proprietary medicines) in order to 
keep packaging costs down. For the same reason, interna-
tional trade is mostly in ready-made products. Thus, to 
cover most drugs sold internationally and to avoid distor-
tions in competition, the scope of the drafts has been ex-
tended. To avoid harmful effects from food derived from 
animals treated with drugs (especially hormones) to stimu-
late an increase in weight, the proposal would insure that 
such veterinary drugs not be given marketing authorization 
by the member states. In order to allow marketing of prod-
ucts that are useful but that have proven hazardous, the 
authorization would have to require the manufacturer to 
print the necessary warnings on labels and accompanying in-
formation materials. 
The Commission has set a target date of October 1977 
for adoption of the two veterinary drug proposals, but 
CoW1cil attorneys doubt wh.ether this target can be met. 
Commission attorn.eys have finalized the draft directive on 
products liability, and the EC executive was to have sent 
it to the Council of Ministers by the end of May + + + 
The Commission has sent to the Council a modified draft 
regulation that would settle problems arising from conflicts 
of laws that could occur, for exa111ple, when an employee is 
transferred from one member state to another as a result of 
a merger. Article 3 was modified to the effect that it 
would exempt transport from the scope of the regulation 
+++The Council has taken three decisions that are sig-
nificant for seed producers in third countries. They per-
tain to the equivalence of field inspections of seed-
producing crops and to quality standards for seed and seed 
potatoes (amending a 1973 measure). 
The monetary effect of the Italian cash deposit requirement 
so far has been weaker than the authorities had hoped: in 
the first week following introduction of the decree, the 
Bank of Italy received only 200 billion lire in interest-
free deposits, which was 40% below expectations. Pro-rated 
on a monthly basis, this meant that the actual inflow would 
fall short by 450-500 billion lire of that anticipated. On 
the other hand, there was no question that the cash deposit 
rule had a favorable impact on the lira, which recovered 
slightly from its historic low (up 2% as of May 21), and on 
the rate of capital outflow • 
The relatively low volume of cash deposits was ex-
plained by the importers' hope for modifications and spe-
cial exemptions from the new regulations, although the au-
thorities initially showed no inclination to bow to 
pressures on this point. Exemptions were demanded not only 
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by private industry, but also by such state enterprises~ 
the Enel electric utility corporation (for heating fuel illll' 
ports) and the ENI holding (for crude oil imports), ENI 
and the. private oil concerns even threatened to cut off, or 
at least reduce, imported supplies for their Italian refin-
eries. The domestic textile industry was campaigning for 
exemptions on grounds that the raw materials that it im-
ports are primarily processed for export. Italy's foreign 
trade partners also reacted in various ways to the import 
curbs: the Germans want Rome to make at least some allow-
ances for milk and milk products, while France's farm ex-
porters have even hinted at retributive actions. 
The Foreign Trade Ministry and other government agen-
cies in Rome have been given credit for not reacting too 
quickly to all these demands, although discussions with 
various industry representatives meanwhile have progressed 
to a point where modifications of both the cash deposit and 
the currency regulations are no longer ruled out. Uncon-
firmed reports said that agreement had been reached on the 
abolishment of the cash deposit rule as it affects repay-
ments of foreign debts,.dividend distributions and interest 
payments, and airline ticket sales. 
Direct foreign investment in Belgium slowed down conside~ 
ably last year, according to official scatistics - a tre'7 
that is in evidence in most other West European countries. 
In 1975, these investments in Belgium totaled BF 10.9 bil-
lion compared with BF 24.4 billion in 1974 and BF 12.4 bil-
lion in '73, This was the lowest total since the foreign 
investment boom began in 1959. The number of investment 
projects financed by foreign investments in 1975 amounted 
to 699 compared with 917 the year before. In terms of new-
ly created jobs, the differences were even greater: 2,188 
in 1975, 5,616 in '74, and 5,226 in '73. 
In a comparison of source countries, the statistics 
show that investments originating in the United States have 
·been declining considerably, They went down from BF 12.3 
billion in 1974 to BF 2.7 billion in '75. The latter fig-
ure represents only 25% of all foreign investments in Bel-
gium, whereas it was nearly 50% on the annual average for 
the entire 1959-75 period. By the same token, investments 
originating from Connnon Market states rose from an average 
34% over the 1959-75 period to 53.5% last year (42% in 
1974). Here, France led the EEC investors with BF 3.3 bil-
lion in 1975, followed by the United Kingdom with BF 1.3 
billion, Italy, and the Netherlands. 
Since 1959, foreign investment has created 1,099 ne. 
enterprises in Belgium and about 90,000 new jobs. However, 
the trend lately is for more capital-intensive engagements: 
whereas in 1974 it took an average BF 1.6 million for each 
• 
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newly created job, this figure rose to BF 3.22 million last 
year. 
The statistics further reveal a shift in the Belgian 
regions that attract most of the foreign investments. Last 
year, for the first time, more projects were located in the 
French-speaking Walloon region (43.8%) of the country than 
in Flanders (40.2%). Brussels, the capital, attracted 16% 
of such investments. Since 1972, when they reached their 
peak at 63%, foreign investments in Flanders have steadily 
declined. 
The latest statistics on domestic price expansion have "un-
pleasantly surprised" the Dutch government: the consumer 
price index rose by 2.1% from March to April and by 4.6% 
within·the first four months of this year - increases that 
should make it difficult to achieve the originally targeted 
8% inflation rate this year. The news of the unprecedented 
price rise came at a time·when the government, the employ-
ers, and the unions were gearing up for their discussions 
on incomes and social policy covering the remainder of this 
year and 1977. 
The government planned to go into these talks with the 
aim of winning an agreement to keep wage cost increases 
this year on a level below 9%, which would involve the ex-
tension of the current half-year wage freeze from July 1 
until the end of 1976 and, most probably, the temporary 
abolishment of all price compensation except for the lowest 
income groups. In practical terms, there would be a con-
tinued freeze on wages above 20,000 guilders annually and 
maximum automatic pay adjustments of 4% below that level. 
Acceptance of this proposal is needed if the Joop den 
Uyl administration is to be successful with its "Operation 
One Percent," a new economic plan worked out by the five-
party coalition government which provides for only a 1% 
rise in public and social expenditure in each of the next 
few years and would thus result in "savings" of 10 billion 
guilders until 1980. The Central Planning Bureau has cal-
culated that, should this plan be implemented, it could be 
possible next year to keep inflation to 5.5% and wage cost 
rises to 7.5%. 
The question in Holland is whether these targets and 
projections are in any way realistic (given the fact that 
public spending rose from 43 billion guilders in 1972 to 
78 billion guilders this year) and whether the government 
retains the political strength to implement "Operation One 
Percent." The unions, for their part, have referred to the 
"failure" of the government's price policies and are de-
manding an automatic pay adjustment of 5% as of July 1, 
when the wage stop expires. In view of the "moderation" 
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the unions say they practiced in the past months, labor • 
leaders insist that their demands are reasonable and justi 
fied. Observers do not rule out more serious confronta-
-tions, not to exclude political strikes, should the tripar-
tite talks end in failure. 
The lower house of Parliament has approved a heavily dilut-
ed version of the German government's original water pollu-
tion control bill. The changes affected both the time ele-
ment and the substance of the measure. Under the lower-
house version (upper-house approval is assured), as of 
January 1981, polluters would be required to pay a levy of 
DM 12 per unit, based on the degree of effluent noxious-
ness. This levy would gradually increase in the coming 
years, reaching DM 40 by 1986. The government's original 
bill called for a levy of DM 25 per unit of noxiousness as 
of 1976 and of DM 40 as of 1980 (Doing Business in Europe, 
Par. 30,718). The levy would be determined by effluent 
volume plus a combination of three factors - organic and 
inorganic deposits, oxygen requirements for breakdown of 
organic substances, and the specific degree of toxicity. 
Environmentalists and spokesmen for the public water 
utilities immediately criticized the lawmakers for giving. 
in to pressure from industry and local governments. Indu 
try representatives testifying before the lower house's in-
terior committee impressed the lawmakers with their argu-
ments that the originally proposed levy would endanger jobs 
and that many small and medium-sized enterprises would be 
forced out of business if levy assessments were to start in 
1977. Local government officials pointed out that immedi-
ate enactment would have resulted in financial difficulties 
for many communities because 60% of the smaller communities 
-still lack sewage treatment facilities (thus, local govern-
ments rank second to industry in causing pollution). 
The -0ill also reflects an earlier compromise in the 
distribution of water pollution control powers between the 
federal government and the states. That compromise cleared 
the way for passage of the Water Management Act last April. 
The bill would authorize the states to enact the adminis-
trative rules (for example, on assessment), and four years 
would be allotted to prepare for enforcement. 
Federal government officials maintain that the moder-
ate future law does not invalidate their basic contention 
that, in the long run, it will be cheaper for businesses to 
invest in antipollution devices or to avoid pollution alto-
gether by switching to different production methods (in t. 
case of the communities, to build sewage treatment facili 
ties). Also, the new law will remove competitive disadvan-
tages suffered by those businesses that already have in-
vested in treatment facilities. 
• 
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The U.K. government has announced that it will introduce a 
single "combined" Bill in the next session of Parliament to 
give "devolution" to Scotland and Wales. Michael Foot, the 
Leader of the Commons, made this official on May 25 when he 
outlined the proposals. 
In effect, the Bill will provide that responsibility 
for all operations of the Scottish and Welsh Development 
Agencies and for all appointments to them be transferred to 
devolved administrations. However, to ensure that there 
would be "no unfair competition with other parts of the 
United Kingdom," the industrial investment operations of 
the agencies would be subject to "guidelines laid down by 
the government from time to time." Still, such operations 
would be "wholly" the responsibility of the devolved admin-
istrations. 
Details also were given on the constitutional roles of 
the secretaries of state: first, if there were any doubt 
at the pre-assent stage about the vires of an Assembly Bill, 
the issue.would be resolved via a reference to a judicial 
body (probably the Judicial Connnittee of the Privy Council): 
thus, the government would not have the power to. reject As-
sembly Bills on vires grounds. Secondly, the secretary of 
state would have the responsibility of appointing the Scot-
tish executive, but he would act on the advice of the As-
sembly. Thirdly, he would have no role in fixing the maxi-
mum size of the Scottish executive or the remuneration of 
its members. These matters, Foot said, would be left to 
the Assembly (as would comparable ones in Wales). What has 
not yet been resolved, on the other hand, is the matter of 
U.K. reserve powers other than Parliament's inherent power 
to legislate. 
Foot's announcement did little to appease his devolu-
tion opponents in the House. Also, should the government 
be defeated on this issue by an alliance of Conservative 
and rebel Labour backbenchers, there would appear to be no 
alternative to innnediate general elections, observers said. 
EURO COMPANY SCENE 
After turning down an "inadequate" offer by the United 
States' R.J. Reynolds, Inc, last November, Britain's Burmah 
Oil Co. has now agreed in principle to the cash sale for 
S520 million of its North American oil and gas business 
operation to the U.S. industrial group. Burmah spokesmen 
said the price agreed upon was higher than that offered 
last fall, without saying by how much. The transaction 
still requires the approval of the board of directors of 
both parties. It specifically involves the acquisition of 
the Burrnah Oil & Gas Co. (the former Signal Oil Co.) and 
the Burmah Oil Development, Inc., which are primarily en-
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gaged in exploration in California and the Gulf of Mexico. 
as well as in distribution and marketing. The sale of 
Burmah's U.S. interests was a condition in the company's 
agreement with the Bank of England under which it was given 
massive· aid in late 1974. The deal with Reynolds was seen 
in the U.K. as a major step toward Burmah's financial re-
covery. 
Burlington AG, Basel, Swiss subsidiary of the United States' 
Burlington Industries, has announced the upcoming closure 
of its last production plant in Switzerland. It involves a 
yarn spinning facility with 170 employees in Arlesheim, 
which is to be shut down in steps by the spring of 1977, 
Burlington spokesmen explained that the world market situa-
tion and the high valuation of the Swiss franc had made it 
impossible to keep the export-intensive operation profit-
able, They said that the Burlington AG and the European 
administrative headquarters will be retained. Burlington 
still operates spinning and knitting plants in France, 
Britain, Sweden, and Finland, 
According to Swiss reports, Quaker Oats of the United 
States is now entering the Swiss pet food market with the 
introduction of eight brand products. Distribution and 
marketing will be through R.C. Andreae Ltd., Arlesheim •• 
Europe, Quaker Oats so far has been engaged in the pet fo 
markets in Britain, France, the Benelux countries, and 
Scandinavia. 
Smith-Kline Corp. of Philadelphia has recently acquired ma-
jority control of Dauelsberg & Co. Penicillin-Gesellschaft, 
a German producer of pharmaceuticals and antibiotic prepa-
rations. No further information has been released so far 
by the German company based in Gottingen. 
Britain's Lloyds Bank International has announced the ac-
quisition, via its U.S. subsidiary Lloyds Bank California, 
of the First State Bank of Northern California, San Leandro, 
·which has four California branches. First State failed on 
May 22 as a result of an overextension of credit to the 
real estate sector. The U.K. bank submitted the best of 
three bids for the assets - some $55 million in deposits. 
It was stated that First State had experienced no material 
capital erosion and had no liquidity problem. 
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The European Court of Justice has again ruled in favor of 
free intra-Community trade when, in effect, it invalidated 
a Dutch decree to the extent that it imposed certain for-
malities on importers of pharmaceuticals (Officier van 
Justitie, Rotterdam v. Adriaan de Peijper, Nieuwerkerk, 
Case No. 104/75). The Court held that "a national rule or 
practice which tends to channel imports so that only cer-
tain enterprises can handle them while others are excluded 
constitutes a measure tantamount to a quantitative restric-
tion within the meaning of Treaty Article 30" (CoITU11on Mar-
ket Reports, Pars. 321-322). 
Last October a Rotterdam district court had doubted 
whether a state attorney's office was correct in prose-
cuting a Dutch national for having failed to comply with 
imp.art rules that require importers to produce certificates 
testifying to the specifications of a drug prior to its im-
portation. The accused, Adriaan de Peijper, is director of· 
the Dutch company Centrafarm, which had been importing from 
the U.K. tranquilizers produced by Hoffmann-La Roche, there-
by undercutting the sole authorized Hoffmann-La Roche dis-
tributor in the Netherlands. Unable to obtain the certifi-
cates, to which only the authorized distributor had access, 
Peijper claimed that the rule requiring presentation of 
certificates was contrary to Article 30 and could not bene-
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fit from exceptions provided in Article 36 of the EEC Trea-
ty (Common Market Reports, Pars. 352.03 and 352.07). The 
European Court's ruling in effect cleared Peijper of any 
wrongdoing in this connection. His company may continue to 
import Hoffmann-La Roche drugs or any other brand, provided 
they are protected by trademarks. 
The ruling is the third victory for Peijper and Cen-
trafarm in their drive to overcome barriers to interstate 
trade, no matter what their nature. They won in October 
1974, when the Court of Justice reiterated its position 
that free interstate trade must prevail over industrial 
property right considerations. Thus, Centrafarm could 
continue to import drugs into the Netherlands from the 
British subsidiary of Sterling Drug, Inc, and undercut the 
prices of Sterling Drug's Dutch subsidiary, Winthrop(Cases 
Nos. 15/74 and 16/74, Common Market Reports, Pars. 8246 and 
8247), 
Council attorneys still hope for a complete EEC accord on a 
daylight savings time arrangement, now that all nine member 
state governments have agreed in principle on the introduc-
tion of daylight savings time on an experimental three-year 
(1977-79) basis. There is even agreement that the change-
over·should begin at 1 a.m. on the first Sunday in April 
1977. However, the U.K. has rejected the suggestion of. 
other eight that daylight savings time should end in mid 
October and insists that it end on Oct. 31. Concerned that 
the Council might not agree before this summer on more im-
portant measures such as the election.of the European Par-
liament, Commission President Fran~ois-Xavier Ortoli hopes 
that at least the daylight savings time accord can be 
reached. He has sent a.personal message to U.K. Prime Min-
ister James Callaghan, urging Britain to fall in line with 
the other eight. 
Last February the Commission had submitted a proposal 
to the Council calling for a uniform summer time arrange-
.ment. It emphasized that the existing time differences 
present problems for transport, telecommunications, com-
merce, and other contacts among the member states. (Brit-
ain, France, Italy, and Ireland already practice daylight 
savings time.) Passenger transportation suffers most from 
the time discrepancies, the Comrnission said, and business 
telephone calls are also affected. 
If it comes to a Community arrangement, Austria and 
Switzerland would be urged to join, since most of the Com-
munity's north-south vacation and commercial traffic passes 
through those countries. Austria has indicated its will-
ingness, while Switzerland's position is scill not clear. 
Regardless of whether a Community accord is reached, the 
three Benelux countries have decided to introduce daylight 
savings time starting next year on a permanent basis: 
• 
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clocks in those countries will be moved forward one hour on 
April 3 and set back again on Sept. 25. 
In a few weeks' time the Commission is to send to the Coun-
cil a proposal that would make unit pricing mandatory for 
all packaged products. Commission attorneys say that con-
sumer protection was the primary reason for drafting the 
measure but that the free circulation of goods in intra-
Community trade was also a factor. The Commission's latest 
initiative follows the Council's adoption in February of 
the directive aimed at approximating member state laws re-
lating.to the makeup by weight or volume of certain pre-
packaged products+++ The Council working group's discus-
sions on the European Company (Societas Europaea, or _S,E.) 
draft statute are being slowed by several technical and 
substantive problems. A major technical problem concerns 
taxation. Elimination of the tax provisions would not 
solve anything, because then the same problems would have 
to be tackled elsewhere (for example, in another proposal). 
Labor representation on the S.E.'s supervisory board still 
remains the foremost point of disagreement, however. 
After three months of hearings and intense discussions, the 
lower house's tax committee has reported back to the floor 
the German government's 1973 corporate tax reform bill. 
The committee made some changes but did not touch the main 
issue - the proposed abolishment of double taxation of div-
idends. Under the bill, companies would be paying 56% cor-
porate income tax on their retained profits and 36% on 
dividends distributed to shareholders. As under present 
law, a dividend-paying company would also have to withhold 
25% Kapitalertragsteuer from dividend payments made to both 
resident and nonresident shareholders that would be consid-
ered as an advance payment on their income tax liability. 
Resident shareholders would be credited with the corpora-
tion tax when filing their individual income tax returns 
(Doing Business in Europe, Pars. 23,395 and 30,666). 
The tax committee discussed extensively the implica-
tion of the bill for foreign-owned subsidiaries, which 
would have to bear a higher tax burden than they do at 
present. Like most German entities, a foreign-owned sub-
sidiary would pay 56% corporate income tax on retained 
profits and 36% on dividend payments made to its parent 
company, but the latter would not be able to claim credit 
for the tax paid by the subsidiary. This is why the pro-
posed system has been criticized as being highly discrimi-
natory toward nonresident shareholders. 
Committee members and government officials have been 
aware that the future system would require renegotiation of 
all double-taxation treaties. They have indicated that the 
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current dividend withholding tax rate could be lowered in 
order to compensate nonresident shareholders for losing a 
credit for corporate income tax paid. Experts testifying 
before the committee had urged the lawmakers to write into 
the measure a lower withholding tax rate on dividend pay-
ments. There have been no hints on how far the government 
would be inclined to go here in order to bring down the tax 
burden to international levels, but apparently a 20% rate 
would be acceptable. Still, the renegotiation of the 
German-u.s. tax treaty would be especially intricate be-
cause Article VI limits the withholding tax on dividends 
distributed to American companies to 15% (instead of 25%). 
Only when such dividends are deemed to be reinvested may 
Germany impose a rate of up to 25% (Doing Business in Eu-
rope, Par. 23,348). 
Adoption of the bill by both the lower and upper 
houses is expected before the sununer recess, so that this 
third and last piece of the government's tax reform program 
could go into effect on Jan. 1, 1977, (The other reforms 
affected the net worth and property taxes and the Fiscal 
Code - Doing Business in Europe, Pars. 30,643, 30,653, 
30,699, and 30,862.) 
Draft legislation providing for tighter'controls on merg 
ers, monopolies and illegal cartels has been approved by 
the French government and sent to Parliament. Submitted by 
Finance Minister Jean-Pierre Fourcade, the bill is not, 
however, nearly as far-reaching as legislation existing in 
other countries: it would subject to controls only mergers 
that result in market shares of at least 40% in the case of 
"horizontal concentrations" (involving enterprises on the 
same production levels) and of 25% in the case of "vertical''. 
agreements. Even then, the law would provide for selective 
rather than automatic controls. The enterprises would have 
the option of informing the Economics and Finance Ministry 
of their merger plans in advance or decide not to do so. 
In the latter event, they would risk retroactive investiga-
tion and sanctions. Upon finding that a completed fusion 
violates competition and merger rules, the authorities 
could either demand modificat.ions of such agreements or in-
validate the entire transaction. 
The bill also lists tougher sanctions, although fines 
would be limited to 10% of turnover or a maxinrum of FF 5 
million. Penalties against individuals would be doubled to 
a maximum four months of imprisonment and fines of up to 
FF 400,000, In the future, consumer organizations also 
could become parties to suits filed against enterprises for 
illegal cartel practices or other·violations of competition 
rules; so far, they are prevented from initiating such le-
gal actions. Finally, the government's existing conunission 
• 
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on cartel agreements is to be renamed Commission on Compe-
tition and will be given extended powers of surveillance. 
The proposed law has been described as a first con-
crete step in the direction of true cartel and merger con-
trols in France. In the past years, particularly under the 
administration of the late Premier Georges Pompidou, the 
government was less concerned about such controls as it 
concentrated its efforts on bringing up domestic industry 
to the technological and competitive levels of those in the 
other major countries within and outside the Corrnnunity. 
Lately, however, there has been somewhat of a shift in pol-
icy favoring small and medium-sized businesses in order to 
encourage more investment at those levels. 
The state of confusion afflicting the U.K. Labour govern-
ment's nationalization bill for the aircraft and shipbuild-
ing sectors - highlighted by unprecedented scenes of anger 
in the Connnons - has been brought on by a technical objec-
tion that the bill was "hybrid" in combining public and 
private elements. The government's intention to push for-
ward with the bill, a key issue in its pre-election mani-
festo, is unimpaired, but the Opposition's determination to 
end the "pairing" system on voting (which effectively al-
lows for cancellation of an absent member's vote) may have 
further repercussions on future controversial legislation, 
particularly since the government does not command a clear 
majority in the House. 
Of more significant interest, however, is the damage 
that the parliamentary discord may have done to Britain's 
civil aerospace induscry, which is now in a critical phase. 
Work is running out at British Aircraft Corp. 's plants at 
Weybridge, Bristol and Hurn as the BAC 1-11 and Concorde 
programs are being drastically curtailed. The Dept. of 
Industry has come to realize that the future of the indus-
try is probably inextricably linked with the acquisition of 
a larger stake in the European Airbus and the HS-146 "feed-
er" airliner. 
It remains to be seen whether or not the government 
can persuade its partners in these collaborations that the 
proposed nationalized aerospace board can offer sufficient 
guarantees on behalf of Britain, The crisis over the na-
tionalization bill (originally touched off by the exclusion 
from state takeover plans of the U.S.-owned Marathon Ship-
builders) has clearly undermined confidence and lent sub-
stance to French complaints that Britain is only making 
"vague gestures" without offering any real financial com-
mitment, 
The upshot or the confusion could be that Boeing of 
the United States wi 11 emerge as a partner for the French, 
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which could have serious consequences for the U.K. in-
dustry both in terms of revenue and employment. 
The U.K. 's Stock Exchange Council is currently deliberating 
a recommendation from the Committee of the British Exchange 
that it should introduce a market in traded options. Al-
though U.K. investors are entitled to acquire options to 
buy or sell shares at a predetermined price within a speci-
fied period, there is not, however, any market for dealing 
in the options themselves (as in Chicago). Precise details 
of the report have not been divulged, although it is widely 
assumed that it favors trading of options in a limited num-
ber of highly marketable shares in major companies. This 
restriction would be understood to be motivated by the pos-
sibility that across-the-board option trading might result 
in market manipulation. 
A decision was expected sometime this week, and there 
was a certain probability that, if it is in the affirma-
tive, trading will be in conjunction with the Amsterdam 
stock exchange (which is also reviewing the situation). In 
the City, however, there were some misgivings about the 
proposal, particularly because of the high risks involved 
and because of the recent American Stock Exchange reveia-
tion that certain specialists have been "rigging" option 
prices. • 
Last month's tripartite conference on employment involving 
representatives of the Belgian government, the employers, 
and the three major unions did not result in any immediate 
major decisions but served essentially as a forum for all 
factions to present their views on a catalog of subjects 
ranging from employment to economic policy generally. The 
participants did agree, though, to set up working groups to 
study three specific areas: investments and exports, so-
cial poli-cy, and state and regional planning. The three 
committees were to prepare concrete proposals and submit 
them by July 15. It was noted with relief that the confer-
ence took place in a relatively calm atmosphere, which was 
attributed to the fact that the rash of strikes involving 
the public transport and utility sectors and other areas 
was dying down. 
In related developments, the government and the unions 
have reached agreement on the composition of a new retail 
price index that is to take effect on July 1. The index, 
which provides the basis for Belgium's system of automatic 
wage adjustments, in the future will reflect the prices of 
about 350 items instead of the present 149 and thus, re-
portedly,will be more representative of changes in the cost 
of living. Rents, which are frozen until the end of 1976, 
will be included for the first time; they are weighted at 
• 
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5%. Controversial is the exclusion from the index of home 
mortgages. It was reported that mortgage payments make up 
about 16% of the cost of living in a country where roughly 
every second family owns a home. 
To counteract the pressures that continue to drive up the 
value of the Swiss franc vis-a-vis other currencies, the 
Swiss National Bank has slightly tightened the interest ban 
on bank deposits of nonresidents. Since Oct. 31, 1974, 
savings deposits of foreigners in excess of SF 50,000 have 
not drawn interest and those in excess of SF 100,000 have 
been subject to a "negative" interest rate of 10% per quar-
ter. With effect from June 1, the SF 50,000 limit has. now 
been lowered to SF 20,000, However, funds deposited in 
Switzerland between Oct. 31, 1974, and June 1, 1976, may 
continue to draw interest within the previous SF 50,000 
limit. 
The National Bank stated that the new regulations are 
in no way related to a ban on investments in Swiss securi-
ties, over which there has been much speculation.. A Bank 
spokesman emphasized that there is no intention of imposing 
such a ban, pointing out that a previous experiment in this 
respect did not have positive results. Also denied were 
persisting rumors that the monetary authorities were plan-
ning a split market for the Swiss franc, i.e., a "capital 
franc" and a "commercial franc," a system previously exer-
cised by France and Belgium for their respective curren-
cies. In such a case, the National Bank would intervene 
only on behalf of the commercial franc. 
During the first days of June, the situation on the 
Zurich foreign exchange market was described as "chaotic" 
by dealers of the major banks. Private customers received 
only SF 2.40 for the dollar, and the D-mark rate dropped to 
a new low of DM 0,91 to the Swiss franc (from a 1973 high 
of"DM 1.26). Apparently contributing to the unprecedented 
strength of the franc were reports that the surplus of the 
Swiss balance of payments in 1976 would be even higher than 
previously estimated: some sources spoke in terms of 
SF 10-12 billion, which would compare to SF 8 billion last 
year. Several Swiss exporters announced that they suspended 
all shipment~ to Germany, since they were unwilling to ab-
sorb the losses caused by the unfavorable D-mark exchange 
rates. They said that they would attempt to base future 
deliveries on franc-denominated invoices. 
EURO COMPANY SCENE 
A study of American investment in the United Kingdom ("U.S. 
Industry in Britain," Wilton House Publications) has esti-
lll.:lted that direct investment by U.S. affiliates in the U.K . 
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increased by some 12.5% between 1950 and 1974. These af-
filiates now account for a total of some ia,ooo million of 
investment in Britain, i.e., about 12% of the total produc-
tion of all U.K. manufacturing enterprises. The study also 
notes that the rate of return on investment in Britain 
falls short of that in Germany, Belgium, and Luxembourg but 
is higher than in other member states of the European Com-
munity. 
The Stelux group of Biel, Switzerland - in which five Swiss 
watch producers are joined - has announced the purchase of 
27% of the shares of the Bulova Watch Co., New York. The 
transaction was effected through Stelux' Hong Kong affili-
ate, 
In related developments, an additional partner has now 
joined the Germany-based Electronic Watch Batterie GmbH, 
which was established last year by the u.s.-swiss Bulova 
Watch Co. and Varta Batterie AG, the German battery produc-
er. The newcomer to Electronic Watch is Switzerland's 
SSIH Societe Suisse pour l'Industrie Horlogere ("Omega," 
"Tissot"). Under the new arrangement, Varta retains major-
ity control of the subsidiary, while Bulova and SSIH hold 
the remaining equity. 
The formation of a new subsidiary headquartered in • 
Dilsseldorf, Germany, has been announced by American Air 
Filter Co., Inc., of Louisville, Ky. The new company, 
AAF-Lufttechnik GmbH, will distribute on the German market 
selected AAF products and systems for the control of air 
quality in commercial, industrial and institutional appli-
cations, 
A production plant for packaging equipment for bottles and 
other containers will be constructed by France's E.P, Remy 
~ o~ a six-acre site it has acquired in the Norfolk, Va., 
industrial park, according to a report by the American 
Chamber of Commerce in France. 
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France, Germany, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Switzerland, 
and the European Commission have agreed on the content of 
an international draft convention to reduce chemical pollu-
tion of the Rhine River. Although the convention would not 
put additional burdens on polluters along the Rhine beyond 
those set forth in a recent Council directive, it is never-
theless needed to enable non-EC countries to join the clean-
up effort. The European Community took part in the nego-
tiations in its own right, having already signed the Paris 
Convention for the prevention of marine pollution from 
land-based sources and taken part in discussions relating 
to the Barcelona Convention for the protection of the Medi-
terranean marine environment against pollution. 
In line with the recent Council directive aimed at re-
ducing pollution caused by certain dangerous substances 
discharged into the aquatic environment, the draft conven-
tion also contains two lists of such substances and com-
pounds - the "black" and the "grey" lists. Once the Coun-
cil of Ministers has established permissible limits for 
·these.substances and compounds (negotiations are under 
way), the signatories would incorporate these limits in the 
draft convention. 
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The above-mentioned countries and the Community have also 
reached agreement on a convention for the desalinization of 
the Rhine. France, whose state-owned potassium mines in 
Alsace discharge some 11,000 tons of chloride into the riv-
er each day, has agreed to extract during the coming years 
20 kilograms of chloride per second from the effluents and 
to store the chlorides underground. Extraction would be 
increased to 60 kilograms per second in the 1980s. The an-
nual cost of approximately FF 116 million would be shared 
by France (30%), Germany (30%), the Netherlands (34%), and 
Switzerland (6%). This agreement is vital to the Dutch who 
obtain most of their drinking water from the Rhine. 
The salt-carrying Rhine has also done great damage to 
crops. In one instance, some Dutch vegetable growers sued 
the French mines in an Amsterdam district court under the 
EEC Convention on the Jurisdiction of Courts and the Recog-
nition and Enforcement of Judgments (Common Market Reports, 
Pars. 9730 and 9813). After that court declined jurisdic-
tion, the Court of Appeals at The Hague asked the European 
Court of Justice for an interpretation of Article 5(3). 
The Court of Justice must decide whether "the place where 
the injury occurred" means the location where the damaging 
act was committed or where the actual damage was sustained 
(Case No. 21/76) • 
. Both conventions are expected to be formally signed. 
the coming weeks. However, it is doubtful that ratifica-
tion will be completed by the end of the year, so that both 
mea·sures probably will not take effect on Jan. 1, 1977, as 
had been originally planned. 
Germany is holding out against adoption of one of 18 draft 
directives that would ease intra-Community trade by harmo-
nizing national rules pertaining to a great number of prod-
ucts, among them certain measuring instruments, pressure 
vessels, automotive parts, and cosmetics. The disagreement 
concerns a draft proposal that would establish maximum lev-
els of radio interference caused by electrical household ap-
pliances and which would leave the testing to the manufac-
turer. While the other eight states have agreed on that, 
Germany wants its testing agency to do additional testing 
and attach a seal to approved.models, thus giving market 
authorization. 
Council attorneys are confident that Bonn will give in 
because the Germans have been told that the entire package 
will not be adopted unless there is agreement on this one 
issue. Adoption was scheduled for June 28. 
"An impressive demonstration of international banking coop-
eration in support of sterling against unjustified market 
pressure." This was how U.K. Chancellor of the Exchequer 
Denis Healey characterized an unprecedented ~5.3~billion 
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loan to Britain by the world's leading industrial nations -
the Group of Ten augmented by Switzerland and the Bank for 
International Settlements. The loan was made initially for 
a three-month period ending on Sept. 9 but will be availa-
ble for a further three months. Any drawing of the loan 
that could not be repaid could be offset by a further loan 
from the International Monetary Fund. 
To the U.K. government, the international banking com-
munity was clearly preferable to the !MF as the source of 
the loan, since the latter inevitably would have imposed 
stringent conditions in regard to government expenditure. 
The six-month period was seen as appropriate in that at 
least one of the reasons for sterling's decline has been 
short-term commercial transactions caused by importers and 
exporters "arranging" receipts and payments in order to se-
cure optimal returns (see following story). It was pre-
dicted that this process would reverse itself in about 
three months, thus generating a positive cash flow in Brit-
ain's favor. 
In the meantime, the loan arrangement did trigger a 
surge in sterling on the international exchanges, which was 
also aided by the U.K. mineworkers' vote to support the 
government's pay policy. In the longer term, however, many 
observers feared that the decision for the "bridging loan" 
could backfire. Any recourse to the IMF, if needed, could 
create severe problems for the government. Further, there 
were doubts concerning the huge foreign exchange reserves 
held in London by Mideast oil producers: if these were re-
moved, for whatev~r reason, a further slide of the pound 
would be unavoidable. 
Finally, there remained a question on international 
confidence in the U.K. government's anti-inflation poli-
cies. Although Healey hailed the standby credit as some-
thing of a triumph, the fact was not overlooked that no 
other nation in the industrial world now requires a loan of 
such magnitude. It was noted that all of Britain's major 
trade partners have less unemployment and have reduced in-
flation to single figures. In short, most commentators 
agreed that the loan arrangement assured the U.K. govern-
ment of a breathing spell only - assuming that the expected 
censure motion of the Conservative Opposition could be de-
feated and the Callaghan administration's resignation fore-
stalled. 
The rapid fall in sterling prior to the international loan 
arrangement for the U.K. caused grave problems for U.S.-· 
based·multinationals with British subsidiaries inasmuch as 
the latter earn their profits in sterling which, upon con-
version into dollars on the parent's annual financial 
statement, results in a sharp depreciation of net income • 
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In the main, the multinationals have been employing a num-
be·r of hedging devices to counter this drain, the principal 
one being to sell sterling forward for delivery in 90 days 
but with a contractual option to convert at a specific 
price. In this way, the exchange rate can be "fixed." 
Again, the U.K. subsidiary can convert its sterling into a 
hard ,currency such as the dollar, D-mark or Swiss franc. 
This is not easy due to Britain's stringent foreign ex-
change regulations, but it is possible through the process 
known as "leads and lags." Thus, for example, dividends to 
the parent are disbursed as quickly as possible (even if 
this entails borrowing), whereas the conversion of payments 
denominated in foreign currencies is delayed as long as 
possible. Finally, the U.K. subsidiary usually will make 
every effort to maximize borrowings in pounds, anticipating 
that sterling indebtedness is, in the long term, cheaper 
than indebtedness in a ''healthy" currency. 
At the end of one week's debate in the French National As-
sembly and a closed-door meeting between President Giscard 
d'Estaing and his Prime Minister Jacques Chirac, it ap-
peared that the parliamentary controversy over the govern-
ment's capital gains tax bill could bring on major trouble 
for Giscard's administration. To many observers, the in-· 
tensity of the confrontation appeared incongruous, given 
the fact that the draft legislation as it came out of the 
committees bore little resemblance to its original version, 
having been riddled with numerous exemptions and reductions. 
Even the original draft had provided for capital gains tax-
ation far more moderate than that of other countries: it 
merely was intended to set the stage for an overhaul of 
France's tax structure by way of redistributing some of the 
burdens now imposed by the indirect (value-added) and in-
come taxes. 
Even before the bill was presented to the floor, there 
was no question of the leftists' unequivocal opposition to 
the measure, mainly because they consider it far too ·weak. 
The main challenge, however, has come from the parliamen-
tary majority: the Gaullist supporters of Giscard d'Estaing 
for a while refused to back the draft measure, which they 
termed "leftist" and a threat to economic freedom. Whi'le 
Prime Minister Chirac, the leader of the Gaullists, made an 
attempt to bridge the differences, it was no secret that he, 
too, was unhappy about the bill. In fact, at one point 
there was speculation that Chirac was ready to resign ra-
ther than use his political powers to push the measure 
through Parliament after all, 
The importance attached to the bill by nearly all fac-
tions may be illustrated by the fact that it has been the 
subject of more than 600 proposed amendments, most of them 
coming from the Gaullists. In its original form, the mea-
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sure would have concerned only 300,000 taxpayers and would 
have raised only an additional FF 1 billion in revenue. In 
the interim, though, as the result of intense bartering in 
the committees and between the majority parties, the draft 
was watered down further by government concessions on ex-
emptions and periods of ownership (shares of stock, second-
ary homes), although details were not immediately avail-
able. 
In the end, a split in the government's parliamentary 
majority was avoided when Finance Minister Jean-Pierre 
Fourcade consented to certain amendments introduced by the 
Gaullist UDR party. This compromise probably saved the 
bill from being sent back to the committees and, thereby, 
from almost certain extinction. A withdrawal of the pro-
posal would have been interpreted as a stinging defeat for 
Giscard d'Estaing, who has described the capital gains tax 
bill as the most important part of his reform program. 
Following last month's defeat of the apprentice training 
bill in the Opposition-controlled upper house, the German 
government coalition parties have introduced in the Bundes-
tag an amended version of the original bill, which the low-
er house had approved earlier (Doing Business in Europe, 
Par. 30,796), Like the previously approved bill, the new 
measure would authorize the federal government to make all 
businesses and public employers with annual payrolls of 
more than DM 400,000 pay a levy of 0.25% of the payroll. 
The levy would be imposed whenever openings for apprentices 
fail to exceed by 12.5% the number of school leavers. A 
yet-to-be-established federal institute would administer 
the program and would grant premiums to those employers who 
train apprentices. 
In contrast to the previously approved bill, however, 
the new proposal eliminates most of what the upper house 
found objectionable aside from the levy concept: the es-
tablishment of commissions made up of business, union and 
government representatives and charged with overseeing 
training curricula in vocational schools ·and on the job. 
Since education is the constitutional prerogative of the 
states, there was no way for the federal government to leg-
islate in this area without the states' consent. 
Still, even the amended bill does not entirely preclude 
state involvement, since the levy would be collected by 
the workmen's compensation funds, which are organized on an 
industry-by-industry basis and are controlled by the states. 
Government attorneys hope that the Opposition will relent 
and not embark on a legal battle before the Supreme Consti-
tutional Court. Most constitutional experts agree that the 
levy concept and the creation of the federal institute 
clearly do not require upper house consent. Should the 
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Bundesrat reject this part of the measure, its veto could 
be overruled by the lower house. Should it also object to 
the states' involvement, then the government could sue the 
opposing states on grounds of lack of loyalty to the feder-
al system (Bundestreue) - a principle embodied in the Con-
stitution and developed by the Supreme Court. 
The lawmakers will have to be called back from their 
vacation in the second half of July if they are to overrule 
the Bundesrat's veto, since the government wants enactment 
by Sept. 1. 
Parallel to the international support action on behalf of 
the British pound, Switzerland's monetary authorities have 
decided on further restrictions to contain the continued 
speculation in the Swiss franc. As of June 8, the National 
Bank lowered its discount rate from 2.5 to 2% and the Lom-
bard rate· from 3.5 to 3%. Also as of that date, the Bank 
imposed additional curbs on Swiss franc forward deals by 
nonresidents. Furthermore, a gentlemen's agreement was 
concluded with the country's connnercial banks, whereby the 
latter were to instruct their foreign branches and subsidi-
aries to refrain from currency transactions "of specul~tive 
character" involving the Swiss franc. 
At the same time, the National Bank announced plans. 
for additional intervention on the domestic currency mar-
ket in an effort to straighten out the "rate distortions" 
prevailing there. In the event that these interventions 
prove ineffective, the Bank warned it would take more mas-
sive action in the form of a domestic exchange ban on Swiss 
franc transactions, similar to one temporarily imposed in 
1971. Of all the measures at Bern's disposal, it was noted 
by financial observers, such a ban would be certain to have 
the greatest impact on speculation. 
Finally, it was announced that Switzerland's Big Three 
connnercial banks have extended a DM 750-million credit to 
Germany. For this purpose, the Swiss National Bank would 
buy D-marks on the foreign exchange market and provide 
these funds to the three banks in return for Swiss francs. 
This currency swap transaction between Switzerland and Ger-
many - technically in the form of a "loan" - was designed 
to absorb excessive D-marks that have been brought into 
Switzerland. 
A co-determination law described by Prime Minister Olof 
Palme as the country's "most important reform of the '70s11 
has been adopted by the Zwedish Riksdag with the votes of 
the governing Social Democrats and the Liberals. The leg-
islation, which will take effect next Jan. 1, authorizes 
the unions to negotiate and conclude collective agreements 
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not only in the area of wages and related benefits but also 
in that of co-determination in the management of enterpris-
es. 
Passed on June 1 after a preparatory period of several 
years, the new law differs from those of other countries 
(for instance, Germany) in that it is not of an institu-
tional nature but instead provides for far-reaching powers 
and duties of negotiation, In effect, the law cancels the 
sole prerogative of the employers to hire and fire and to 
"direct and allocate work" as spelled out in Article 32 of 
the employer federation statutes. This prerogative is su-
perseded by the principle that the employees may demand ne-
gotiations on all issues that are of concern to them within 
the enterprise. The role of the unions as representatives 
of the employees is explicitly affirmed. In regard to is-
sues considered as having significant effects on employees, 
the employers even incur the responsibility of inviting the 
unions to negotiate. This "primary duty of negotiation" 
applies, for instance, to plans for production cutbacks or 
for the sale of the enterprise or parts thereof. 
The unions' duty to keep the labor peace following the 
conclusion of an agreement will effectively prevail in a 
split form: even after agreement on wages has been reached, 
strikes may be employed as a legitimate means of pressing 
demands in the area of co-determination. Wildcat strikes, 
however, continue to be illegal and may draw sanctions in 
the form of fines. 
A major point concerns the interpretation of signed co-
determination agreements. Here; the unicns' interpretation 
is deemed to apply until a labor court rules otherwise. 
Similarly, the unions retain the decisive vote in the in-
terpretation of wage agreements, unless the employer ap-
peals to a labor court within 10 days after an agreement's 
conclusion. Still, in regard to most co-determination 
questions, the unions have no veto powers, since it is the 
law's guiding principle that both sides achieve a compro-
mise. 
The consequences of the law will not be immediate and 
will be known only when the unions begin to take advantage 
of the new rules the next time collective bargaining ses-
sions begin. Spokesmen for the SAF employers' federation 
fear that it will be "impossible to operate effectively if, 
prior to each decision, the opinion or agreement of the em-
ployees must be sought." It was charged that the .new rules 
would produce "a sluggish, ineffective" economic system. 
By contrast, both the chairman of the LO labor federation 
Gunnar Nilsson and Labor Minister Ingemund Bengtsson re-
jected contentions that the new legislation will paralyze 
the freedom of activity of Swedish business. Nilsson said 
that the unions are not militant organizations bent on 
crippling the domestic economy • 
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Palme himself told Parliament that the new law does not fi-
nalize matters: "Now begins the tedious effort of applying 
the new rules to the working life. Co-determination of the 
employees will grow step by step." The Prime Minister in 
the past has always referred to this kind of co-determina-
tion as the "third road" between private capitalism and 
state capitalism, i.e., communism. 
Although the newly passed Greek Law No. 330 essentially 
amounts merely to a codification of existing, but scattered 
rules on vocational bodies and unions, it does strengthen 
worker rights to the extent that it guarantees the free 
election of employee representations and the necessary pro-
cedures in this respect. The law provides for harsh penal-
ties against those who attempt to obstruct "the democratic 
functioning of employee representations." Further, it lays 
down protective rules to forestall state and employer in-
terference with legitimate union activities. 
Section 9 of the law deals with the rules pertaining 
to the right to strike which, for the first time in Greek 
history, has been guaranteed under the new constitutio~ 
passed in November 1974. Strikes are permissible if called 
by employee organizations and unions and if aimed at a·fur-
therance of worker interests. Non-organized workers may. 
also participate in such strikes, however. In any case, 
the employers must be informed beforehand of planned strike 
action in order to afford the opportunity for peaceful set-
tlement. For enterprises in the public and semi-public 
sectors, Parliament set a notification period of at least 
10 days (the original government version had provided for. 
15 days). 
The most controversial part of the law concerns the 
illegality of wildcat strikes and, particularly, political 
strikes and is strongly opposed by a number of union lead-
ers. They charge that this clause amounts to a severe re-
striction of'the right to strike. Prior to passage of the 
law, these unions had called for a 48-hour national walkout 
to protest what they term the "anti-strike law." Specifi-
cally, the demands were for the legality of political 
stri.kes and the right of workers to occupy struck enter-
prises. Also, these unions opposed the notification period 
for the public sector and the protected status of strike-
breakers. 
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The European Commission has fined the Swiss-based drug mak-
er Hoffmann-La Roche for allegedly having abused its market-
dominating position, which is outlawed by Treaty Article 86 
(Common Market Reports, Par. 2101). The Commission claims 
that Hoffmann-La Roche granted buyers of its vitamin tab-
lets so-called loyalty rebates, which were not based on 
differences in costs based on the quantities supplied but 
rather on the customer's requirements. The Commission al-
leged that the rebates were not calculated separately for 
each group of vitamins but were aggregated over all pur-
chases from Hoffmann-La Roche and thus benefited the com-
pany even with respect .to those vitamins for which it does 
not hold a market-dominating position (Roche's 1974 vitamin 
sales accounted for i130 million out of SS-billion total 
sales). The Commission also maintained that the firm's ex-
clusive and preferential supply contracts with a number of 
major bulk users enabled it to shut out its biggest compet-
itors from supplying those customers. 
Antitrust lawyers see here an abusive and discrimina-
tory element in the firm's behavior. However, as did the 
counsel for Hoffmann-La Roche, they point out that the drug 
maker revised its contracts some time ago (after the Com-
mission started its investigations). This fact may have 
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influenced the amount of the fine, 300,000 units of ac-
count, which represents only a fraction of 1% of the 
group's total sales; the statutory maximum is 10% (Common 
Market Reports, Par. 2541), Last December the Consultative 
Committee on Cartels, composed of national antitrust offi-
cials, had recouunended only a token fine or none at all. 
The Swiss government and a number of antitrust experts 
believe that the source of the Commission's evidence on the 
manufacturer's alleged practices could be a major issue in 
the case. Commission officials said that a former execu-
tive of Hoffmann-La Roche forwarded the information on his 
own, which, if true, could have an important bearing on the 
outcome of a possible legal battle .before the European 
Court of Justice. Antitrust chief Willy Schlieder, com-
menting on the Commission's decision, stressed that his of-
ficials did not rely solely on the former employee's evi-
dence. Schlieder produced excerpts from a Roche inter-
company memo that his investigators had discovered on their 
own. In this memo it was stated, among other things, that 
"according to the experience of various Hoffmann-La Roche 
companies, loyalty contracts provide a very efficient pro-
tection against competition" and "the advantages cannot in-
duce a customer to change his supplier because he would 
lose the loyalty rebate." 
An interesting sidelight in regard. to the fine is th. 
the ·commission insists that it be paid in German marks 
(DM 1.09 million), In the "sugar cases," several firms 
took advantage of the falling lira and paid their fines in 
that currency, thereby allegedly saving several hundred 
thousand units of account. 
The nine member states have narrowed their differences over 
a European Commission proposal that would require national 
authorities to consider out-of-state bids for supply con-
tracts on a nondiscriminatory basis. The ·only major dis-
agreement remaining is on the size of contracts that would 
become subject to Community rules, The Commission had 
·originally wanted all public tenders of over 100,000 units 
of account (pre-Smithsonian dollars) open to bidders from 
all member states. Under pressure from France and Britain, 
it has increased the threshold to 170,000 u.a. and is even 
prepared to go up to 200,000 u.a. A minor disagreement 
still remaining concerns the unit of account itself: sev-
eral member states have suggested a more realistic method 
of valuation - that of the "basket" unit of account as pro-
vided in the Lome Convention, 
A major obstacle was removed during the discussions 
last year when the experts agreed to exempt telecommunica-
tions equipment from the scope of the measure. France, 
currently planning a ~23-billion program to modernize and 
expand its national telephone network, did not welcome the 
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idea that foreign manufacturers (especially Germany's Sie-
mens) could be in a position to submit favorable bids that, 
under Community rules, could not be rejected. Earlier, the 
problem of third-country products was also solved in a way 
that would not conflict with EEC rules on free circulation 
of goods. For example, if a Dutch trading company regular-
ly importing goods from a third country, say Japan, submit-
ted a bid on a typewriter contract advertised in the Offi-
cial Journal by the city administration of Paris, it would 
have to be awarded the contract if the price and other con-
ditions were more favorable than those offered by others, 
including French competitors. However, if the Dutch firm 
would make a special attempt to undercut all other bidders 
by importing especially low-priced products, the Commission 
would use the powers granted under Treaty Article 115 and 
could authorize France to bar. import of the typewriters. 
Adoption of the public supply directive would comple-
ment two 1971 Council directives that require national au-
thorities to inform all Community contractors of contracts 
of more than i1 million via notice in the Official Journal 
and to award contracts on purely economic and nondiscrimi-
natory grounds (Common Market Reports, Par. 1349.71). 
Advocate General Henri Mayras has backed the position of 
the EC member states in declaring that national rules 
should continue to permit trademark owners to bar imports 
of goods bearing confusingly similar trademarks, even if 
this might run counter to EEC rules on free circulation of 
goods within the Common Market. In his recent conclusions 
submitted to the European Court'of Justice in the Terrapin 
v. Terranova trademark case (No. 119/75), Mayras also said 
that the national courts alone should decide which trade-
marks could be considered confusingly similar. The Commis-
sion earlier had shifted its position in favor of national 
trademarks, though not to the extent advocated by Mayras 
+++The discussions in the Council working group over 
what type of windshield safety glass - laminated or plate -
should become mandatory for all cars sold in the Common 
Market could become redundant if a British manufacturer 
succeeds in his test to produce glass combining the safety 
and cost advantages of -0oth types. France and Germany have 
been opposing a Commission proposal that would make lami-
nated glass mandatory. Cost is the main factor: laminated 
glass costs.three times as much as plate glass. 
In order to contain persisting unemployment and bring down 
further the rate of inflation, the Dutch coalition govern-
ment has announced details of its plans to make substantial 
cuts in public expenditure and to promote industrial in-
vestment. By means of the former measure, the administra-
tion expects to save about 8.8 billion guilders by 1980, 
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Parliament was told. The most massive reductions, approxi-
mately 5.8 billion guilders, will be in the social welfare 
sector and will. primarily affect family allowances, disabil-
ity benefits, and certain other welfare allowances enjoyed 
by civil servants. The remaining 3 billion guilders are to 
be trinnned from the budgets for defense, housing, trans-
port, justice, agriculture, and development aid. Next 
year, for instance, it is planned to reduce previously pro-
jected general expenditure by almost 1 billion guilders and 
social welfare benefits by 1.5 billion guilders. 
The proposal was outlined in a White Paper dealing 
with the so-called "Operation One Percent," i.e., the an-
nual rate by which The Hague intends to reduce public sec-
tor growth in proportion to national income. Pointing out 
that, in relation to the world average, an unusually high 
number of people in Holland are inactive and thereby draw-
ing on the country's generous social welfare resources, 
Prime Minister Joop den Uyl said that it was the aim to re-
strict the number of social security recipients rather than 
compromise on the benefits themselves. He said further 
that the government was determined to lower the number of 
unemployed from presently 222,000 to 150,000 by 1980 and to 
whittle down in stages the present inflation rate of St. 
Another White Paper published on June 10 concerned 
government plans for the future structure of domestic in-. 
dustry and stimulation of industrial investment. It is 
proposed to set aside 15 billion guilders in investment 
aids over the next five years, beginning in April 1977. 
The state funds are to be made available in the form of in-
vestment credit subsidies as well as wage cost relief. 
However, these aids will be made subject to the provisions 
that the new investments be located outside the country's 
heavily industrialized areas and that environmental consid-
erations be strictly applied. 
The lower house of the German parliament has unanimously 
approved a government-sponsored proposal to attack the var-
ious forms of white-collar crime that cost the treasury, 
banks, businesses, and individuals an estimated DM 20 bil-
lion annually (Doing Business in Europe, Par. 30,763). 
Upper-house approval was expected this month, so that the 
bill could go into effect on July 1. 
At present, state attorneys' offices often find it 
difficult to obtain convictions in court, not only because 
of a lack of statutes but also because of the devious meth-
ods employed by the accused. On the other hand, the due 
process clause in the Constitution must be fully observed 
.in criminal proceedings. The proposed law would make it 
easier for the prosecution to obtain convictions, and gov-
ernment attorneys believe that the stiff penalties (up to 
-
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10 years in jail in cases of fraud to obtain subsidies) 
will also act as a deterrent. 
The proposed law would cover six types of violations, 
four of which are most common and considered particularly 
damaging: 1) fraud to obtain subsidies from.the govern-
ment or the European Agricultural Guidance and Guarantee 
Fund, 2) credit fraud, 3) illegal acts that precede or 
cause insolvency and bankruptcy, and 4) failure to adhere 
to bookkeeping requirements. 
As an example: an export firm ships to a third coun-
try butter benefiting from EEC price supports. Abroad, the 
butter is used as an ingredient for mayonnaise, which in 
turn is reimported into the Common Market. The firm even-
tually receives an export refund, but only because the con-
version and reimportation were concealed in the application 
for the refund. Under the new Section 264 of the Criminal 
Code, the company's manager could go to jail for a maximum 
of 10 years if convicted of fraud. 
Another example: if an individual in applying for a 
bank loan or credit makes false claims on his own behalf or 
for others with respect to his financial standing or that 
of another credit recipient, he could draw a jail term of 
up to three years or corresponding fines which may be grad-
uated according to his financial situati0n. The same pen-
alties apply to anyone who fails to inform the money-
lending institute whenever his financial situation deter-
iorates substantially. A five-year sentence could be im-
posed on anyone who, shortly before going bankrupt, sells 
or conceals assets that normally would have been distribut-
ed among creditors. Lesser penalties would apply in such 
instances under current law, but under the amended Bank-
ruptcy Act the person could be prosecuted even if he did 
not intend to harm his creditors financially. 
Finally, anyone who is legally required to keep finan-
cial records but fails to do so or fails to store such rec-
ords for the required period (usually 10 years) could be 
subject to a two-year sentence. A new feature would be 
that every annual financial statement would have to be 
signed and dated by the responsible individual. 
The industrial democracy issue that figured so prominently 
in the U.K. Labour government's pre-election manifesto and 
in subsequent ministerial pronouncements continues to gen-
erate debate and controversy: recent developments indi-
cate,·however, that there is little chance of a major bill 
being introduced before next year. Some of the delay can 
be attributed to uncertainty over the findings of the "Bul-
lock Inquiry" into worker participation, which is not ex-
pected until the end of this year, and to a crowded parlia-
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mentary timetable in the 1976-77 session when, among other 
items, the devolution issue will be debated. 
In what was in some quarters dismissed as a token ges-
ture, the government has, however, announced that it will· 
bring in draft legislation to introduce "a greater measure 
of worker participation" in the state-owned Post Office 
Corporation. Further, two draft amendments will be pre-
sented during the third reading of the Aircraft and Ship-
building Industries Nationalization Bill, Advance informa-
tion suggests, though, that these amendments and the "non-
controversial measure" in regard to the POC will far from 
satisfy the demands of the labor unions. Furthermore, the 
proposed amendments will not call for .anything like "Euro-
pean" supervisory management boards. Instead, the immedi-
ate prospect is for a very brief "enabling" bill to be in-
troduced early in 1977, With this bill, the government 
would be content to establish "in principle" the need for a 
greater measure of worker participation in industry. 
In other developments, the government has announced 
plans to establish a new organization designed to help U.K. 
industry sell abroad equipment developed for government de-
partments and state-owned industries. A key market for 
such sales is the Mideast oil countries, to which Britain 
would hope to export "packages" of computer and telecommu-
nication systems, • 
Politicians and commentators in Switzerland have registered 
with some shock the Swiss electorate's rejection of two 
proposals: the land planning law (Raumplanungsgesetz) and 
an SF ZOO-million loan to the International Development 
Association. Only the amendment on a new unemployment in-
surance system was approved with the expected wide margin: 
a future law will make such insurance mandatory for all 
Swiss employees, with contributions to be shared by the em-
ployers (Doing Business in Europe, Par. 30,828), 
The land planning law - favored by the central govern-
ment, the parliamentary majority, and most political par-
ties - would have given Bern additional and more permanent 
powers to fight land speculation and the deterioration of 
the scenic environment, promote conservation by establish-
ing agricultural and recreational zones, and help in the 
solution of infrastructural problems in cooperation with 
the cantonal and local governments. The law was to have 
succeeded an existing federal decree on land planning, 
which expires at the end of this year (Doing Business in 
Europe, Par. 30,619). The proposal was turned down in the 
June 13 referendum by a relatively narrow vote of 654,000 
to 626,000, However, it was defeated in 19 out of 25 can-
tons, with most of the "no" votes coming from cantons heav-
ily dependent on tourism and agriculture. 
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It was surmised that the voters did not so much disagree 
with the aims of the proposed law but rather with the meth-
ods by which the different interests of property owners, 
the public as a whole, and the central, cantonal and local 
governments were to be reduced to a common denominator. As. 
in previous referenda, the voters' fear of too much govern-
ment authority at the expense of individual freedoms appar-
ently was a key motive. Most controversial in th.e draft 
law were the provisions on expropriation and on a skim-off 
of land value increases, of which a portion would have had 
to be contributed to central government revenue. 
Whereas the referendum vote on the land planning law 
was strictly a domestic issue, the same could not be.said 
for the unwillingness of the Swiss voters to provide a loan 
of SF 200 million to the IDA, which some political leaders 
considered "highly embarrassing." It was feared in Bern 
that this decision could have repercussions in Third World 
countries and could set a precedent for other industrial 
nations to withhold development aid from international 
agencies such as the IDA. 
In order to cover the 1976 Supplemental Budget and the ex-
pected major deficit in the '77 Regular Budget, the Finnish 
government is planning a number of tax a:1d rate increases. 
(The Supplemental Budget provides for 13S million finnmarks 
to finance farm surplus sales and a public works program 
for the benefit of some 40,000 jobless persons.) As of 
July 1, a surtax is to be imposed on higher incomes, repay-
able in 1978. Not refunded would be a surtax on incomes 
above 200,000 finnmarks, which is to be paid in five in-
stallments beginning on Aug. 1. On Sept. 1, the government 
plans to introduce an electric power tax which would lead 
to higher utility costs for both industry and private 
households. Furthermore, telephone and telegram rates are 
to be raised by an average 26%, and rail fares and freight 
tariffs are to go up by 17 and 22%, respectively. 
In order to compensate for the projected Budget defi-
cit next year, the 11% turnover tax rate is to go up to 13% 
as of Jan. 1. (The political conflicts over this proposal 
nearly led to the fall of the five-party coalition adminis-
tration last month.) The net worth tax would be raised to 
a level of up to 50% on assets exceeding 300,000 finnmarks. 
Finally, Helsinki has announced a revamping of taxes apply-
ing to insurance companies. 
EURO COMPANY SCENE 
Honeywell U.K. Honeywell Information Systems, the U.K. offshoot of the U.S. 
electronics and computer systems group, has opened High 
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Court proceedings against a British public agency, the 
Anglian Water Authority, alleging breach of statutory au-
thority. In effect, the AWA decided to install a computer 
manufactured by Britain's International Computers Ltd. 
(ICL) in preference to a Honeywell computer, despite the 
fact that the Authority's technical evaluation team, its 
directors, and its finance and general purposes connnittee 
came out in favor of Honeywell. It is well known that the 
U.K. government applies a "procurement preference" for ICL 
installations in central government departments, but this 
does not - in the absence of a specific directive from the 
Secretary of State - apply to public authorities. Honey-
well therefore contends that normal commercial practice 
should be followed. In addition to obtaining an injunc-
tion, which prevents the Authority from entering into a 
contract with ICL until the matter returns to court, Honey-
well also has called for a full public inquiry into the AWA 
decision. 
Bank of England and Treasury approval has been received for 
the acquisition of SW Industries, Inc., of Providence, 
R.I., by Britain's BTR. · The cash offer is for g42 per 
share, and the deal is to be financed via a g30-million 
Eurodollar loan, The takeover has the backing of the SW 
board and employees who together control 35% of the equity. 
At a.meeting called for July 8, a two-t~irds majority of. 
the ·shareholders is required to finalize the deal. 
The U.K. subsidiary of RCA, Oriel Foods, a major food dis-
tribution company, is being offered for sale by the Ameri-
can parent for approximately b25 million. 
In a letter to shareholders of the Michelin holding com-
pany, it has been revealed that the French tire group plans 
two more production plants in the United States for the 
manufacture of heavy vehicle tires. No further details 
were given. Michelin already operates plants in South 
Carolina. 
A leading German supplier of automobile repair shops, 
Philipp Gather KG, will possibly be taken over by the Sun 
group of Chicago. The company's owner, Herbert Gather, 
confirmed that negotiations are being conducted but that 
they probably will not be concluded before the end of this 
month. Gather is the German distributor of automotive 
testing equipment manufactured by Sun. 
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The European Court of Justice has set the stage for EMI 
Records Ltd., the British recording and electronics com-
pany, to win its battle against subsidiaries of CBS, Inc., 
in three European national courts. It held that Connnunity 
legal principles and the free movement of goods do not in-
validate national trademark rights and thus do not prohibit 
a trademark owner from barring imports into the Community 
of identically branded products made in a third country. 
·The same would hold true for manufacturing within the Com-
munity. The Court also held that a third-country exporter 
wanting to export identically branded products to the Com-
mon Market must obliterate the trademark from the products 
and may then apply for a different mark. The Court consid-
ered this to be a permissible consequence of the national 
trademark laws extending protection to trademark owners 
against third-country imports bearing similar or identical 
trademarks. 
EMI Records Ltd. had brought suit in Britain, Den-
mark, and Germany against subsidiaries of CBS, Inc., the 
American company, in order to prevent the U.S. group from 
using its Columbia trademark within the Common Market. 
Both groups have been using that trademark for records sold 
in different parts of the world - EMI in most of Europe 
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(including all member states), Africa, and Asia, and CBS in 
North and South America and in several countries elsewhere, 
The disputes arose when CBS subsidiaries in Britain, Den-
mark, and Germany imported U.S.-made records bearing the 
Columbia trademark. The three courts essentially granted 
temporary relief to EMI but at the same time asked the 
Court of Justice for a preliminary ruling on whether en-
forcement of national trademark laws would infringe upon the 
Treaty of Rome's provisions on free circulation of goods 
and freedom of competition. In effect, the Court's ruling 
(Case Nos. 51, 86, and 96/75) gives EMI the possibility of 
seeking permanent legal redress to correct the infringement. 
The judgment brings several clarifications that most 
member state governments, attorneys, ·and the business com-
munity as a whole had been seeking out of concern over a 
possible erosion of national trademark rights as a result 
of the Court's Hag judgment (Common Market Reports, Par. 
8230), Counsel for CBS initially had wanted the principles 
developed by the Court in that case to be app\ied by analo-
gy to this case also, but it later based its defense on an-
titrust grounds, contending that EMI had a dominating posi-
tion (Treaty Article 86) and, at any rate, would be subject 
to Article 85. The Commission, which originally had sup-
ported EMI's position, later supported CBS after discove.-
ing that EMI and CBS had been parties to restrictive agr 
ments concluded prior to the Treaty of Rome. Commission 
lawyers argued that EMI was not entitled to protection 
against identically branded products imported by CBS be-
cause EMI's trademark rights originated from previously ex-
isting market-sharing agreements that, although not illegal 
at the time, presently car°ried negative antitrust effects. 
Although the Court did not follow the Commission on chis 
issue, it did not entirely reject the Commission's conten-
tion that trademark rights may be rendered ineffective by 
consequence of past restrictive agreements. In fact, the 
Court stressed that national trademark laws could be en-
forced against third-country imports of identically branded 
products only to the extent that the exercise of these 
rights did not manifest itself as the result of an agree-
ment or concerted practice aimed at or having the effect of 
isolating or partitioning the Common Market, 
The EMI rulings and the upcoming judgment in the 
Terrapin-Terranova dispute (Case No. 119/75) are expected 
to be reflected in the Commission's draft memorandum on. a 
European trademark. 
The European. Commission has once again urged the Council of 
Ministers to make a decision on the location of the Conunu-
nity' s main research center for controlled thermonuclear 
fusion and plasma physic~ (called JET, for Joint European 
Torus), In Jm1uary 1976, after examining all technical and 
• 
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manpower aspects, the Connnission recommended to the Council 
that Ispra, Italy, be selected as the place for carrying 
out the JET project - the cornerstone of the Community's 
fusion and plasma physics program for the 1976-81 period. 
The Connnission's concern was borne out by the fact that the 
June 18 Council meeting was postponed indefinitely due to 
lack of agreement on the site question, In February, how-
ever, the Council did approve the Commission's five-year 
fusion program with an overall budget of 124 MUC (million 
units of account), but it restricted implementation of the 
program to 1976, with an appropriation of 20 MUC pending a 
final decision on the JET project. 
The Community's program (the fourth since 1959) is 
largely directed at opening up new energy sources for the 
future, when fossil deposits are depleted and even fission-
able materials may be scarce. The ultimate goal is an al-
most pollution-free power plant that would use easily ob-
tainable and plentiful elements such as deuterium (the iso-
tope of hydrogen) and lithium, in place of fuels such as 
oil or coal. 
So far the Germans have been blocking agreement on the 
site for JET, primarily for budgetary as well as other rea-
sons. Many experts have indicated to the Schmidt adminis-
tration their preference for Garching, the Max-Planck in-
stitute for fusion research near Munich, as a more suitable 
and qualified location for the pr'oject, 
In the Commission's favor is the fact that there is a 
need for cooperative ventures at the EEC level since the 
financial and manpower requirements of this project go 
beyond the means of each member state. The project re-
quires a long-term effort, and since oil and coal are still 
available, there is presently not enough incentive for in-
dustry to do the research on its own. Finally, with 16 
years of research having been completed, the Community's 
fusion and plasma physics program is one of the most estab-
lished in the world. 
The recently signed EEC-Canada cooperation agreement falls 
considerably short of what the Community had hoped for: an 
express Canadian commitment to nondiscriminatory access to 
the country's raw mater'ials. The accord in its final form 
merely says that this topic should be taken up only in con-
nection with multinational discussions (GATT, for example). 
Had Canada relented, the U.S. would have demanded similar 
treatnient +++The European Commission has once again de-
layed presentation of its products liability draft direc-
tive to the Council of Ministers in order to find a solu-
tion to remaining inconsistencies between its proposal and 
the producers' liability draft convention, prepared by the 
Council of Europe, 
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Under proposed legislation, financially troubled businesses 
in Belgium would be offered an alternative to either coming 
to an arrangement with creditors or declaring bankruptcy: 
under certain conditions they could qualify for state aid. 
Upon application from management, the shareholders, region-
al administrations, or the unions, the commercial court 
having jurisdiction over the company's domicile could ap-
point a special commissioner who would be in charge of put-
ting the company back on sound financial footing. A re-
cently established public holding company with large finan-
cial resources of its own (with a capital of BF 10 billion) 
would also have the wide cash-raising powers needed for ad-
ministering financial help to ailing companies. Government 
aid would take the form of providing capital through the 
buying up of equity interests or by providing loans. 
Not every faltering business would qualify for govern-
ment assistance, however, and officials have pointed out 
that EEC Treaty rules on state aids restrict the national 
governments' latitude in this respect (Co1T011on Market Re-
ports, Pars. 2921-22), A company would qualify only if it 
has at least 50 employees, is sufficiently "important" on 
either a national or regional level, and has the resili€ncy 
to recover within three years. 
The bill has not received the unequivocal response • 
that might have been expected. While industry executives 
have generally welcomed the idea of government aid combined 
with the possibility of the state's eventual withdrawal 
from equity engagement, the banks are opposing the bill on 
grounds that it would enable the government to make further 
inroads into what traditionally has been the function of 
private capital. 
The German government recently came considerably closer to 
its objective of cutting energy consumption when the lower 
house of l'arliament unanimously approved a bill that would 
give it the power to issue energy-conserving regulations 
(Doing Business in Europe, Par. 30,851), Since there are 
no apparent differences of opinion on the subject between 
the two houses, approval by the upper house is certain. 
The bill would authorize the government to issue insu-
lation standards for all new buildings. Since a lot of en-
ergy is wasted in the operation of heating, air-condition-
ing and ventilation systems as well as warm-water facili-
ties (the estimates range from 15 to 20%), the government 
would have the power to issue regulations, subject to up-
per-house consent, that would establish standards for the 
manufacture of these systems so as to avoid unnecessary 
energy losses. Moreover, the government would be author-
ized to establish standards for the maintenance and servic-
ing of heating, air-conditioning, and ventilation units • 
• 
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However, the scope of the future regulations would be lim-
ited in two ways: the government could demand only what is 
feasible under the present state of technology, and costs 
of meeting the regulations would have to be economically 
reasonable. 
The government is confident that energy consumption in 
homes, offices, and plants can be cut by approximately 35% 
in the next decade. Compliance with future regulations 
could increase costs of investments up to 10%, but the gov-
ernment believes that the additional expenditure will ulti-
mately pay off in lower utility bills. Still, overall en-
ergy consumption will continue to grow, and in order to 
meet increased energy needs in the 1980s and '90s, the gov-
ernment sees no alternative to the construction of nuclear 
power plants. 
Both houses of the German Parliament have unanimously ap-
proved bills ratifying the two European patent conventions, 
the Convention Establishing a European System for the 
Grants of Patents and the Convention on' a European Patent 
for the Common Market (Common Market Reports, Par. 5503), 
The former convention has broader legal and economic impli-
cations because it eventually will apply to 16 European 
countries having a total population of over 300 million . 
(The treaties are in the process of being ratified by the 
nine EC states and Austria, Greece, Liechtenstein, Monaco, 
Norway, Sweden and Switzerland.) The European system con-
vention will make it cheaper to obtain patents by filing 
one application in one .language, to be subject to a single 
examination procedure. If no opposition is raised or the 
applicant succeeds in appeals procedures, he would obtain a 
patent that has the effect of a national patent in all 
countries that are party to the convention. 
The Convention on a European Patent for the Common 
Market will create an almost completely unified patent law 
for the nine EEC member states. To this end it would es-
tablish standardized rules for the validity and use of the 
European patent in the member states. This convention is 
necessary not only to avoid dispersal of the effects of the 
European patent inside the Community but also to prevent 
distortion of competition and to preclude new barriers to 
free movement of goods within the EEC as a result of the 
territorial limits of national patent rights. In fact, the 
Common Market patent convention prohibits the partitioning 
of the Common Market into national markets. 
For Germany the two conventions take on an additional 
dimension in that Munich has been chosen to be the seat of 
the European patent organization. The special bodies need-
ed to implement the Common Narket patent convention will be 
integrated j nto that office which will have worldwide sig-
nificance. in aiding progress in technology • 
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The results of the June 20~21 elections may offer Italy's 
Christian Democrats their last chance for effective govern-
ment and to push for necessary reforms, according to most 
observers. Having surprisingly emerged as the country's 
still-strongest political force, the Christian Democrats 
are expected to form a coalition government with the re-
maining, though weakened, democratic parties. But observ-
ers do not rule out another minority government headed by 
the Christian Democrats. 
No matter who runs the country in the coming years, 
observers agree that no government can afford not to tackle 
the necessary economic and administrative reforms. A major 
task will be to restore confidence in the lira by bringing 
the fiscal house in order. Experts at home and abroad be-
lieve that there is no way to achieve that goal except by 
cutting back government spending. Italy has been living 
beyond its means ever since its economic miracle in the 
160s provided the foundation for thrifty spending and put 
the country in sixth place among the world's industrialized 
nations. Returning to sound economic and fiscal policies 
will be major conditions for additional credits from the 
EEC as well as individual member states. 
Commission officials in Brussels make no secret tha-
genuine tax refonn must come first in a broader administ 
tive reform. The Italian caretaker government's announce 
ment of a sweeping tax reform came too late to sway votes 
in the recent national elections, but observers believe it 
was a step in the right direction. The reform, to be out-
lined in a White Book, would revamp the entire system, 
shifting the emphasis to direct taxes (a move also favored 
by the European Corn.~ission for the benefit of EEC tax har-
monization). The imposition and collection of value-added 
tax would be made more efficient by, among other things, 
reducing the number of the eight different tax rates pres-
ently applied. Stiffer penalties for tax evasion and 
speed-up trials for tax evaders would help curb widespread 
tax evasibn practices. According to the government, in-
ternal revenue agents have established in 3,800 random au-
dits from January through April that the Treasury was 
shortchanged in that period by some 42 billion lire. More-
over, during the same period the tax offices ascertained 
that taxpayers failed to declare income totaling approxi-
mately 400 billion lire. 
Proposed amendments to Luxembourg's 1936 Unfair Prnctices 
Law would not only afford more protection to businesses 
against unfair acts by competitors but they would also pro~· , 
tect consumers against misleading or fraudulent business 
practices. Busin<'sses would be prohibited from advertising 
and promoting individual low-priced items, thus creating 
• 
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the impression that a buyer could obtain other products at 
equally low prices. Also, it would he illegal for a busi-
ness to promote special sales as such, knowing that its 
supplies were insufficient to meet the normal demands. 
Further, a company could not take advantage of its 
double function as both manufacturer and wholesaler/retail-
er by creating the impression that prices charged to the 
consumer were manufacturer's or wholesale prices. The 
amendments would shift remedial action from criminal pro-
ceedings to speeded-up action in civil courts. To this end 
the chambers of commerce could go to court to obtain an in-
junction against any businesses engaging in unfair prac-
tices. 
The Yugoslav government is in the process of revamping ex-
isting legislation in order to attract additional investors 
frqm abroad and to give management of joint ventures and 
state-owned companies a freer hand in running the business, 
especially in international trade and payments. 
Yugoslavia's 1967 Investment Law allows foreign com-
panies to hold 49% of a domestic company's stock; in excep-
tional cases the government may allow a higher equity in-
terest. Statutory restrictions were eased by the 1971 
amendment that repealed several provisions discouraging 
foreign investments (for example, the rule requiring the 
foreign equity holder to reinvest 20% of his profits in 
another domestic business), However, the 49% limit on for··· 
eign stock ownership in joint ventures, the still-remaining 
restrictions on profit transfers, and the lack of a firm 
commitment to compensate if and when foreign assets are ex-
propriated have prevented the inflow of foreign investments 
that the government had hoped for in order to· cut unemploy-
ment and eventually bring home those Yugoslavs working 
abroad (over two million, with nearly 700,000 in Germany 
alone). 
The amendments now being drawn up would permit foreign 
investors to hold majority participations in a domestic 
company's stock and thus would allow a foreign investor to 
control management. Both had been demanded by West Euro-
pean and American business leaders who said that only 
amended investment rules could create the climate needed 
for transmitting the needed Western know-how and management 
techniques. (In 197/i, the OECD had reconunended correspond- · 
ing changes in legislation.) 
In line with a 1974 constitutional amendment that cur-
tails central government intervention in business and shifts 
more responsibility to the states, the legislation would 
give management nearly a free hand in selling its products 
abroad and using the foreign exchange it obtains through 
exports. The overriding criterion would be that manage-
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ment's policies fit into the general economic policy pro-
posed by the central government and approved by Parliament. 
Yugoslavia was the first Communist state to allow par-
tial ownership in domestic entities, and since 1967, 143 
joint ventures with foreign partners have been established 
in addition to 430 cooperation agreements with foreign 
businesses. Total foreign investment now stands at nearly 
g1 billion, with Italian investors ranking first, followed 
by Germans and Americans. 
EURO COMPANY SCENE 
Westinghouse Electric Corp., Pittsburgh, Pa., and Swiss-
based Sulzer Brothers Ltd. have reached agreement whereby 
Westinghouse is to produce under license and distribute 
Sulzer diesel engines in the U.S. The slow-speed and 
medium-speed engines, suitable for installation in commer-
cial and naval vessels, are expected to consume 10 to 20% 
less fuel than the steam-driven turbine units widely used 
until now. 
A high-density polyethylene plant is to be constructed in 
Norway on license from the United States' Phillips Petro-. 
leum Co., according to Saga Petrokjemi on behalf of the 
Norpolet"in consortium, which is to own the facility, The 
40,000-ton-per-year plant, valued at 300 million kroner, 
will be built and run by Saga and is to be ready by 1979. 
The recent erosion of the pound sterling has resulted in an 
unexpected bonus for British Caledonian Airwa;i::s in the form 
of a $2-million contract to carry cheap-fare, advance-
booking charter passengers for the British tour company 
Jetsave on North Atlantic routes. British Caledonian was 
called in after the United States' Trans World Airlines 
withdrew from the Jetsave contract because of escalating 
costs of low-price North Atlantic charters. 
The United States' Morgan Guaranty Trust Co. formally de-
nied on June 22 that it is currently negotiating or has 
agreed to sell its holding in its Italian affiliate Banca 
Morgan Vonwiller of Milan or that it has any intention of 
withdrawing its banking presence in Italy. In its state-
ment Morgan disclosed that it had initiated discussions 
with the Bank of Italy and had made formal application in 
April 1976 for a more direct presence in Italy through 
the establishment of its own branche,; in Milan and Rome. 
The setting up of such branches would, Morgan claimed, dem-
onstrate confidence in Italy's business future, strengthen 
Morgan's presence in Italy and improve its service • 
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The Council of Ministers has made recent progress in terms 
of removing technical barriers through harmonization with 
its approval on June 30 of 18 draft directives covering a 
broad range of products, including measuring instruments, 
automotive equipment and cosmetics. Adoption became possi-
ble after German Chancellor Helmut Schmidt overruled offi-
cials who had wanted the Federal Republic's special testing 
ag~ncy to make additional tests on the products for which 
it has jurisdiction. Now, just as the other eight states 
had already agreed, a manufacturer~s own testing procedures 
will suffice for intra-Community market authorization, 
All of the 18 directives will have significance for 
future interstate as well as international trade, but per-
haps those eight pertaining to harmonization of automotive 
rules and the one calling for approximation of national 
laws. on cosmetics are most important. The automotive di-
rectives cover installation of signalling devices, fog 
lights, reflectors, side and rear lights, stoplights and 
headlights, illumination of rear license plates on cars, 
and passenger seats and permissible noise levels of trac-
tors (Common Market Reports, Par. 3371. ol). 
·COMMON MARKET REPORTS, Issue No. 390, July 7, 1976. Published weekly by Commerce Oearing 
House, Inc. 4025 W. Peterson Ave., Chicago, Ill. 60646. Subscription rate $460 per year. Second-class postage 
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As with the other 17 directives, the main purpose of the 
cosmetics directive is to remove technical barriers to 
trade, but it also contains consumer protection aspects by 
prohibiting the sale of cosmetic products that might be 
harmful to human health (Common Market Reports, Par, 9611), 
The approved version goes substantially beyond the Commis-
sion's proposal in that it also contains a "positive" list, 
i.e., a list of substances that are considered safe. Orig-
inally it provided only a "negative" list - substances that 
are deemed harmful. New positive lists could be added 
whenever it seems necessary to ensure protection of public 
health. 
Adoption of the 18 directives brings the number of 
measures approved in the field of technical harmonization 
so far to 80. An additional 22 proposals are pending before 
the Council, among them seven dealing with approximation of 
provisions on automotive parts such as safety belts, head-
rests and windshield safety glass. 
Council officials are not speculating about how much of the 
Commission's action program for a common policy in the civ-
il aircraft and aviation sector will be saved, but the 
prospects for Council adoption of all facets of the program 
are slim. Last October the Commission forwarded a commun·· 
cation. to the ?ouncil outlining th7 sit_'!:ation in the Euro peari aircraft industry and presentii1g a program that takes 
into account air transport and the industrial, civil, and 
military sides of aviation. 
The common policy was to include: bringing all large 
civil aircraft construction activities· into one coherent 
program, making optimal use of resources; close cooperation 
among industry, airlines, and public authorities; a joint 
basic research program; a Community system of financing; 
and negotiations with third countries - not confined to co-
pperation but also including a commercial strategy for pen-
etrating export markets, The Commission believed that the 
future of the Community's aircraft industry was dependent 
·on the national governments' _going beyond mere coordination 
of their aviation policies (as agreed to in March 1975) and 
placing their national policies under Community supervi-
sion, A continued policy on a national basis would result 
in the disappearance of any independent European aircraft 
industry, the Commission felt, with harmful consequences 
for the Community's economic future (the aircraft industry 
employs nearly 500,000 in the EEC) as well as its political 
future, 
According to the Commission, only a joint strategy can 
solve the growing problems facing the European aircraft in-
dustry, These difficulties include a productivity gap in 
relation to the American aircraft industry. overcapacity, 
and ·securing real market prospects (and thus full employ-
• 
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ment) without substantial cutbacks in production capacity. 
The Counnission-believes that as far as the development of 
more economical and quieter civil aircraft with good mar-
keting chances is concerned, there will be some degree of 
cooperation and complementary production among the European 
and American industries and their products. But it fears 
that the way this cooperation is achieved by some member 
states on their own could eventually make European manufac-
turers mere subcontractors of the American industry, which 
dominates 80% of the world market. The Commission has al-
leged that U.S. aircraft manufacturers, themselves in seri-
ous financial trouble, are seeking cooperation with Euro-
pean firms only in order to maintain their international 
leadership and to gain access to public funds, since all 
European firms receive substantial government grants run-
ning into the billions of dollars each year. 
Three member states (the U.K., Germany, and the Neth-
erlands) largely share the Commission's view and concur 
that cooperation within Europe can provide the solution to 
market and employment problems since this cooperation would 
largely benefit from the great efforts made in the past. 
Italy and France not only oppose a joint strategy, but 
their industries are negotiating cooperation agreements 
with the aircraft giants Boeing and Douglas aimed at devel-
oping medium-distance, medium-sized aircraft. 
Counsel for the Swiss drug maker Hoffmann-La Roche is pre-
paring an appeal against the Connnission's recent decision 
imposing a i360,000 fine for alleged abuse of its market-
dominating position. The complaint, to be filed shortly 
with the European Court of Justice, will be based essen-
tially on three arguments: that the granting of loyalty 
rebates to customers is quite common in connnerce and trade; 
that the appellant reformed its contracts as early as 1974; 
and that the Commission obtained its information through a 
former employee. (The trial against that employee, Stanley 
Adams, opened in Basel's criminal court on June 28) + + + 
The European Court of Justice has ruled in the Terrapin v. 
Terranova dispute that the Treaty of Rome does not prevent 
a national court from enforcing national trademark rules to 
bar the use of tradematks that might confuse the public 
(Case No. 119/75). This ruling clears the way for the Ger-
man Supreme Court to reject Terrapin's appeal. (A descrip-
tion of the judgment will follow in the next issue.) 
h~~er three weeks of sometimes lively floor debate, the 
French National Assembly has approved a heavily amended 
version of the government's original tax proposal that 
would make individuals liable to capital gains tax. At 
present only companies are subject to that tax, and share-
holders must declare gains from the sale of stock only if 
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they actively take part (or have done so in the past) in 
the company's management (Doing Business in Europe, Pars. 
22,810 and 30,871), 
Most of the 70 amendments (out of a total of 375 voted 
on) written into the measure by the lawmakers will benefit 
the "little man." But even with those concessions - mostly 
deductions and exemptions - the bill does not deviate from 
the overall objective of making the present tax system more 
equitable. The French tax system relies on indirect taxes, 
primarily the value-added tax, for two-thirds of its total 
revenue. 
In contrast to the government's original proposal, 
which provided only for exemption of bonds, residences, and 
some personal property, the amended and approved version 
contains several exemptions and deductions. It provides 
for a general FF-6,000 exemption in addition to a FF-30,000 
exemption for real estate capital gains and a FF-20,000 ex-
emption on gains derived from the sale of per~onal assets. 
There are further exemptions contingent on time. 
Gains derived from the sale of securities after a 10-year 
period of ownership will be exempt. Real estate sold after 
30 years will not be taxed at all, no matter what the gain. 
(The original bill provided for a 40-year time period ex-. 
emption.) Normally the taxpayer will be assessed on gains 
defined by the difference between the purchase price and 
the price at which the assets are sold. However, taxpayers 
will be allowed to deduct corresponding amounts to make up 
for inflation, but this deduction will be permitted only 
for medium-term and long-term capital gains and not for 
short-term gains, and only if inflation exceeds 12% annual-
ly. 
The sale ot gold and other precious metals will be 
subject to a flat 4% tax on the amount of sale. The sale 
bf FF-20 "Napoleons," a favorite of gold hoarders, will also 
be subject to the 4% tax, although the government had want-
ed sale of these coins exempt. 
Under its original proposal the government ·had counted 
on FF 1,1 billion in revenue during the first year, to add 
to the FF 700 million raised under the existing limited 
capital gains tax system, The great number of amendments 
would cut the expected revenue nearly in half, 
The Dutch government's bill providing for wage cost subsi-
dies, grants. to new investments in place of accelerated 
write-offs, and investment controls for employment, region-
al development, and environmental considerations is being 
viewed apprehensively both at home and at the European Com-
mission. Officials of the EC executive of course do not 
object to the government's goal of bringing down unemploy-
• 
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ment by giving investment grants to new businesses, which 
would create an additional 200,000 jobs by 1980; nor do 
they find fault with the provision making grants available 
for regional development purposes because these would be 
compatible with the Treaty of Rome's provisions on state 
aid (Common Market Reports, Pars. 2921-22). The same holds 
true for grants to combat pollution so long as these grants 
are given in line with recent Community rules. 
Some observers, however, have expressed concern over 
the proposed wage cost subsidy system, although they share 
the Dutch government's view that high wages and fringe ben-
efits are the major reasons for sluggish investments. They 
believe that the proposed system would clearly be contrary 
to EEC rules because of their effect of distorting competi-
tion - as do the French and British government practices 
of paying part of businesses' cost escalation insurance 
premiums. The Commission is expected to express its view 
on the Dutch proposal after it has been officially informed. 
Most Dutch businessmen are also dissatisfied with the 
proposal to the extent that it would give the government 
some grip over investments. They are aware, though, that 
the left-center coalition government, with strong ties to 
the unions, is merely meeting what the national union lead-
ership has been demanding all along. In fact, union lead-
ers have promised to impress on the rank and file the need 
for only modest wage demands in the year ahead in return 
for some form of state control over investments in the pri-
vate sector. (Wage negotiations for major industries are 
under way right now.) Two other union demands, fulfilled 
earlier by the government, are additional co-determination 
rights for labor and a system of sharing excess profits 
(Doing Business in Europe, Par. 30,854). 
Committee debate on the bill will start after the sum-
mer recess, and observers anticipate protracted discus-
sions, not only because of the many aspects involved but 
also because several la"·makers want to know just what the 
criteria for investment grants are going to be. The gov-
ernment favors a commission made up of administration offi-
cials, business executives, and union leaders to establish 
these criteria. This commission is not expected to come up 
with the first results until late this year. 
The just-signed German-U.S. agreement on cooperation con-
cerning restrictive practices is the first of its kind in 
the world, and in the minds of antitrust experts it repre-
sents a concrete move toward controlling the activities of 
multinational companies. The two governments have thus as-
sumed the obligation of mutual support in antitrust inves-
tigations and proceedings by their antitrust agencies, 
Both sides also conuni t ted themse 1 ves to inform each other 
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about restraints on competition emanating from one state 
an·d producing negative effects on the markets of both coun-
tries, 
Bonn and Washington further agreed to consult each 
other on how to proceed in antitrust clampdowns of similar 
cases that affect the interests of both nations. The same 
holds true for any initiative in terms of proposing new an-
titrust legislation or merely proposing amendments to ex-
isting rules. German and American officials will also keep 
each other posted on and exchange information about their 
antitrust experiences in international bodies such as the 
OECD, But both governments also agreed to see to it that 
business secrets are maintained whenever the U.S. Justice 
Dept. 's antitrust division informs the German Federal Car-
tel Office or grants assistance, and vice-versa. 
The agreement goes back to the disappointing experi-
ences of both governments during the oil shortages prompted 
by the outbreak of the Oct. 1973 Arab-Israeli war. Both 
the U.S. and Germany quickly discovered.that the "arm" of 
national antitrust legislation stops at national frontiers 
and that there was no way of determining whether the multi-
national oil companies had exploited their market-dominating 
positions to the detriment of the consumer. Mutual ex-· 
change of information and cooperation are designed to ov. 
come those national barriers. 
Anglo-A.~erican entente has been somewhat strained in recent 
weeks. This was evidenced on one hand by the resentment 
expressed by Britain at the recent Paris OECD meeting when 
U.S. Treasury officials cautioned that the U.K. must work 
at putting its budgetary house in order in the event that 
it requires further international borrowing at the end of 
this year (when its iS.3-billion standby credit is due for 
repayment), The situation was further complicated when 
Britain (ound itself unable to subscribe to the OECD con-
sensus on economic growth for the remainder of this decade. 
The OECD view - which is essentially that of the United 
States also - is that the rate should be held down to 
5 to 5 1/2%. This is clearly below the capacity of the 
western economies, but, says the OECD (and the United 
States), this level would result in containing the rate of 
inflation to between 7 and 8% for the next few years. 
Clearly, Britain - which is presently experiencing serious 
unemployment problems - would opt for a higher growth rate, 
even at the risk of higher inflation. 
U.S.-U.K. relations were also strained on another 
front: the air traffic sector. The U.K. government has 
announced that, if the U.S. government will not make sever-
al important concessions, Britain will withdraw from the 
long-standing (1946) "Bermuda" bilateral agreement. In 
• 
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Britain's view, American air carriers are deriving over 
twice as much revenue from flying the routes covered by the 
treaty and, moreover, this "inequity" will probably become 
sharper as the British pound depreciates. Further, Britain 
balks at U.S. rights to take on passengers on London stop-
overs when U.K. carriers have no reciprocal rights within 
the United States. Britain also concurs readily in "pool-
ing" arrangements (at times with U.S. carriers): in Ameri-
can eyes this cartelization has strong antitrust overtones. 
Finally, Britain and America are at odds over fare 
structures. The United States feels that basic rates 
should be tied to costs plus a reasonable net profit, with 
discount fares geared to that structure. Britain, on the 
other hand, tends toward the fare structure of fnternation-
al carriers other than the United States: standard fares 
are relatively high and are used in effect to "underwrite" 
ch~rters, package tours and advance booking discounts. 
The British government has proposed a revision of the EEC's 
common fisheries policy. The three-point proposal submit-
ted to the EC foreign ministers' meeting in Luxembourg on 
June 29 advocates: 1) an early declaration by member 
states to extend their fishing limits to 200 miles, 2) the 
establishmznt of a British coastal "band" of "between 12 
and 50 miles" and reserved for British fishermen, and 
3) that the Community should embark on negotiations with 
third countries about their fishing activities in member 
state waters (with reference to Iceland and the "cod war," 
recently resolved by an agreement between Britain and Ice-
land which expires at the end of this year), 
The Swiss Parliament's lower house has approved arrd sent to 
the upper house three major tax bills that are important 
for companies and individuals alike. They are: an amend-
ment to the income tax law with higher tax rates; the val-
ue.:.added tax bill to replace the current turnover tax; and 
a constitutional amendment that would give the Confedera-
tion the power to enact legislation to harmonize cantonal 
and local income taxes. 
Individuals would be paying a maximum federal income 
tax of 14% on annual earnings above SF 180,000 (at present 
the maximum rate is 11.5%), but then the federal income tax. 
has always been less important than cantonal income taxes. 
Companies would be paying 11.5% on net profits (current 
rate, 9.8%). 
The value-added tax bill, the Swiss government's most 
far-reaching tax reform project, would replace the current 
turnover tax system, and, if approved in a popular referen-
dum scheduled for next spring, it would provide the govern-
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ment with an additional SF 3.4 billion in annual revenue 
starting in 1978. Retail sales would be subject to a 7.5% 
VAT (currently 5.6%), and the rate on wholesale transac-
tions would be 10% (8.4%). 
In contrast to the present system, the VAT bill would 
also cover services, and it is estimated that because of 
the inclusion of the catering industries, transportation, 
and other services, the number of taxpayers would increase 
from the present 80,000 to 140,000. 
A new Article 42 quinquies of the Constitution would 
authorize the Confederation to enact legislation establish-
ing principles of cantonal and local income tax legisla-
tion. Although considered to be an attempt to harmonize 
disparities among cantonal income tax laws, the amendment 
would leave the cantons the freedom to establish tax rates 
and rules on exemptions. Experts believe, however, that 
the cantons' abiding by the principles on tax liability, 
taxable event, assessment rules, and penalties for tax eva-
sion would also have an impact on cantonal rules governing 
assessment bases and tax rates - the two main factors res-
ponsible for the existing inequities. Consequently, the 
high tax rates of some cantons would have to be reduced, 
while the low tax rates of others (set to attract wealthy 
residents) would have to be increased. Enactment of th. 
VAT bill would provide the federal government with the 
enue needed to compensate those cantons that would lose 
revenue, the experts say, but this is perhaps a solution 
for the future. For now the amendment must also be ap-
proved by the upper house and, like the VAT bill, is sub-
ject to mandatory popular referendum, also scheduled for 
next year. 
The Swedish government has proposed a tax law amendment 
that would limit the state's share to 85% of an individual's 
taxable income. Present law provides for a tax rate of up to 
100% and does not rule out that an individual may even have 
to pay more. 
Public outcry over an admittedly harsh tax system and 
worldwide negative publicity over the emigration of film 
director Ingmar Bergmann and the protest of authoress Astrid 
Lindgren prompted the government's move. Government lead-
ers maintain that the possibility of Bergmann's having to 
P?Y a 130% tax on his 1976 income was only a hypothetical 
one, but they also admit that Astrid Lindgren's contention 
that she might have had to pay a 102% tax on her 1975 in-
come was not so far-fetched: it could have happened to her 
in 1977 with respect to income she earned in 1976. The 
proposed amendmc!nt would not only preclude the possibility 
of hypothetical cases of this kind but would also bring 
down tax rates to an acceptable level, 
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The European Court of Justice has removed the uncertainty 
about the continued existence of national trademark rights 
that had arisen from its previous case law. In its Terra-
pin v. Terranova judgment, the Court in effect held that 
the Treaty of Rome does not prevent an enterprise estab-
lished in a member state from going to court to stop impor-
tation of products manufactured in another state which bear 
a trademark confusingly similar to that of products made by 
the first business. But the judgment (Case No. 119/75) 
also reiterated the Court's stand on industrial property 
rights: national trademark rights could prevail only so 
long as neither firm engages in restrictive practices and 
so long as no legal or economic links exist between them 
and their trademark rights are·of independent origin •. 
The judgment will end a 15-year-old dispute between 
Terrapin (Overseas) Ltd., a British firm making prefabri-
cated houses, and Terranova Industrie C.A. Kapferer & Co., 
a German building materials manufacturer. The trouble 
arose-when the British firm applied for registration of its 
"Terrapin" trademark with the German Patent Office. The 
German firm, which had registered its "Terra" and "Terra-
nova" trademarks a half century ago, obj ect.ed to the Brit-
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is.h firm's application on grounds that the public might 
confuse the "Terrapin" trademark with its "Terranova" 
trademark. A Munich district court held that there was no 
real danger of confusion, but an appellate court found oth-
erwise and ruled against the British firm. On the latter's 
appeal, the German Supreme Court, though essentially in 
agreement with the appellate court, deferred judgment and 
asked the Court of Justice for a preliminary ruling on an 
interpretation of Treaty Articles 30 and 36. The German 
Supreme Court approached the Court of Justice with the de-
liberate intent of forcing the latter to clarify the con-
fusion created by several previous rulings, especially its 
Sirena and Hag judgments (Common Market Reports, Pars. 8101 
and 8230). 
German trademark experts expect the country's Supreme 
Court ·to reject the British firm's appeal and to remand to 
the lower. court the issue of compensation, which the German 
firm had demanded for infringement of its trademark rights. 
Aside from eliminating widespread fear about a possi-
ble erosion of national trademark rights, the Court of Jus-
tice's decision is also significant in that it reveals .the 
Court's line of thinking on yet another issue brought ~p 
during the proceedings in Luxembourg. Connnission lawyers 
and counsel for Terrapin Ltd. had argued that the issue of 
whether two trademarks are confusingly similar should not. 
be solved by applying national criteria alone but should 
also be based on criteria embodied in Connnunity law. Al-
though the Court of Justice recognized the problem, it de-
clined to offer a solution because the German court did not 
request one. Still, the Court of Justice implied that Com-
munity criteria could be applied, especially if discrimina-
tion were to enter the picture, and national criteria on 
the similarity of trademarks are more severely applied 
against trademark owners from other member states than. 
against domestic trademark owners. The Court of Justice 
said that a national judge should also consider protection 
of national trademark rights as part of this broader aspect. 
The Connnission wants the Council of Ministers to enlarge 
the scope of the Community's generalized tariff preference 
system for imports of finished and semi-finished products 
from developing countries as of 1977. The volume of trade 
in industrial and agricultural products accorded preferen-
tial treatment would rise by 42%, to roughly $8 billion 
(the volume under the current system is $5.5 billion). 
These figures do not include imports from the African, 
Caribbean, and Pacific countries that are linked to the 
Com..-nunity through association and trading arrangements of 
the Lome Convention (Common Market Reports, Par. 4281). 
Specifically, industrial products would benefit more 
from preferential treatment than agricultural conunodities. 
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The Commission reconnnends an increase of 51%, or g6 billion 
in volume, for all industrial products, including textiles, 
steel, and petroleum products. Imports of agricultural 
commodities would go up by 21%, or g1,5 biliion. This fig-
ure includes the additional concessions offered by the Com-
munity at the GATT negotiations last April with respect to 
tropical products. The Commission's plan even calls for 
preferential treatment of a small quantity of petroleum 
products from the oil-exporting countries (OPEC); the Com-
mission believes that, although many OPEC states enjoy high 
per-capita wealth, they cannot really compete on an econom-
ic basis with any of the western industrialized nations. 
The Council of Ministers is expected to accept the 
Commission's recommendations as it has done in the past 
four years. Also, the substantial increase in the volume 
of trade would essentially be filling the commitments as-
sumed by the Community during the North-South Paris dia-
logue and the recent UNCTAD meeting in Nairobi, Kenya. 
Commission officials also believe that ~eluctance to live 
up to prior commitments or prolonged Council discussions 
would prompt the developing countries to press for action. 
The Court of Justice's Terrapin ruling is expected to re-
move the last obstacle to publication of the Commission's 
memorandum on a European trademark. Publication has been 
delayed several times, not only because of cases pending 
before the Court of Justice but also because of disagree-
ment between the Commission's internal market and antitrust 
divisions+++ The recent meeting of the Council working 
group discussing the amended draft directive on lawyers' 
freedom to provide services has been especially disappoint-
ing to Council and Commission attorneys: first, because it 
was the only one held during Luxembourg's presidency (al-
tµough the opinion of the European Parliament had been 
available since February), and also because several nation-
al officials - assisted by bar association representa-
tives - have indicated a desire for restriction of what is 
alrepdy established practice. 
French experts see in the government's merger control bill 
now before the National Assembly a change of attitude on 
the issue of concentration of economic power. Though not 
approaching the antitrust standards established in the 
United States or Germany, the bill would give the Competi-
tion Commission the power to prohibit mergers between manu-
facturing companies that account for more than 40% of the 
market (25% in the case of other mergers, such as when a 
manufacturing firm wants to acquire a chain of stores). 
Paris sources report that the government is having 
some doubts about its past practice during the '60s and 
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early 170s, during which time it sought to encourage mer-
gers in numerous ways, especially by favorable tax treat-
ment. It encouraged mergers between enterprises in order 
to make them more viable against competitors from other 
member states and the U.S. At one point, the measures took 
on features that could not be reconciled with the Treaty of 
Rome's provisions against state aids, and the French gov-
ernment relented rather than be taken to the Court of Jus-
tice by the European Commission (Colll/110n Market Reports, 
Par, 9845), 
Now there is a feeling within the administration that 
the French economy has reached the stage where, in certain 
cases at least, the benefits derived from larger economic 
units are outweighed by the negative effects on the freedom 
of competition that are produced by mergers of enterprises. 
The stiffer treatment intended for mergers and restrictive 
agreements are also seen as counterweights to the more 
liberal attitude of the government on prices of industrial 
products and on profit. margins of businesses, The proposal 
coincided with the government's announcement that it also 
intends to do more in the area of consumer protection. 
Economic recession was largely responsible for accelerating 
the concentration of economic power in Germany in 1975, a. 
cording to the Federal Cartel Office's 1975 Activities Re 
port, In the past year, the Office received 448 notifica-
tions of proposed or completed mergers, 130 (or 41%) more 
than in 1974. The Office stated that for the first time it 
resorted to the consent-decree practice - relying on a ne-
gotiated settlement with the enterprise concerned rather 
than using its merger control powers by issuing outright 
orders. Although the Berlin Court of Appeals has confirmed 
this practice, critics fear that the Cartel Office might 
feel induced to demand future behavior from a business that 
would go beyond statutory lines. The federal government, 
in its comments attached to the report, also foresees that 
risk, but it refrained from criticizing the Office's prac-
tice. 
The Monopolies Commission, composed of five indepen-
dent experts, is expected to be more outspoke,1 on this is-
sue when it submits its report in a few weeks' time. The 
government expressed concern over the fact that the number 
of large companies absorbing smaller businesses has in-
creased from 127 in 1974 to 184 in 1 75. These mergers are 
exempt from the notification requirement so long as annual 
sales of th~ acquired business do not exceed DM 50 million 
(Doing Business in Europe, Par, 23,SlOB), 
The Federal Cartel Office also answers critics who 
have charged that it is ,slipping into the role of a price 
control agency, In two decisions against Merck Corp, and 
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Hoffmann-La Roche, it ordered price cuts (Doing Business in 
Europe,. Par. 30,855). A week after publication of its re-
port, the Federal Cartel Office won a major victory when 
the Supreme Court held that it did indeed have price roll-
back powers even though the High Court invalidated the 
price reduction order on grounds that Merck Corp. did not 
have a commanding position on the particular market. 
One area that is of special concern to the Cartel Of-
fice as well as to the government is a growing tendency of 
large commercial enterprises to exploit their power, es-
pecially during periods of recession, and to demand advan-
tages from sellers that are outside normal commercial prac-
tices. An example: a store pressures a manufacturer into 
granting a low-interest loan or easier sales terms in re-
turn for a favorable display location in the store. The 
Office regrets that the manufacturers affected have not 
come forth with information on such practices. Although 
the federal government has drawn up a list of the ·25 most 
widespread illegal practices and members of several, though 
not all, business associations have agreed to refrain from 
those practices, a high official in Bonn has threatened 
controlling legislation should the incidents continue. 
The Irish Republic, long a countl}' with many benefits to 
offer investors from abroad (Doing Business in Europe, 
Pars. 25,405-411), is gradually losing its international 
standing as an investment attraction due to soaring wage 
costs during the last four years, according to a report 
from the Irish Business Association. The report notes that 
per-unit production costs have risen so steeply that some 
Irish industries such as the textile industry have lost 
ground in the export market and have also been affected by 
inroads made in the domestic market by imported products. 
The Association takes a rather dim view of the future 
because of the close links between the Irish and British 
markets. Britain still receives half of Ireland's exports. 
The Irish economy has not benefited from the decline of 
sterling because the Irish pound also dropped in value by 
the same percentage. The Association sees a real danger 
for the Irish economy if per-unit production costs should 
rise even faster than in Britain. Now that British unions 
have agreed to be content with modest wage increases for 
the coming year and the British government has been grant-
ing wage cost subsidies to industries located in the re-
gional development areas and in Northern Ireland, produc-
tion costs in the Irish Republic could exceed those in the 
U.K. for the first time. Should this happen, the Associa-
tion predicts that several thousand jobs in labor-intensive 
industries may be in jeopardy. 
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The U.K. government's consultative document "Modifications 
to the-Price Code" (Cnmd. 6540, HMSO London) was defended 
by Prices Secretary Shirley Williams as being an instrument 
intended to "sweep aside" disincentives to higher output 
and investment. Almost i1I1111ediately, however, the proposals 
were attacked by the Confederation of British Industry and 
the Retail Consortium as being "totally inadequate" and so 
limited that no real improvement in corporate profitability 
would be possible. 
The main features of the package are: 
- The proportion of new investment which can be reflected 
in prices and profits would be increased from 20 to 35%. 
- Provision is to be made for the impact of inflation on 
company inventories and assets. 
- The method of calculating the "fixed cost element" in 
price increases is to be amended to permit companies to re-
tain 50% of the benefits arising from "effective use of 
overhead." 
- The "productivity deduction" - which presently bars com-
panies from passing on in prices more than 80% of their in-
creased labor costs - would be abolished. · 
- A change is to be made in the notification requirements 
so that fewer companies would have to file price increas. 
with the Price Conunission. 
- No notification would be necessary in respect of price 
increases of less than 2% per year. · 
- The present disincentive to the creation of new equity 
capital (the raising of finance through a new share issue 
tends to cut into a company's permitted price and profit 
margins) will be removed inasmuch as interest payments and 
receipts would be left out of account in the application of 
the allowable cost and net margin rules. 
The ~ackage will add about 1% to the retail prices in-
dex over the next year, which - in cash terms - represents 
a potential increase of around h900 million in corporate 
profits. Industry is especially critical that there is no 
provision for dealing with increased working capital re-
quirements. Moreover, although companies will be allowed 
to retain half of any savings in the cost of fixed overheads 
arising from higher sales, there would be no way for them to 
retain any benefits generated by a more efficient use of 
labor. 
The Luxembourgian government has proposed legislation de-
signed to introduce mandatory unemployment insurance into 
the Grand Duchy for the first time. Contributions to the 
new system would be shared by both employer and employee, 
Enactment of the proposal would mean that workers of the 
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ARBED steel company (the country's largest employer, which 
contributes two-thirds of Luxembourg's exports and two-
fifths of the GNP) would no longer perform road repairs 
during periods of recession - a scheme worked out between 
the government and the company in 1974-75 to tide the work-
ers over when steel exports slumped. 
Unemployment has never played a role in Luxembourg, so 
it is not surprising that it is the only EEC member state 
without a mandatory unemployment insurance system. But al-
though present unemployment still does not amount to more 
than 0.5%, the government believes that some unemployment 
will remain even if the economy continues on the road to 
recovery, Government economists point out that it is 
largely increased foreign demand for various types of steel 
that has been the prime factor in the upsurge. Still, the 
govern~ent's efforts to attract new industries other than 
steel have not produced any favorable results. 
In a measure primarily intended to control inflation, the 
Spanish governmen't has decreed a 10% surcharge on individ-
ual and corporate income taxes and the dividend tax. Since 
the surcharge is also imposed on the dividend tax withheld 
by domestic companies distributing dividends to individual 
and corporate nonresident recipients, observers see not 
only a dampening effect on future investments but also an-
ticipate complications to the extent that the surcharge 
might go beyond the limits of national taxation set forth 
in tax treaties. 
Still, there is a chance that the Spanish tax authori-
ties might forego taxation on their own (in order to avoid 
st,raining relations with a number of foreign countries with 
investment potential) rather than face renegotiations with 
those countries. 
EURO COMPANY SCENE 
The B.F. Goodrich Co., Akron, Ohio, has resumed negotia-
tions with the Dutch gqvernment regarding the future of the 
company's general products and tire division in Holland. 
The Dutch operation, B.F. Goodrich Europe, which employs 
nearly 5,000, accumulated losses for 1974-75 of some 20 
million guilders and anticipates a loss this year of "at 
least 16 million guilders." The parent company, which has 
met continued resistance from the Dutch government and the 
country's labor unions in its efforts to restructure and 
improve its business there, had earlier announced that 
if no satisfactory agreement was reached by July 19 (the 
date of the parent company's executive board meeting on the 
situation), it would either sell or close down its Dutch 
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subsidiary within the next several months, Goodrich has 
since indicated, however, that July 19 is no longer a dead-
line for a decision and that it would now consider main-
taining a minority stake in the company with the Dutch gov-
ernment and a third, unnamed, partner,,each taking a one-
third inte.rest. The Goodrich chemical operations in Hol-
land would not be affected by the ongoing negotiations. 
Dresser Europe SA, Brussels, has announced it will soon 
start manufacturing "Ashcroft" industrial pressure gauges 
and bi-metal thermometers, including a new line complying 
with DIN specifications, at a plant now nearing completion 
near Aachen, Germany. The new plant is expected to consid-
erably strengthen the company's existing role as a leading 
supplier of high-precision instrumentation equipment in Eu-
rope, Africa, and the Middle East - markets previously ser-
viced by production facilities in the U.S. Dresser Europe 
is a subsidiary of the U.S.' Dresser Industries Group, a 
leading supplier of high technology products and services 
to the worldwide energy and natural resources·industries. 
The group had 1975 sales of over gz billion. 
Honeywell Europe SA, Brussels, and Yugoslavia's PRVA/ISKRA 
have signed a cooperation agreement under which Honeywell 
will grant to the Yugoslavian company (a manufacturer of 
fittings, special machines and tools) the right to produ. 
and sell specific industrial control valves and actuator 
Honeywell is to provide the fabrication know-how for these 
products and support the production start-up in Yugoslavia, 
while the contract implementation will be the responsibili-
ty of the German Honeywell factory at Doernigheim, The 
valves and actuators manufactured in Yugoslavia will be 
sold under the name of PRVA/ISKRA-Honeywell, 
Chateau Margaux, one of France's ·most prestigious first-
growth Bordeaux vineyards, is reported to be in the process 
of being acquired by the United States' National Distillers. 
Assuming that National Distillers and Ginester (the owners 
of Margaux) reach agreement, approval will stilt be re-
quired from France's Ministry of Agriculture which, under-
standably, may be unwilling to approve the sale of what is, 
along with Chateaux Lafite, Latour, Haut-Brion and Mouton-
Rothschild, virtually a national monument, 
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The European Court of Justice has added to its case law 
against discrimination in interstate tr~de by ruling that 
a tax system providing for graduated rates en domestically 
produced beer and based on each brewery's annual output is 
incompatible with Treaty Article 95(1) if the same rates 
are applied to the overall quantity of beer annually im-
ported by a single importer. The Court saw the discrimina-
tory element in the fact that, in Germany, imported beer 
carries a tax higher than that levied on the same quantity 
of domestically produced beer: foreign beer is subject to 
a tax calculated on the total quantity imported by a single 
importer in one year (it may include beer from several 
breweries), whereas domestically produced beer carries a 
tax calculated on the total annual output of each brewery. 
The dispute between Bobie Getrankevertrieb and the 
Aachen customs office (Case No. 127/75) arose over an ex-
cise tax assessment imposed on certain quantities of beer 
imported from Belgium in 1968-69. The fiscal court in 
Dilsseldorf asked the Court of Justice for an interpretation 
of Treaty Article 95, which prohibits member states from 
imposing higher taxes on imported products than on similar 
domestic products (Common Market Reports, Pars. 3001-02). 
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In ·order to help small and medium-sized German breweries 
compete with large and more efficient ones, beer brewed in 
Germany is taxed at graduated rates. The excise tax (Bier-
steuer) amounts to DM 12 per 100 liters of the first 
200,000 liters of annual output, DM 14.40 up to 12 million 
liters, and a maximum DM 15 for quantities above 12 mil-
lion. By contrast, imported beer is taxed at a flat rate 
of DM 14.40 per 100 liters. Plaintiff claimed that this 
system was discriminatory and in violation of Treaty Arti-
cle 95. The European Court of Justice agreed. 
The judgment follows the line of thinking developed by 
the Court in a case last February (Rewe-Zentrale v. German 
Customs, Case No. 45/75). The Court found an element of 
discrimination in the method of computation practiced as 
part of Germany's state trading monopoly for alcohol, i.e., 
lump-sum assessments for imported alcoholic beverages and 
graduated rates for domestic beverages. 
Meanwhile, Germany has amended its law as a result of 
that judgment and in anticipation of the Bobie judgment. 
Now each importer of beer from another member state must 
identify the brewery where it was produced and declare its 
total production for the previous year. The assessment is 
then made by referring to tables showing the tax rate ap-
plicable to i German brewery producing the same quantity. 
Alt~ough ·the Court could not take the new system into con. 
sideration, the Commission believes that it is unsatisfac-
tory, arguing that Article 95 does not require equal treat-
ment of breweries, but merely of products. The Court indi-
rectly rejected the Commission's argument. 
Although the full impact of Europe's worst drought in more 
than a century will not be-known until harvest time is 
over, the Commission and several national governments have 
acted in order to cushion the expected damage. Experts es-
,timate that the long period of dry weather could cut farm 
output by up to 25%. The Commission presented a program 
that provides for measures to mitigate farmers' losses and 
which also.would cut milk production by 10% by ~980. 
Specifically, the Commission authorized Germany and 
the Benelux countries to buy at intervention prices freshly 
slaughtered cattle until the end of this month (France had 
earlier received permission to do so). This measure is es-
sentially designed to prevent a breakdown in the common 
beef market that was threatened by a large-scale slaughter 
of livestock because of lack of fodder, The Commission has 
furthermore recommended that the member states prohibit the 
burning of straw resulting from this year's grain harvest. 
It is also seeking Council approval for a 40% levy to be 
imposed on all exports of hay and green fodder to third 
countries. 
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The plan to reduce milk production is not new, but the 
drought has speeded up its presentation and prompted addi-
tional measures. Overproduction of milk has led to a sur-
plus of 1.4 million tons of milk powder. The decision to 
add milk powder to animal feed as well as- the now-proposed 
levy on soybean and soybean oil imports have caused anxiety 
within the EEC and third-world countries and have strained 
relations with the United States because of the impact on 
U.S. soybean exports. 
Meanwhile, several member state governments are con-
sidering measures of their own to relieve farmers facing 
drastic losses in income. Because the common agricultural 
policy leaves little leeway for the states to regulate ag-
ricultural markets through government intervention, any re-
lief action would have to come in some other form. 
The agreement of the nine member states over an enlarged 
European Parliament (410 seats as compared to the present 
198 and direct elections of its members. in the spring of 
1978) is significant in two respects: it is expected to 
give new impetus to the European idea among voters in the 
Community and, more important, is expected to step up Par-
liament's drive for additional powers, At this point, it 
is doubtful, however, whether Parliament will succeed be-
cause, although it has wrenched some additional powers from 
the Council of Ministers in the Budget approval procedure, 
several member states - especially France - want it to re-
main the consultative body that it was conceived to be un-
der the Treaty of Rome+++ The cornerstone for the future 
European Patent Office (EPO) in Munich has been laid. Al-
though the DM 200-million project will not be completed un-
til 1979, the EPO will nevertheless be able to start work 
in mid- 1 77 becaus~ of its inunediate proximity to the German 
Patent Office. Meanwhile, Germany has become the first na-
tion to deposit the instruments of ratification to the two 
European patent conventions. 
It is considered likely in Rome that the European Connnis-
sion - after consultation with the eight other EC member 
states - would agree to grant an Italian request for exten-
sion of the 50% cash deposit requirement for imports. The 
cash deposit rule was to have expired on Aug. 5, three 
months after its introduction, but an extension (possibly 
by another three months) is considered necessary since the 
system was to have been followed by a program for export 
stimu~ation and import restraints. The problems over the 
formation of a new government following last month's elec-
tions have prevented the submission of such a plan or of 
any other major economic measure. Should it prove impossi-
ble to install a new administration by early August, the 
prolongation of the import deposit regulations probably 
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(contd.J er government. 
Denmark: 
Parliament 
Fails to Act on 
Tax Proposals 
According to a Foreign Trade Ministry report, the 
interest-free cash deposits held by the Bank of Italy to-
taled an estimated 2,000 billion lire at the end of June, 
which was appreciably higher than originally expected. The 
reason was that, at 4,000 billion lire, the import value 
for the months of May and June was about 33% higher than 
anticipated. The Ministry's figures tended to confirm un-
official reports that Italian importers generally are not 
cutting down on their business volume because of the oblig-
atory cash deposit but instead prefer to add the deposit 
costs to their prices (for an average 2.5% markup). This 
trend is regarded as another argument in favor of an exten-
sion of the cash deposit requirement. On the other hand, 
an extension ·would also put a strain on bank liquidity, and 
there are those who warn of an inevitable credit squeeze 
on industry that could endanger the modest economic upswing 
now in evidence. 
Meanwhile, still-incumbent Treasury Minister Emilio 
Colombo sees some positive aspects for Italy's economic 
prospects in the effectiveness of the import deposits and 
the recovery of the lira. He noted that, since the June 20 
elections and through the first week of July, Italy's for-·· 
eign exchange reserves had improved by $384 million, wher 
as the public finance deficit, at 5,000 billion lire 
through May, has remained within reasonable limits. Also, 
the volume of domestic credit expansion has remained below 
the 31,500-billion-lire level earlier accepted by the coun-
try's international creditors. Still, Italy's trade bal-
ance continues to be extremely negative, and so does the 
rate of inflation which has climbed from 11-12% in the 
November-February period to nearly 17% (end of May). 
The Danish parliament has gone into the suuuner recess with-
out dealing with government proposals to raise tax rates 
for certain consumer products in order to dampen domestic 
demand and thereby provide some relief from worsening 
balance-of-payments pressures. The Social Democratic mi-
nority government had wanted to cool off the current con-
sumer boom by raising taxes on automobiles, gasoline, alco-
holic beverages, tobacco, radio and television sets, and 
other items. This would have brought in more than 2 bil-
lion kroner annually in additional revenue and, at the same 
time, would have neutralized nearly 2% of purchasing power. 
Since much df the consumer demand has t.o be met by imports, 
it is now again contributing to a growing payments deficit: 
whereas the deficit amounted to 3 billion kroner for all of 
last year, it has already topped this figure in the first 
1976 quarter and could reach 1-8 billion kroner by the end 
of the year. 
• 
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The Conservative Opposition has based its rejection of the 
tax increases on an agreement with the government last fall 
whereby the parliamentary parties would negotiate a 1977-78 
incomes policy package during the summer months. Any deci-
sion on higher taxes, it wa~ argued, would have to be part 
of -this package and should not be made prematurely. Still, 
the Anker Joergensen administration has come under attack 
by National Bank authorities who complained of government 
indecisiveness and inactivity in dealing with the country's 
financial problems. 
For the moment, it is not clear whether the tax pro-
posals can still be implemented this fall; if so, this 
would probably be within the framework of a broader econom-
ic program, observers note. On the other hand, it was not 
ruled out that the conflicts over this issue will again 
lead to a political crisis and, possibly, new elections. 
Germany: Members of the German liberal professions may soon avail 
New Partnership themselves of a new form of association within which to do 
for Liberal business. The lower house of Parliament has already ap-
Professions proved the bill (Partnerschaftsgesetz-Entwurf), and the up-
per house is not expected to raise any objections. The new 
business form would enable physicians, attorneys, tax ad-
• 
visers, engineers, or architects to form a partnership with 
colleagues and to provide services under a joint name. Un-
der present law, members of the liberal professions may as-
• 
sociate only by listing at least two member names. 
A partnership would be an advanced form of association 
as provided by the Civil Code. It would differ from that 
association, however, in that only members of the liberal 
professions - of the same or different professions - could 
Join. Thus, a partnership could be formed not only by law-
yers but could also include tax advisers, The sponsors of 
the legislation saw a definite need for this type of part-
nership, which permits greater specialization and coopera-
tion than commercial partnerships (Doing Business in Eu-
rope, Pars. 23,203-05), The authors of the bill foresee 
that, for instance, a large medical office containing so-
phisticated instruments and equipment could well use the 
knowledge of an engineer. 
Although not a legal entity, the new form of partner-
ship would have most of its characteristics: it could buy 
and sell property under its name, and it could sue and be 
sued. But it could also go bankrupt, and the sponsors of 
the bill believed that the best way to avoid this would be 
to require the partnerships to take out liability insurance 
to cover awards resulting from malpractice suits. However, 
the lower house saw no necessity for this provision, and it 
was eliminated from the proposal • 
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The partnership agreement could establish rules governing 
the relationship between the partners. But in contrast to 
commercial partnerships, a partnership agreement could not 
.entrust just one or two partners with management. All 
partners would, as a matter of law, have the right to man-
age the partnership. The agreement could stipulate, how-
ever, that no partner is allowed to offer services outside 
the partnership. 
The British government's "4.5%" pay policy, which was given 
overwhelming approval last month at a specially convened 
assembly of the country's labor unions, has been officially 
set out in the White Paper (Cmnd. 6507) "The Attack on In-
flation - the Second Year." 
The prevailing pay increase limits are thus b2.50 per 
week for those earning up to b50 per week, 5% for those 
earning between b50 and b80, and a maximum of b4 per week 
at all higher levels of earnings. In exchange for ratifi-
cation of these limits by the unions, the government will 
now implement the conditional tax reliefs outlined in the 
April Budget. The guidelines apply to increases becoming 
operative in the period of Aug. 1, 1976, to July 31, 19.77, 
in regard to all full-time adult (over 18) employees, with 
prorated payments for part-time employees and juveniles •• 
Pdyment is to be made as an individual earnings supplemen 
which means that employers will be obliged to calculate to-
tal earnings on a weekly basis and add 5%, subject to the 
upper and lower limits noted above. 
Despite the "4.5%" tag, it is now officially estimated 
that the overall increase in earnings to July 1977 may be 
between 7 and 7.5%. By contrast, the overall fall in liv-
ing standards is projected at something in excess of 2%. 
In spite of widespread speculation that dividend controls 
would be eased if not removed entirely, the current 10% 
limit on jncreases will continue to apply, 
The Swiss parliament's lower house has adopted legislation 
that would give the federal and cantonal governments addi-
tional powers in fighting tax evasion. The bill (Gesetz-
entwurf iiber die wirksamere Bekampfung der Steuerhinter-
ziehung), which still awaits approval by the upper house, 
provides for the establishment of special federal agencies 
that, upon request, would help cantonal authorities track 
down individuals who reside in one canton and derive income 
from sources in another but fail to fully report it. 
A major innovation would be that whenever the taxpayer 
fails to provide assessment-relevant information, the tax 
authorities could demand that information from third par-
ties - attorneys, tax consultants, doctors, trustees, 
• 
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banks, or any other persons who keep or administer a tax-
payer's assets or have any relevant contractual relation-
ship with him. For example, a doctor could be required to 
supply information if a taxpayer claims large medical ex-
penses on his return, 
Although the obligation to furnish assessment-relevant 
information would also apply to banks, attempts to abolish 
the system of banking secrecy failed in the lower house 
(cf. also Doing Business in Europe, Par. 30,803), Still, 
the house did approve by a narrow margin an amendment pro-
posed by leftist members of Parliament that could circum-
vent banking secrecy in another way: by making tax evasion 
a criminal offense, the government would get access to all 
details needed to prosecute tax dodgers as well as addi-
tional information not directly related to the taxpayer's 
alleged incriminating activities. However, since influen-
tial lawmakers in the upper house have expressed strong op-
position to the amendment, observers expect the conferees 
either to strike the amendment altogether or to propose a 
version that would restrict a bank's obligation to the 
furnishing of tax-relevant information only. 
Still, the lower house nearly unanimously approved 
stiffer penalties for taxpayers committing tax fraud, i.e., 
evading taxes by forging documents. Each count of tax 
fraud would carry a fine of up to SF 30,000 or a corres-
ponding jail term. 
In its last cabinet session on July 8, prior to the forma-
tion of a new government following last month's presiden-
tial elections, Portugal's sixth provisional government se-
verely curtailed the co-determination rights previously 
granted to workers. The action was described as the result 
of a "conservative" interpretation of the country's new 
constit~tion, which guarantees workers the right "to form 
committees, •• that may intervene democratically in the life 
of.an enterprise" and integrate it in the "revolutionary 
process." Following the military takeover in April 1974, 
the labor unions - headed by the Communist-dominated Inter-
sindical - had used the worker committees to gain influence 
in and control over many public and private enterprises. 
The extent of these powers has led to a climate of insecur-
ity and frustration on the part of domestic and foreign 
businesses in Portugal and has not been without effect on 
investments, 
The new law effectively prohibits the worker commit-
tees from interfering with and obstructing normal business 
activities and management's freedom of action. It provides 
that committee activities be confined to "purely economic 
aspects." Following the cabinet decision, the Intersindi-
cal issued a strong protest against the new law, claiming 
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that it infringed on worker rights and would permit "capi-
talist recuperation," However, even within the labor move-
ment, the influence of the Communists has been on the de-
.cline following losses in both the April general elections 
and the June presidential elections, 
EURO COMPANY SCENE 
The bid for National Paragon Corp. of New York by RT French 
Co., U.S. subsidiary of Britain's Reckitt & Colman, report-
edly has failed as a result of disagreements over the value 
of the offer. In April, London reports said that RT French 
was planning a i11.5-million tender offer at g12.75 per 
share. The offer was to have been for all shares, provided 
that at least 67% of the capital was tendered. The dis-
agreements reportedly came up after publication of National 
Paragon's. results for the 12-month period ending on 
March 31, 1976, 
Germany's Rohm GmbH, leading European producer of acrylic 
glass ("Plexiglas .. ), has established through its wholly-
owned U.S. subsidiary Rohacryl, Inc., a joint subsidiary 
with American Cyanamid Co. for the production and sale ·of 
monomers and polymers on acrylic glass basis. Each of the 
partners holds 50% of the new company, CyRo Industries, • 
which operates from Wayne, N.J., where American Cyanamid' 
headquarters are located. CyRo is capitalized at g46 mil-
lion, 
The purchase by Philadelphia National Bank of a minority 
shareholding in Denmark's R, Henriques Bank marks the first 
such foreign participation in the Danish banking sys tern, 
(Several foreign banks have, however, established their own 
branches in Denmark since 1974.) Henriques, founded in 
1974, made a special share issue of 2 million kroner to 
Philadelphia National, thus raising its total share capital 
from 10 to 12 million kroner. The Copenhagen bank showed a 
balance sheet total of 153 million kroner at the end of June. 
The ISC Finance Corp. of Kansas City, Mo., has acquired 20% 
of the equity of the London-Scottish Finance Corp. Subject 
to compliance with the requisite exchange control and list-
ing requirements, ISC will subscribe to one million new 
London-Scottish shares at a total cost of ~230,000 • 
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This week, European Commission and Greek go,rernment offi-
cials were to start negotiations that are expected to ruake 
Greece the tenth member state of the European CoDll!IUnity. 
Community officials believe that negotiations could last 
from two to three years, but there is no doubt that, in the 
end, Greece will be granted full membership (at present it 
is only an associate member - Common Market Reports, Pars. 
5336, 5344, and 9752). The European Commission originally 
had advocated a pre-membership status, but this was over-
ruled by the Council of Ministers. 
There are several problems for which the negotiators 
must seek solutions. The condition of the Greek economy 
requires certain concessions. Greek industry would suffer 
if it had to compete freely with all industrial products 
from other member states, even though, under the associa-
tion agreement, customs duties for two-thirds of Greece's 
imports of EC industrial products had been removE.d by No-
vember 1974. A transitional period for the total removal 
of customs duties as well as other adjustments will lessen 
the impact of full membership. 'fhe Greek government pro-
posed a five-year period of adjustment under conditions 
similar to tho&e provided in the accession treaties with 
the U.K., Dcnmcrk, and Ireland. The Community will have to 
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bear a considerable share of the financial burden in order 
to· put Greek industry in a position to make the necessary 
structural changes. 
Another major problem will be the impact of Greece's 
increased exports of agricultural commodities to the EEC. 
These exports are vital inasmuch as 45% of the country's 
working population is engaged in fa:rming (contributing 19% 
to the GNP). Greece's major farm exports traditionally 
have included citrus fruits, raisins, and wine, and it 
would be primarily Italy that would be affected most by the 
duty-free or reduced-duty imports of these products. Com-
mission officials do not yet know what formula would per-
suade Italy to consent to Greece's membership (unanimous 
approval by the Council is required): it possibly could be 
financial compensation to Italian wine and citrus fruit 
growers, they believe. 
Perh~ps the most difficult aspect is the prospect that 
Greek membership might add to the political strife between 
Greece and Turkey. The Turks are associated with the Com-
munity by an agreement that also provides for full member-
ship as a final objective (Common Market Reports, Par. 
5346). Council officials point out that the Community 
could not grant to Greece now what it could not grant to 
Turkey if and when the time comes. But they see the da. 
ger.of additional strife minimized by the Community's ge 
erous offer to Turkey that was to be discussed at this 
month's meeting of the EC-Turkey Association Council. This 
offer pertained to tariff concessions, financial aid, and 
social security becefits and free-movement rights for Turks 
working in EC member states. 
The Community will announce a 200-mile zone of fishing 
rights at the next U.N. Conference on the Law of the Sea if 
other countries do likewise. Discussions on a draft con-
vention will resume on Aug. 2 in New York. This position. 
represents not only a victory for the European Commission, 
which has·wanted the Community to take a stand on this is-
sue (Common Market Reports, Par. 9857), but i.t is also con-
sidered an answer to those countries that have moved to 
unilaterally extend their fishing boundaries to 200 miles 
or threatened to do so. For example, Norway has said that 
it may be forced to declare a 200-mile zone after the end 
of this year if the U.N. Conference should fail to produce 
a general agreement on fishing limits by then. Such u~i-
lateral extension would not only affect neighboring Denmark 
and perhaps cause conflict situations (Denmark's and Nor-
way's zones would overlap in some areas), but would also 
touch upon substantial interests of other member stat.:,s 
(for example, German trawlers have been fishing in Norway's 
offshore waters). 
• 
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The common external position has not helped resolve differ-
ences among the member states as to what kind of a policy 
should be applied within the EC itself, The U.K. in par-
ticular insists on an exclusive national fishing limit of 
up to SO miles, although the Commission has proposed a 12-
mile limit. 
At the New York conference, Community representatives 
are expected to propose the inclusion of an "EEC clause" in 
the draft convention that would assure the Community's jur-
isdiction as a negotiating partner in international or bi-
lateral discussions, Without this· clause, neither the Com-
munity nor its members could validly become parties to the 
future convention. Inclusion of this clause would not bar 
the presence of member state representatives, but it would 
commit them to act in a coordinated manner and in agreement 
with Commission officials representing the Community. 
After many delays, the Commission has published its policy 
paper outlining the creation of a Conmrunity trademark, 
which would enable businesses to market their products un-
der a single mark· throughout the EEC. (A discussion of the 
memorandum addressed to the member state governments will 
follow in next week's issue) +++The Court of Justice has 
made a decision concerning the rules of a member state re-
quiring nationals from other.member states to register with 
the authorities and also requiring residents who provide 
accommodations to report the names of guests to the author-
ities. The Court held that these rules do not conflict 
with Treaty Articles 48-66, which provide essentially for 
free movement of nationals throughout the Community. It 
stipulated, however, that 1) the period for registratiou 
and ·reporting must be reasonable and 2) any penalty for 
failure to register or report may not be disproportionate 
to the gravity of the offense and may not include deporta-
tion (riratson and Belmann v. Public Prosec;utor, Case No, 
118/75). 
The Dutch government has unilaterally decreed that all em-
ployees are to receive an across-the-board pay raise of 30 
guilders per month in the second half of this year. The 
announcement followed the failure of the labor unions and 
employers at the end of last month to come to a wage agree-
ment and, subsequently, to accept a government offer pro-
viding for partial compensation for price raises. Aside 
from the blanket pay increase of 30 guilders, net incomes 
are to be improved by a reduction and realignment of social 
insurance contributions. Thus, an average wage earner with 
two children and an annual income of 26,000 guilders would 
gain an extra 41.50 guilders in take-home pay. For those 
with lower incomes, the benefit would be higher, and for 
those with higher incomes, it would be lower. On the aver-
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age, the government said, the pay increase would come to 
9.3% over the entire year. (Last December, the government 
already had set a 4.5% pay increase ceiling for the first 
six months of l976.) 
Even.before it was announced, the action was denounced 
by some labor leaders as "unforgivable," and Wim Kok, head 
of the FNV, the country's largest union federation, warned 
of a serious disruption in the relationship between labor 
and the Socialist-led administration of Prime Minister Joop 
den Uyl. The Socialist unions had demanded a net increase 
of 55 guilders, and several thousand workers in the Amster-
dam and Rotterdam ports had gone on a brief strike in pro-
test of the "wage intervention." The Christian Labor Fed-
eration, on the other hand, called the decision "reasonable" 
(it had asked for 44 guilders). The employers, whose offer 
had been for 20 guilders per month, expressed their disap-
pointment.and predicted "serious problems" especially for 
the labor-intensive sectors of industry. 
The government, meanwhile - through Social Affairs 
Minister Jaap Boersma - declared its readiness to engage in 
a new round of talks with labor and industry this fall 
should prices go up at an unexpected rate in the coming. 
weeks. The Hague is still trying to prevent the cost of. 
living from rising above 8.5% this year, after an inflat' 
rate of 10.2% in 1975. However, most economic experts hav 
doubts whether this target can be achieved in view of the 
unabated price expansion (about 6%) in the first six months 
of this year. 
As the political negotiations over the formation of a new 
Italian government went into the second month, there were 
some indications that the country's labor unions would no 
longer oppose some kind of incomes policy if the government 
in turn would incorporate some of the union concepts in its 
economic planning. According to statements by various la-
bor leaders and left-wing spokesmen, the unions would be 
prepared to enter into a "social pact" designed to help 
Rome in its task of solving Italy's monumental problems. 
As part of such a pact, Rome reports said, the unions 
might agree to a two-year neutralization of pay increases 
exceeding .certain ceilings. Another, or additional, possi-
bility would be a two-year suspension of the automatic in-
dexation system for higher wage levels. (Critics said that 
this. would still assure the majority of wage earners of au-
tomatic adjustments, which thus would continue as a major 
source of domes tic inflation,) Furthermore, the unions are 
said to be prepared to back measures curbing absenteeism 
and wildcat strikes and encouraging more job mobility. 
In exchange, the unions would expect from a new gov-
ernment the presentation of exactly defined investment p~ 
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grams and employment schemes for jobless young people, 
whose number has been rising steeply of late. The agricul-
ture, construction and transport sectors are to be given 
investment priority. Further, the government would be 
asked to guarantee low prices for the most important food 
staples. 
Italy's three major labor federations presently have 
their experts working on a joint agreement concerning the 
unions' main policy items for an economic program. At the 
same time, the Christian Democrats have been trying to pre-
pare a package of anti-crisis measures that would stand a 
chance of acceptance with labor and the leftist Opposition. 
In view of rising public expenditure and disappointing rev-
enue inflow from the self-assessed income tax so far this 
year, the Finance Minister probably will have no choice but 
to raise taxes on several fronts if Italy is to keep its 
Budget deficit within the limits internationally agreed 
upon. Subject to such increases could be income taxes, 
the capital gains tax on real property, and the value-added 
tax. Again being discussed is a possib0le introduction of 
a net worth tax. 
Meanwhile, the Treasury Ministry in Rome has announced 
a three-month extension of the 50% cash deposit on imports 
after receiving the approval of the European Commission and 
the International Monetary Fund for this step. Originally, 
the import deposit requirement was to have expired on 
Aug. 5, 
The U, K. government's parliamentary tactics con(:erning some 
of its most controversial bills and its annou:icement of ma-
jor ·spending cuts beginning next year have come u~der heavy 
attack by the Opposition and the labor unions. 
The Conservatives concentrated their criticism on the 
government's motion to "guillotine" five bills in regard to 
comprehensive education, National Health Service hospitals, 
dock work regulations, farm housing rents ("tied cottages") 
and,-most important, the nationalization of the aircraft 
and shipbuilding industries. (The effect of the guillotine 
system is to set a timetable for the passage of the legis-
lation, thereby limiting the Opposition's time to debate 
and press amendments to the bills.) 
Most heated, however, was the attack on Chancellor of 
the Exchequer Denis Healey, who had announced the govern-
ment's intention to cut public expenditure by bl billion in 
1977-78, During the parliamentary arguments over where the 
cuts should be made, a major rift became apparent in the 
cabinet itself. Two of its leading members, Anthony Wedg-
wood Benn and Peter Shore, supported by others of Labour's 
left, predicted grave Consequences for the gOVCn11Ilt?l1 t IS So-
cial contract with the trade unions if the "social wage" 
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were to be reduced. They contended that if the expenditure 
cuts were applied, there would be a reduction in National 
Health Service spending, food subsidies, municipal housing 
starts, and grants to local authorities as well as munici-
pal housing rent increases, postponement of "key" national-
ized industry programs, and a serious loss of revenue to 
the new National Enterprise Board. 
Behind all these arguments there loomed the prospect 
of higher unemployment inasmuch as reduced public expendi-
ture would result in a lesser number of new jobs. The un-
ions advocated "inunediate and effective" .import controls, a 
systematic reduction in working hours, and more investment 
in the nationalized industries as a way of providing more 
jobs and more orders. 
While Healey was in the process of rebutting union ar-
guments, the Dept. of Employment announced that unemploy-
ment in June had risen to 1,242,200, or 5.4% of the working 
population - a postwar record. The announcement led to a 
hardening of the fronts: the unions have become even more 
insistent, and the Chancellor has warned that the economy 
was possibly on the bririk of "col lapse." It appeared easy 
to resolve the issue in sentences, Healey said, but not so 
easy to resolve it in real life. 
• In a strongly worded statement, the Association of German 
Banks has charged that the International Banking Bill 1976 
now pending before the U.S. Congress is discriminatory 
against foreign banks in the United States, contains "ele-
ments of protectionist character," and. violates the princi-
ple of reciprocity. Should the bill be enacted, the Asso-
ciation says, German and other foreign banks would have to 
face the following consequences: 
- Apart from underwriting activities, they would have to 
cease investment banking at the end of 1985. The effect 
of this so-called "grandfathering" process would be to 
"dry up" the banks' securities business long before that 
year. 
- They would no longer be allowed to establish affiliates 
in more than one state with9ut serious restrictions. 
- By having to adhere to the One Bank Holding Company Act, 
a bank domiciled abroad would be prohibited from estab-
lishing an affiliation in the U.S. and, at the same time, 
holding an interest in an American enterprise. 
Finally, foreign banks generally would have to partici-
pate in the Deposit Insurance System despite the fact 
that they are engaged in U.S. domestic banking business 
in exceptional cases only. · 
The Association said it was aware that these legal 
initiatives aim to get foreign banks "on a par" with U.S. 
domestic banks, but that this ignores the fact that "in 
• 
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reality, foreign banks do not compete with domestic 
banks ••• , apart from very few exceptions." German banks, 
it said, have established U.S. affiliates (subsidiaries and 
branches) in order to assist multinational clients, engage 
in dollar transactions under order of the home office, par-
ticipate in securities transactions and underwriting, and 
take part in the U.S. money markets. The Association 
pointed out that U.S. banks - because of the German univer-
sal bank system - are permitted to do "without hindrance" 
any commercial and investment banking business in Germany. 
The major U.S. banks, the statement said, today derive up 
to 50% of their earnings from their business abroad. By 
contrast, the more foreign banks established affiliations 
in the U.S., the more legal initiatives have been taken 
there to restrict the activities of such banks, the Asso-
ciation said. 
The German bankers' organization concluded that the 
U. S". bill could cause a situation that would lead to "ap-
propriate reactions" on the part of European banks. 
In a second attempt, the Swiss government has approved a 
draft revision of the National Bank Law that wou~d give the 
central bank broader powers and more effective tools in 
conducting its policies. Bern's first effort in early 1969 
did not succeed when opposing factions persuaded Parliament 
to accept a gentleman's agreement between the National Bank 
and the commercial banks as a substitute for the reform 
legislation. Thus, the National Bank was forced to contin-
ue operating on the basis of emergency decrees and volun-
tary agreements (Doing Business in Europe, Par. 30,802) - a 
system that has proven inadequate and unsatisfactory on 
more than a few occasions and especially during the inter-
national monetary crisis of 1972. 
A major revision of the present law would authorize 
th~ National Bank to adjust money volume to economic re-
quirements by way of minimum reserves on bank deposits. 
The Bank was given this instrument by a federal emergency 
decree (dringlicher Bundesbeschluss) dated Dec. 19, 1975; 
the new law would extend this authorization on a permanent 
basis. The minimum reserves in a way would replace credit 
volume ceilings as the Bank's most effective policy instru-
ment. Minimum reserves could also be imposed on deposits 
from abroad - in fact, the required ratios could be much 
higher than those on domestic deposits. 
Further powers of the Bank would pertain to transac-
tions in Special Drawing Rights (although Switzerland is 
not a member of the International Monetary Fund), controls 
on securities issues, and the warding off of unwanted capi-
tal from abroad. However, to prevent the Bank from gaining 
too much autonomy, the draft law explicitly requires the 
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government's consent for me"asures of major significance to 
the Swiss economy. 
The bill was expected to be submitted to Parliament by 
the end of this year. Should it be approved, it could 
still be defeated in a national referendum, provided at 
least 30,000 eligible voters sign a petition for such a ref-
erendum. 
EURO COMPANY SCENE 
The United States' General Dynamics Corp. has announced the 
signing of contracts relating to the 1975 agreement whereby 
Belgium, Norway, Denmark and the Netherlands had agreed to 
purchase 348 F-16 jet fighters in exchange for a 40% share 
in the production of the planes, at 1975 prices. In Hol-
land, according to the g190-million contract awarded to 
Fokker-VFW BV, the Dutch subsidiary of the German-Dutch 
aerospace company is to assemble 174 F-16s for the Nether-
lands and Norway. In addition, ·it will produce fuselage 
and wing parts for 564 planes, with 170 sets to be used for 
Dutch assembly and 170 sets to go to Belgium's SABCA an_d 
Avions Fairey for final assembly of 116 F-16s for Belgium 
and Denmark. The remaining sets are to be delivered to· 
General Dynamics for installation in U.S. Air Force plan. 
The-Belgian contract is valued at g97,8 million. 
In Norway, defense equipment specialist Kongsberg Vapen-
fabrikk has been awarded a 900-million-kroner order from 
United Technologies Corp. 's Pratt & Whitney Aircraft Group 
for production of fan-drive turbine modules for the F-16 
jet engines. In addition to this order, valued at about 
10% of the total F-16 engine program, the state-owned com-
pany this fall expects to sign contracts worth 500-800 mil-
lion kroner for inertial navigation and weapon control sys-
tems, brakes, and parts for the ventilation and cooling 
systems. -Orders to other domestic suppliers should bring 
the total value of the Norwegian F~l6 program to 2 billion 
kroner, 
B.F. Goodrich The Netherlands government reportedly has proposed a plan 
whereby it would acquire a 49% stake in B.F. Goodrich's fi-
nancially troubled Dutch subsidiary, The American parent 
company would retain a 49% interest in the operation and 
the remaining 2% equity would go to a foundation managed 
by one Goodrich and two government representatives. If 
Goodrich approves the plan - and it is believed that it 
will - discussions will be initiated with the country's 
trade unions over the dismissal of some 900 of the 4,800 
now employed at Goodrich's general products and tir.e divi-
sion in Holland. 
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The European Commission has taken France, Germany, Italy 
and the U.K. to the European Court of Justice on charges 
that their export credit accord with Japan and the United 
States is in violation of the Treaty of Rome. Basing its 
suit on Treaty Article 169, the Commission contends that 
the four states violated their Treaty obligations when, 
following their tentative agreement last November in Ram-
bouillet, all six countries met secretly in Paris and 
reached an accord on government-supported export credits to 
the exclusion of the Commission and the other five member 
states. 
The Commission believes that these actions constituted 
particularly flagrant violations of the Treaty. Last No-
vember, only one week prior to the Rambouillet meeting, the 
European Court of Justice had issued an opinion leaving no 
doubt about the legal situation. In that opinion - the 
first given under Treaty Article 228(1), subparagraph 2 
(Common Market Reports, Pars. 5291-92) - the Court ruled 
that the Community has the exclusive power to conclude in-
ternational agreements on export credits and that any uni-
lateral action by the member states would be contrary to 
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the principles inherent in the common commercial policy set 
forth in Treaty Article 113 (Common Market Reports, Par. 
3882), This opinion also meant that only the Commission 
could enter into negotiations on the Community's behalf. 
The Commission promptly asked the Council of Ministers for 
a formal mandate. It was only after all hope for a Council 
agreement failed in June that the Commission decided to 
bring action. Council and Commission attorneys say that it 
was essentially France's intransigence that blocked agree-
ment within the Council. 
Commission attorneys are. however. still hoping for an 
amicable solution because the procedure initiated by the 
Commission under Treaty Article 169 need not necessarily 
culminate in a judgment (Common Market Reports, Pars. 4615-
16). The four member states still have ~n opportunity to 
remedy the sit~ation within the period of time granted by 
the Commission. whereupon the suit could be withdrawn. 
The European Commission has resumed its drive for the crea-
tion of a Community trademark. Strategy and,some details 
have been spelled out in a memorandum addressed to the nine 
member state governments and also sent to the national 
business associations. 
'Registration for a European trademark would be simpl. 
and-relatively inexpensive. A manufactdrer would apply f 
registration of his trademark either at the yet-to-be- . 
established European Trademark Office (ETO) or the particu-
lar national patent office. which would forward the appli-
cation to the ETO. The ETO would have administrative as 
well as quasi-judicial functions. but its appellate and 
revocation boards would be independent enough to assure due 
process. Specifically. the ETO would examine the applica-
tion. research existing trademarks. and then publish the 
registration of the trademark if no opposition were raised. 
In its memorandum. the Commission stresses the econom-
ic significance that the Community trademark would have in 
-terms of promoting interstate sales for the trademark hold-
er and guaranteeing to consumers that the products and ser-
vices carrying this mark have the characteristics and the 
quality implied in it. Furthermore. the Community trade-
mark would give the consumer a choice of a wider range of 
products from various parts of the Common Market. At the 
same time. the Community trademark would also protect con-
sumers against the risk of being confused by products car-
rying identical or similar trademarks. Presently. it nor-
mally takes months. sometimes even years. for a national· 
trademark holder to succeed in having a court bar imports 
of products carrying confusingly similar trademarks. 
When a working party composed of Commission and na-
tional experts starts drafting a proposal.in late 1976. it 
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will draw heavily from a 1964 preliminary draft convention 
that had been shelved when the member states, especially 
France, disagreed over basic issues involving industrial 
property rights (Common Market Reports, Pars. 5871 and 
5873), These differences of opinion no longer exist, how-
ever, and substantial progress has been made on a European 
patent with the signing of the two European patent conven-
tions (Common Market Reports, Pars. 5503 and. 5795), The 
European Court of Justice also has removed doubts about the 
continued existence of national trademark rights with its 
EMI and Terrapin rulings. 
In contrast to the 1964 proposal, the new one would be 
in the form of a regulation to be adopted by the Council 
with innnediate effect in the member states rather th.an a 
convention requiring ratification by the national parlia-
ments. 
The Council has again postponed (until Oct. 18) two basic 
decisions that the Connnission has urged it to make: finan-
cial appropriations for the EC's five-year thermonuclear 
fusion program and the location for the JET (Joint European 
Torus) thermonuclear fusion laboratory. The objective of 
the JET project is to assure the Connnon Market's.long-term 
energy supplies. Although favored by the Connnission, the 
Ispra (Italy) location is no longer considered first 
choice. Instead, Culham (England) and Garching (Germany) 
are now given the best chances, with the latter getting in-
creasing support from the smaller states+++ The Connnis-
sion wants to open debate in the EC institutions on an iij-
sue that has been the subject of lively discussions in sev-
eral member states, especially Germany: the spreading of 
capital ownership among employees. In a working document, 
the Commission stresses the need for such a debate because 
the current economic situation requires discipline in terms 
of wage increases, and letting employees share in the prof-
its and/or participate in capital increases could be a 
meaningful compensation for wage restraint, 
The hl,9-billion deflationary package unveiled on July 23 
by Chancellor of the Exchequer Denis Healey (a "difficult, 
dangerous and exhausting task") has been criticized not 
only by the U.K. business community and the trade unions 
but also by some left-wing members of the governing Labour 
Party.. As indicated earlier, the program involves the cut-
ting of hl billion in previously projected expenditures in 
such areas as job subsidies, public housing, school lunch-
es, etc. More controversial, though, was the 2% increase 
in social security contributions by employers which wi.11 
burden industry with some h900 million in extra costs (be-
ginning on April 1, 1977), Business spokesmen warned 
that - at a time of still-rising unemployment - this in-
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crease may force some employers to reduce their work force 
and will lead to a curtailment of new recruitment in labor-
intensive sectors. Other effects would be renewed pres-
sures on consumer prices. In essence, these were also 
among the arguments advanced by the unions and Labour's 
left wing. 
In his Commons statements, Healey .further referred to 
government plans to "take a tougher stance" on imports by 
making more effective use of existing anti-dumping legisla-
tion. He stressed that key sectors of industry (for in-
stance, clothing, textiles, and steel) were threatened by 
cheap imports. The government would also examine the need 
for any extension of its existing import restraints to pro-
vide "temporary protection to viable industries faced with 
unfair competition," According to Dept. of Trade spokesmen, 
numerous products were being investigated for this purpose, 
among them men's leather fashion footwear, PVC fabrics, 
dump trucks, alarm clo.cks, ophthalmic lenses and shotguns, 
In related news, the Organization for Economic Cooper-
ation and Development on July 28 released estimates that 
the growth of Britain's real output will remain sluggish 
for the rest of this year and will rise to a rate of 3.5% 
in 1977, This contrasted with the Chancellor's prediction 
of 4.5% over the next 18 months. The OECD based its con-. 
clusions on the assumption that worldwide expansion will 
less pronounced than in the 1971-73 boom period, but it 
still believes that 6.5% is a fair average growth rate for 
the 22 industrial countries in its survey, Here, Britain 
again would lag behind: Healey's recent measures are de-
signed to produce an annual growth rate of 5,5% over the 
medium term (i.e., until 1980-81). 
Following renewed pressures on the franc and a period of 
intervention on the exchange markets, the Bank of France on 
July 22 sharply raised the discount rate from 8 to 9.5% and 
the Lombard rate to 10.5% for private customers and to 12% 
for banks. The Bank's move did not come as a surprise to 
the market·after the franc had slipped steadily ·throughout 
the month, losing about 4% against the U.S. dollar and the 
D-mark, Financial observers blamed the relatively high in-
flation rate (9.5% as of May) and the deficit in the for-
eign trade balance for this weakness. As late as July 15, 
Finance Minister Jean-Pierre Fourcade had declared that the 
floating of the franc was "under control" and that he did 
not believe that the franc would essentially deviate from· 
the then-existing dollar and D-mark parities. 
The discount rate action evidently marked a change of 
tactics on the part of the central bank: instead of con-
tinuing to intervene directly on the foreign exchange mar-
kets and thereby risking a further drain of currency re-
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serves, it opted for higher interest levels in attempts to 
attract capital from abroad and to bolster the government's 
anti-inflation efforts. It was expected that the rate 
changes would soon be augmented by restrictive credit mea-
sures. In fact, the commercial banks immediately raised 
their base rate from 8. 8 to 9. 2%, This, however,· was lower 
than anticipated, since the banks had applied for an in-
crease of about 1% in reference to the higher money market 
rates. But the monetary authorities apparently feared the 
effect that an undue jump in financing costs would have on 
business investments. 
Having been adopted by both the National Assembly and the 
Senate, France's new capital gains tax law has been pub-
lished in the Journal Officiel, the state gazette, on 
July 20. Reports said that a close study of the text 
showed that the legislation has no effect on capital gains 
realized by nonresidents from transactions involving shares 
quoted on the Bourse, convertible bonds, and commodity fu-
tures. By contrast, gains realized from all other transac-
tions listed in the law remain taxable. This includes the 
sale of real estate and unquoted shares, for which the tax 
amounts to one-third of the capital gains. Unchanged re-
D1qin the provisions of Article 160 of the Code des Impots 
(Tax Code) whereby nonresidents holding at least 25% of a 
company's share capital are subject to a capital gains tax 
rate of 33.3% in the event of a sale, ,provided that the 
sale occurred within a 10-year period after acquisition. 
Thereafter, the rate is reduced to 15%. 
In apparent reaction to the moves of its French counter-
part the day before, the Belgian National Bank on July 23 
decided on a number of credit restrictions. Aside from 
raising the discount rate from 7 to 8%, the Bank trimmed by 
10% the rediscount facilities of the commercial banks and 
divided them into two segments: the official discount rate 
is applicable to the first half, while the second half is 
subject to a higher rate of 9.5%. The banks also were 
asked not to reduce their present portfolios of state pa-
pers. 
In explanation, a National Bank spokesman said that 
the Belgian authorities were seeking to forestall another 
wave of speculation against the Belgian franc in the wake 
of the pronounced pressures on the French franc. Tradi-
tionally, the currencies of these two countries have been 
moving in similar patterns - a trend Belgium is now trying 
to resist. Last March, following the French franc's depar-
ture from the joint European currency snake, the Belgian 
franc had to weather considerable speculation as to a 
possible devaluation. At that time, on Harch 18, the Bel-
gian discount rate had been raised from 6 to 7%, 
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In other news, the Economic Affairs Ministry reported that 
some 700 foreign companies established themselves in Bel-
gium last year, investing BF 11 billion. Of these, about 
one-third were of Dutch origin, The total investment in 
1975 - which compares with BF 24 billion in '74 - created 
only 220 new jobs, the Ministry report said. On the other 
hand, foreign business establishments tend to be relatively 
permanent: between 1965 and '75, only 43 of these firms 
closed down in Flanders and 54 in the Walloon region, 
It also was reported that a government commission has 
worked out recommendations on how to promote more foreign 
investment in Belgium; the proposals are to be submitted to 
Parliament in September. Among other things, the govern-
ment is said to be looking for ways to offer compensation 
for the inflationary impact of the wage indexation system 
on labor costs. 
The German government's Environmental Report '76 clearly 
reflects Chancellor Helmut Schmidt's thinking.on Bonn's en-
vironmental policy plans for the next five years. While 
the previous administration had not been too much concerned 
with the cost factor of a better environment, Schmidt wants 
his officials to give more consideration to the economic 
connotations of any new legislation being drafted and at. 
the same time to weigh more thoroughly the cost-effect ra 
of any proposal. In this, the Chancellor continues in his 
previously stated demand for a balanced approach to econom-
ic and environmental necessities, a concept already reflect-
ed in the recent Water Pollution Levy Act (Doing Business 
in Europe, Pars. 30,718 an·d 30,873) and one that also will 
be the government's future guideline if the Social Democrats 
are returned to power in the Oct. 3 national elections. 
(However, Bonn observers agree that a Christian Democratic 
government would follow this policy in an even more pro-
nounced way.) 
The report does not indicate that regulations governing 
the licensing of new facilities, especially nuclear power 
plants, wo~ld be relaxed. The administration's ·decision 
not to propose legislation that would give environmental-
ists the right to go to court to stop or delay construction 
of a planned facility (a new factory, for example) is seen 
as a way of avoiding complicating a situation that already 
has been compounded by the judiciary. The courts have been 
increasingly siding with individuals and groups on environ-
mental. issues. If this trend continues, it could jeopar-
dize implementation of the government's energy program, 
which calls for the construction of both conventional and 
nuclear-fueled power plants. Several leading Social Demo-
crats and Interior Mini&ter Karl Maihofer, a Free Democrat, 
had favored a statutory right for environmental groups to 
bring action in court, 
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Still, the government can point to an impressive record of 
environmental legislation - the Clean Air and Noise Abate-
ment Act, the Waste Disposal Act, the Anti-Lead in Gasoline 
Act, the Water Pollution Levy Act, plus numerous regula-
tions (Doing Business in Europe, Pars. 30,857, 30,870, 
30,835, and 30,873). Since 1971, a total of DM 66.7 bil-
lion has been spent in Germany on pollution control. Of 
this, industry's investments amounted to DM 38 billion, 
while local governments spent a total of DM 28.6 billion, 
mostly on the construction of sewage treatment facilities. 
After the Swiss National Bank had decided in early July to 
drastically raise the minimum reserve. requirement on non-
resident deposits from 10 to 65% as of July 26, it an-
nounced on July 23 that this margin would be lowered to 
37.5%. The original margin on the conunercial banks' for-
eign liabilities was set in order to absorb about SF 1 bil-
lion, which represents one-third of the expanded money sup-
ply that has resulted from massive central bank interven-
tions on behalf of the Swiss franc in June and early July. 
(In practical terms, the banks still will have to meet the 
65% requirement, but the National Bank will refund the dif-
ference.) 
In revising the margin downward, the Bank reacted to 
the calmer conditions on the.foreign exchange markets 
(higher dollar parity) as well as to an unexpectedly steep 
increase in Swiss money exports. It was reported that 
loans floated in Switzerland by foreign institutions total 
SF 1.8 billion so far this year; compared with SF 2,3 bil-
lion for all of 1975. 
In presenting Portugal's new Socialist minority government, 
Prime Minister Mario Soares has announced that his adminis-
tration will give the greatest priority to the country's 
economic recovery. Soares acknowledged that Portugal was 
beset by monumental problems and asked "the support of all 
Portuguese" to help solve them. Responsibility for the 
various areas of economic policy-making is split up among 
various cabinet member~, but the key figures are Antonio 
de Sousa Gomes, the minister in charge of economic coordi-
nation and planning, and Henrique Medina Carreira, the fi-
nance minister, There has been criticism that both men 
lack the experience required in their new positions: Sousa 
Gomes was undersecretary for public investment in the pre-
vious provisional government and Medina Carreira, a lawyer 
by training, was undersecretary for the budget. 
To many observers it will be interesting to see how 
the new administration will proceed in its treatment of 
foreign investment, which has slumped severely during the 
reign of successive provisional governments. The German-
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Portuguese Chamber of Commerce has just published figures 
according to which new German investments in the processing 
industry dropped by 93% last year. Only DM 3.5 million was 
spent on participations and equity capital (out of total 
German investment of DM 57.1 million, which was 27% less 
than in '74). Thus, Germany lost the No. 1 rank among for-
eign investors in Portugal to the United States. 
That this trend has been of a general nature was con-
firmed by statistics recently issued by the Bank of Portu-
gal: last year, only 16% of the investment capital coming 
from abroad was used to establish new enterprises or parti-
cipate in existing ones, 27% went into real estate, but 
nearly 58% was in the form of loans and capital increases. 
In 1973, for a comparison, 54% was spent on new enterprises 
and equity capital, 35% on real estate, and only 11% on 
loans and capital increases. 
The publication earlier this year of the long-awaited 
official Investment Code has not removed all apprehensions 
about future policy in this area. The Code's application 
must be within the provisions of the country's new consti-
tution, which explicitly refers to foreign investments as a 
means to ensure national progress "in keeping with the ·gen-
eral plan and to defend the interests of the workers."· The 
Code itself defines foreign investment in Portugal as an. 
instrument to support the country's economic and social d 
velopment. 
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The largely negative results of a consumer survey sponsored 
by the European Commission have prompted the latter to call 
for legislative action and to show that it is doing some-
thing to correct the situation. According to the survey, 
nearly eight out of 10 consumers feel that advertising is 
often misleading as to the quality of products and services. 
The Commission announced that a proposal now being 
prepared would contain rules against misleading advertising 
in.all sectors of the economy. Also of great interest to 
consumers will be numerous other proposals in preparation 
such as those on product liability, labeling of foodstuffs, 
and door-to-door selling. The product liability draft di-
rective is now definitely scheduled to go to the Coun~il of 
Ministers in September. It was delayed because the Council 
of Europe, in Strasbourg, has also been working on a pre-
liminary draft convention, and Commission attorneys had 
wanted to clarify apparent inconsistencies between the two 
proposals. Further, work is still going on to narrow the 
range of packaging sizes of certain goods in order to re-
duce the chances of customers being cheated. At the re-
quest of the European Parliament, the Commission has draft-
ed a directive on correspondence courses, an area troubled 
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by considerable fraud. The draft is now being discussed by 
na'tional experts, 
Concerning bank services, the broadest possible pro-
tection would be offered by a draft directive on consumer 
credit, which probably will be sent to the Council before 
the end of the year. The directive would outlaw false or 
misleading advertising and contract offers by requiring 
full disclosure of terms offered, especially the full cost 
of credit. The truth-in-lending rules would require banks 
and other credit institutions not only to state the inter-
est rate, which may be low and therefore misleading, but 
also any additional charges such as that for the opening of 
a credit account or for insurance of goods purchased on 
credit. 
Commission officials admit that adoption of some of 
the proposals may take longer than anticipated, but there 
is little-doubt that the Commission's consumerism drive 
will be wound up successfully in the Council, which last 
year committed itself by adopting the Commission's prelimi-
nary program for a consumer protection and information pol-
icy (Common Market Reports, Par. 9743), 
Voluntary restrictions on investments and output shoulo be 
preferable to import restrictions, minimum prices, and pro-
duction quotas in coping with any crisis in the European. 
steel industry, according to the Commission. This approa 
outlined in a paper addressed to the Council of Ministers, 
would be tantamount to a de-facto amendment of the 1951 
Coal and Steel Treaty (Cormnon Market Reports, Par. 101,38), 
but Commission officials and many experts believe that it 
would be a faster and sounder way of combating future re-
cessions in the EEC steel industry. In a way, another ad-
vantage of this procedure would be seen in the fact that it 
relies more on the free play of market forces than on out-
right interventionism. According to Commissioner Henri 
Simonet, Articles 58, 61, and 74 of the Coal and Steel 
Treaty have proven too cumbersome, aside from the impact 
that import restrictions have on international trade. 
The Commission's plan, which still must be discussed 
by the Consultative Committee, would rely more on the coop-
eration of individual steelmakers and their national assoc-
iations. Since excess capacity was a major reason for the 
past crisis, the Commission would take a more active role 
in monitoring investments by setting production limits for 
individual companies, and it would count on voluntary 
pledges to observe these limits. Rather than· decreeing 
minimum prices, the Commission would publish·indicative 
prices to be voluntarily observed, Finally, the Commission 
hopes to come to an agreement with the main steel exporters 
to the Community (Japan, Spain, and Sweden) rather than be 
forced to impose import restrictions. 
• 
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Commission lawyers have stressed thet the plan is designed 
to ward off the danger of restrictive practices in the EEC 
steel industry. Last February, the steel federations of 
Germany, Luxembourg, and the Netherlands formed a common 
organization with the express aim of cooperating in obtain-
ing raw materials and energy supplies and exchanging infor-
mation on production and employment. The goal is to avoid 
any overproduction and to prevent creation of excess capac-
ity, and to this end the agreement did not require the Com-
mission's approval. Still, it has caused apprehension in 
France, Britain and Italy. In these countries it was felt 
that the organization (whose 70-million-ton annual output 
is three times that of France's steel industry and more 
than half that of the EEC) represented an unwelcome asser-
tion of German economic power. 
The chances for realization of the Commission's plan call-
ing for the establishment of a European E?CPort Bank (EEB) 
are virtually nil for the near future because no funds have 
been set aside in the preliminary EC draft Budget for 1977. 
The main function. of .the EEB, which was to have a starting 
capital of 100 million units of account, was to help in the 
financing of export contracts of businesses established in 
at least two member states. The plan has met with resist-
ance in Bonn and Paris and has been given only a lukewarm 
response in the business community, Only the EC's Economic 
and Social Committee has come out strongly in favor of the 
proposal+++ Council officials expect Spain's application 
for EC membership to be submitted shortly after the first 
national elections in 1977, scheduled for May or June. 
They believe that the Community could not reject the appli-
cation of the government that will emerge from those elec-
tions, even if the Communist party should be barred from 
the elections, which is expected. It is argued that the 
Socialists would sufficiently represent the political will 
of the working class. 
Among the many topics touched upon by the German Monopolies 
Commission in its first report was the increasing trend to-
ward industrial concentration and the role of government-
owned enterprises in this area. But its most debated rec-
ommendation was for the restriction to 5% of banks' future 
equity interests in companies. The government-appointed 
commission said that larger bank holdings in industry are 
apt to distort competition both among banks and the firms 
involved. It also pointed out the potential conflicts of 
interest posed by the banks' double role of shareholder and 
broker: in addition to the vote arising from their hold-
ings, the banks also exercise the voting power of share.s 
deposited with them by many thousands of shareholders. The 
Commission also recommended that whenever, in exceptional 
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situations, a bank acquires more than 5% of a company's 
stock, it should be deprived of the voting rights arising 
from shares above the 5% limit. · 
Although, for more practical reasons, the Commission 
does not suggest that the banks be forced to divest them-
selves of existing holdings, its suggestion for future lim-
its on bank participation is expected to again liven up the 
debate within the governing Social Democratic party on the 
banks' role in the economy and society. Nationalization of 
the private banking sector has been a perennial topic among 
the party's leftwingers, especially the youth organization, 
but the party majority rejects this idea. The previous 
Brandt administration did call on the banks to voluntarily 
divest themselves of their large industrial holdings, but 
plans to force banks to do this through legislation died 
with Brandt's resignation as chancellor. 
Many observers in Bonn believe that the Monopolies 
Commission's reconnnend·ation would give a boost to the advo-
cates of legislation aimed at curbing banking•power. If 
the present administration is returned to office in the 
Oct. 3 national elections, there is reason to assume that 
there will be some legislation on this matter. Its extent 
might be determined by the results of a special study com-
missioned by the Finance Ministry which is scrutinizing the 
ban~s' role in the economy. • 
The bankers' association has not yet commented on the 
recommendation except to say that it does not understand 
why the limit ought to be 5%. Still, no matter what the 
banks' defense will be, they can point out that the economy 
has done well under the present system, a position general-
ly shared by experts with various party affiliations. 
The U.K. government White Paper published on Aug. 3 - "The 
Licensing and Supervision of Deposit-taking Institutions" 
(HMSO London) - contains wide-ranging proposals designed 
primarily to avert the possibility of a recurrence of the 
secondary banking sector crisis of 1973-74. In-effect, the 
proposals call for secondary banks, or "fringe" banking in-
stitutions, to be subject to the controls presently exer-
cised by the Bank of England on a non-statutory basis in 
regard to the country's primary banking sector. In order 
for the BoE to wield such authority, however, it is felt 
that the Bank must assume statutory powers and take on full 
responsibility to Parliament for the entire British banking 
sector, 
The structure envisaged hinges on a two-tier licensing 
procedure f~r all deposit-taking institutions. "Banks" 
would be statutorily re~ognized, i.e., an institution would 
have to meet stringent criteria pertaining to capital and 
• 
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reserves, the range of services offered and, not least, its 
general standing. The lower-tier institutions would also 
have to meet exacting requirements, but they would not be 
entitled to term themselves "banks." Both tiers would be 
required to make regular reports to the BoE, and the l~tter 
would be empowered, subject to appeal to the Treasury, to 
suspend or rescind licenses. For its part, the BoE would 
be required to operate closely with the Treasury and to 
submit detailed annual reports to Parliament, 
It was generally conceded that the White Paper demon-
strated sound sense and that it was timely in the light of 
the European Commission's draft directive on banking, which 
stipulates that member countries should operate a bank li-
censing system. However, there were a number of immediate 
criticisms: 
- first, that the Paper had come too late, especially 
since the secondary banking sector crisis had already deci-
mated the number of such banks, with the result .that only 
the healthy ones had survived; 
- second, that the long tradition of self-regulation 
within the industry would be destroyed and that the BoE 
would emerge as yet another arm of an increasingly inter-
ventionist government; and 
- third, that the proposal on depositor protection 
would work to the detriment of the major clearing banks. 
It was repeatedly pointed out that the introduction of a 
.compulsory deposit protection fund to guarantee depositors 
a return of up to ~10,000 in the event of a bank failure 
was unnecessary in the case of the leading financial insti-
tutions and, more important, would simply mean that the 
clearers were being forced to "underwrite" fringe institu-
tions which could then raise their interest rates on depos-
its and attract customers away from the clearing banks. It 
is thought that this proposal will be modified to provide 
for a certain degree of depositor risk. 
Domestic banks in the Republic of Ireland have now been 
closed for five weeks due to a strike by the 10,000-member 
Irish Bank Officials Association over the government's re-
fusal to grant them a wage settlement above the National 
Wage Agreement. No resolution of the dispute was expected 
for the immediate future. The strike is having severe ef-
fects on the entire economy in the Republic, In most major 
industrial sectors the cash situation was described as 
"critical": wage payments have been deferred, checks drawn 
on Irish banks are being accepted on trust, contractors are 
unable to pay for supplies, and retail stores and pubs are 
becoming less willing to cash customers' checks, 
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Ireland's previous bank strike (which lasted no less than 
six months in 1970) produced thousands of bad debts and 
pundreds of bankruptcies. One side effect of this strike, 
however, is that it has generated a lot of business for the 
40 or so branches of international banks in the Republic, 
since these are unaffected by the strike. 
The Belgian labor unions have described as merely "cosmetic" 
the decision of the Economic Affairs Ministry to freeze un-
til October the prices of fruits and vegetables and, speci-
fically, potatoes as reflected in Belgium's cost-of-living 
index. This sununer's drought has driven up the price of 
fresh fruits and vegetables, and these price increases in 
turn would have caused the consumer price index to rise by 
2.37% in July, i.e., by more than 28% in annual terms. The 
Ministry's action meant that the index climbed by only 
0.81%. 
The government's intervention comes only two months 
after a modification of the index that was designed to have 
a calming effect on the inflation curve: instead of re-
flecting the prices of only 149 goods and services, it now 
is calculated on a "basket" of 358 and, in addition, weighs 
the individual items more accurately. With the 100-point 
base being calculated on the average prices i,n the 12-mon. 
period ending in June 1975, the first calculation of the 
new index for June 1976 resulted in 113.61 points, far more 
than had been hoped for. 
The labor unions are less than happy with the "tamper-
ing" of the index, since it forms the basis for Belgium's 
system of automatic wage adjustments. In most industry 
branches, upward adjustments are due whenever the index 
climbs by another two points: thus, a general pay increase 
would have been mandatory had the government not neutral-
ized the fruit and vegetable prices. -
The main p~rt of the policy address given by Italy's new 
Prime Minister Giulio Andreotti before the Chamber of Depu-
ties and the-Senate on Aug. 4 dealt with the government's 
plans to fight inflation and unemployment, reduce the pay-
ments deficit and defend the lira, and stimulate exports 
and investments. Andreotti announced a reform of the state 
holding system to be prepared by a special study commis-
sion. He proposed higher taxes and public service rates in 
order to cut the state finance deficits. The_tax burden on 
the middle and higher personal incomes is to·be raised, the 
highest wages are to be frozen, and tax evasion is to be 
fought more "energetically." 
Observers agreed that the future of these ambitious 
plans must be seen in the context of the changed parliamen-
• 
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tary constellation in Rome: for th1! first time, the sur-
vival of the Christian Democratic minority government will 
depend on the good graces of the Communist party which, al-
though not directly represented in the administration, has 
been given crucial positions on important committees. Un-
der these circumstances, Italy's 39th postwar government is 
being viewed as the weakest yet. 
Andreotti's third cabinet since 1972 was formed with-
out three former key members, all of them ex-premiers: 
Mariano Rumor, Aldo Moro (Andreotti's direct predecessor) 
and Emilio Colombo, the latter having continuously served 
in all governments since 1948. The new 21-member cabinet 
for the first time includes a woman, Labor Minister Tina 
Anselmi. Also joining the administration as newcomer min-
isters are the following six individuals: Filippo Pandolfi 
(finance), Vito Lattanzio (defense), Attilio Ruffini 
(transport), Francesco Fabbri (merchant marine), Dario 
Antoniozzi (tourism), and Rinaldo Ossala (foreign trade). 
The Budget and Economic Planning Ministry and the Treasury 
are headed by Tomasso Morlino and Gaetano Stammati, respec-
tively. 
In reaction to the Aug. 2 inaugural address of Portugal's 
Prime Minister Mario Soares, critics noted that the govern-
ment had merely announced forthcoming economic plans to co-
ver various time periods rather than immediate crisis mea-
sures. Soares said the plan for 1977 would be presented by 
mid-November, while additional four-year and 15-year pro-
grams would be set up next year: The Premier did indicate 
that severe austerity measures were needed to overcome high 
unemployment, inflation and payment deficits and that these 
would be applied in the areas of taxation, monetary policy, 
and imports, among others. He termed "irreversible" the 
process of nationalization, worker co-determination and ag-
ricultural reform that had been initiated by the six pro-
visional governments since the overthrow of the dictator-
ship in 1974. But, at the same time, he promised an end to 
nationalizations and expropriations and said that compensa-
tion would be paid. Soares explicitly welcomed foreign in-
vestment so long as it ·did not "exploit" Portugues~ labor, 
and he indicated that Portugal would apply for integration 
in the Europ~an Community. 
A substantial part of Soares' speech was devoted to 
the need for "hard work" and "respect for the law." With 
this, the Prime Minister referred to problems of worker 
discipline and the numerous strike and protest actions that 
have led to chaos in many industries. The fact that work-
ers have been granted the right to strike, Soares said, 
does not mean that the authorities would tolerate criminal 
acts such as the holding of owners and managers as hostages, 
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plant occupations, and acts· of violence. ..irhe government 
would present a new strike law and also revoke the labor 
law that had enabled the Communists to take control of the 
newly formed labor federation. "We are all tired of the 
divisions that have separated the people ••• ," Soares de-
clared. "The government will try to end the psychosis of 
coups that has reduced productivity." 
The program of Soares' Socialist minority administra-
tion - the country's first democratically constituted gov-
ernment in 50 years - passed Parliament after five days of 
debate. 
EURO COMPANY SCENE 
The European Commission has approved the sale of 74.9% of 
the stock of Germany's Fichtel & Sachs AG to Britain's 
Guest Keen & Nettlefolds Ltd. Although the German Federal 
Cartel Office vetoed the deal last May (the decision is on 
appeal before the Berlin Court of Appeals), cartel experts 
point out that the two decisions are not actually in con-
flict, since the Commission and the Cartel Office had to 
apply different criteria. Brussels based its approval on 
Article 66 of the Coal and Steel Treaty, saying that the 
mait~ 'effect of the planned takeover would be "to strengthen 
vertical integration and increase self-:fofficiency in ste. 
products without giving the production undertakings con-
cerned an artificially privileged position on the market. 11 
However, the merger would not so much affect the steel mar-
kets as that for mechanical engineering products and auto-
motive equipment. Here, an investigation on the basis of 
Article 86 of the Rome Treaty also did not reveal a need to 
oppose the deal, the Commission said. 
In the meantime, GKN has announced the purchase of 
24.9% of Sachs - the maximum share permitted without prior 
official approval - and has reiterated its intention to 
take over as majority shareholder. A decision on its ap-
·peal is not expected before the end of the year. 
Negotiations reportedly are being concluded between Ameri-
can Standard Inc., New York, and Stelrad, central heating 
subsidiary of the U.K.'s Metal Box Co. Ltd., for the pur-
chase by Stelrad of American Standard's Austrian offshoot, 
Ideal-Standard Gesellschaft. Ideal-Standard reported a 1975 
turnover of $11 million. 
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A Dutch company's refusal to furnish the European Commis-
sion with relevant antitrust material has added new fuel to 
the debate involving the EEC-Swiss free trade agreeme.nt. 
Last month the European Commission demanded that the Cen-
traal Stikstof Verkoopkantoor (CSV) B.V., a Dutch firm 
selling nitrogen fertilizer for a number of West European 
producers, furnish information about its business activi-
ties as well as its commercial relations with the. produc-
ers. CSV refosed on the grounds that the directors autho:r·-
ized to supply the information are also members of the 
management of the Zurich-based "Nitrex" cartel of European 
nitrogen fertilizer producers. It further maintained that 
compli.ince with the Cormnission request could make these di-
rectors liable to prosecution under Section 273 of the 
Swiss Criminal Code, which provides for jail terms for 
passing on business secrets. If CSV does not comply with 
the Connnission's request within 80 days, it will have to 
pay il,000 for each day of noncompliance (Common Market Re-
ports, l'ars. 2501 and 2551). 
Although the EEC-Swiss free trade agreen1t'nt was not 
mentioned specifically, the issue nevertheless has implica-
tions in connection with that agreement (Common Market Re·-
ports, Par. 9524). It was brought up for the first time 
when Stanley Adams, ::it that time c1.n employee of Swiss drug 
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maker Hoffmann-La Roche, supplied the Corrnnission with in-
formation that played a role in the fining of that company 
(the fine is being appealed at the European Court of Jus-
tice - Common Market Reports, Par. 9853). Adams was con-
victed last month in the Basel criminal court. A member of 
the European Parliament recently asked the Council of Min-
isters about the steps it would consider taking against 
"abetting violations against the EEC-Swiss free trade 
agreement by Switzerland." The Council has yet to reply to 
the inquiry. A member of the German Parliament questioned 
his government on the same point, and Bonn's answer was 
that it would favor "negotiations between the authorities 
concerned." 
The European Commission has always maintained that Ar-
ticle 23 of the agreement - which outlaws any restrictive 
practices that are apt to hamper EEC-Swiss trade - r'=quires 
"positive action" by the Swiss government. This means that 
Bern may have to take -steps against any Swiss company whose 
allegedly restrictive practices hamper EEC-Swiss trade. 
But the question is whether it also means that the Swiss 
government may even have to propose legislation that would 
remove all obstacles that prevent the full application of 
international law (by transforming Treaty Articles 85-86 
into Swiss law through the free trade agreement). Some • 
Commission attorneys have advocated that those individual 
who voluntarily offer the Commission information should be 
given immunity from prosecution, a suggestion c:;uickly re-
jected by the Swiss government on grounds of separation of 
powers. 
Officially, the Commission has taken a more cautious 
approach. It has called a meeting of the Mixed Committee 
which was set up under the agreement and is composed of an 
equal number of EC and Swiss officials. The aim of the 
talks is to come up with solutions that are acceptable to 
both sides and would not prompt countermeasures. Article 
27 of the agreement allows the EEC to take measures if 
Switzerland fails to live up to its commitments. The most 
obvious step could be revocation of part or all .of the tar-
iff concessions for Swiss products. 
Relations between the United States and the EEC presently 
are being strained by a number of disagreements, most of 
which concern the farm sector. Washington is disturbed by 
the Community's practice of using skimmed-milk powder for 
animal feed and by the proposed tax on vegetable oils, both 
of which have a negative impact on American soybean exports 
to the Common Market. The Community, in turn, is being 
confronted by the U.S. threat to raise customs duties on 
French cognac imports. 
However, these issues are overshadowed by the contin-
uing deadlock over a subject that has much broader connota-
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tions: the approach to be used in cutting tariffs on prod-
ucts in international trade now being discussed at the cur-
rent round of GATT negotiations in Geneva. EC negotiators 
maintain that their plan, calling for significant and har-
monized reductions, would stimulate trade not only between 
the EC and the U.S. but also on a worldwide scale because 
the developing countries would be forced to reduce their 
tariffs on industrial products. Washington's formula for 
tariff cuts combines the elements of the EEC's harmoniza-
tion formula with linear, or across-the-board, tariff re-
ductions. 
The EEC's harmonization formula means that high tar-
iffs would be cut more than low tariffs. According to the 
Commission, U.S. customs provisions contain many "peaks," 
i.e., high tariffs for individual products, that would have 
to come down to the "rolling hills" of customs duties. The 
U.S. customs tariff contains many more peaks than the Com-
munity's common customs tariff. Agreeing to the EEC formu-
la would require more U.S. concessions, in terms of both 
lost revenue and less protection for American industry, end 
thus Washington has opposed this approach. According to 
the EEC formula, each duty would be reduced four times by 
its own percentage over a not-yet-determined period of sev-
eral years. Thus, a 50% tariff would be cut by 50% the 
first time, and a 10% tariff by 19%, so that after the 
first cut the tariffs would be 25% and 9%, respectively. 
This procedure would be carried out three more times. 
Washington's negotiators do not challenge the Comrnis-
sion Is figures that only 1.4% of the thous~nds of headings 
in the Community's common customs tariff provide for duties 
of 30% or more, while the corresponding figures for Japcn 
and the U.S. are 3 and 5%, respectively. But they maintain 
that the EEC formula would ultimately reduce ta1iffs by an 
average of only 32% and thus would fall substantially short 
of the ambitious SO to 60% target set in the Tokyo Round. 
Application of the EEC formula, according to the U.S., 
would have no significant impact on the trade of products 
that are subject to tariffs ranging from 5 to 15% and which 
make up by far the bulk of international trade, 
In a circular published in the Official Journal on Aug. 8 
and taking effect on Aug. 10, the French Economics and Fi-
nance Ministry has announced some changes in the regula-
tions concerning direct investments abroad and at home. 
In order to' help small and meclium-sized companies open up 
ne\, foreign markets, the government no longer requires res-
idents to obtain prior approval for direct foreign invest-
ments of up to FF 3 million; previously, this ceiling was 
FF 1 million. On the other hand, residents are now re-
quired to submit annual balance sheets and profit-and-loss 
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statements of subsidiaries and branches abroad. The author-
ities also must be informed of capital increases and de-
creases, changes in ownership, etc. Shares of direct in-
vestments must be brought into France or deposited with a 
French bank abroad, Profit repatriations by nonresidents 
from direct investments, especially real property, must be 
officially authorized if the transfers exceed FF 1 million. 
In Paris and elsewhere it was speculated. that some of 
these measures were designed to help stabilize the franc 
after an estimated FF 10 billion had flown out of the coun-
try in the previous six to seven weeks. The fear of a con-
tinuing high level of inflation, presently at nearly 10%, 
was seen as the main cause for the capital flight. Another 
major factor was the poor condition of the French foreign 
trade balance. In the first half of 1 76, the seasonally 
adjusted trade deficit amounted to nearly FF 3 billion. 
Given the continued upturn of the world economy and inter-
national trade, the total shortfall this year could well 
reach FF 7 billion, it was predicted. The OECD has fore-
cast a current-account deficit of $2.75 billion, and even 
this would not include the export losses caused by the ef-
fect of this summer's drought on French farm production 
( the government has placed these at FF 3-4 billion). 
Although France's exporters in the first five months. 
of the year were able to step up their shipments by 13%, 
imports rose much faster - by 23%. An analysis by the For-
eign Trade Bank has revealed that there has been hardly any 
change in the country's unfavorable foreign trade struc-
ture: the trade baiance continues to be marked by a strong 
dependance on capital equipment imports, primarily machin-
ery. Typical for this situation is the status of trade 
with Germany. As compared to the same period in 1975, the 
French deficit in J:,'ranco-German trade in the first six 
months of this year more than doubled to FF 5.7 billion, of 
which machine tools and machinery alone accounted for 
FF 3.4 bi.llion. 
Political discussions have started in Denmark over an 
eight-point economic crisis program being proposed by the 
Sod al Democrat minority government of Prime :Minister Anker 
Joergensen and to be submitted to the Folketing next month. 
Its main elements would be a limitation of pay increases 
over the next two years as well as higher indirect taxes 
that would drastically raise consumer prices for imports 
such as automobiles. The aim is the shrinkage of the pay-
ments deficit in order to preserve Denmark's international 
credit standing as well as an improvement of Danish indus-
try's competitiveness abroad. 
The government's draft provides for pay increases of 
up to 7% next year and of 6% in 1978 as compared with an 
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estimated 12% this year (and an inflation rate of 9%). 
These proposed increases in all probability would corres-
pond to the increments automatically due under the wage in-
dexation system and thus would leave very little margin for 
collective bargaining. In fact, the government would pre-
fer that those with medium and higher incomes, including 
self-employed individuals, not benefit from improve.rnents 
beyond the indexed increases. 
Another part of the incomes policy proposals concerns 
the controversial subject of employee profit-sharing, on 
which the Joergensen administration has yet to reveal de-
tails. A similar project involving the compulsory contri-
bution of shares to a central worker fund foundered thre.e 
years ago, and Joergensen's political opponents - in par-
ticular the Liberals headed by ex-Premier Poul Hartling -
continue to resist this concept. Unofficial reports said 
that, under the new concept, a certain share of corporate 
profits is to remain with the company as employee capital. 
However, it is not clear how and by whom these funds would 
be administered. In any case, the profit-sharing proposal 
is regarded as the most volatile part of the draft program. 
Beyond the incomes policy measures, the Joergensen 
plan calls for a boost of indirect taxes in the equivalent 
of 5 billion kroner, of which 1 billion kroner would pos-
sibly be returned in the form of lower direct taxes. This 
procedure would reduce private purchasing power by about 
3-4%. The LS-billion-kroner Budget reduction, which Par-
liament had agreed to last year, will have an aclditional 
dampening effect in 1977 (cuts of 2.5 billion kroner are 
planned for '78). 
Handicapped by its rninori ty position in Parliament, 
the Social Democrat administration is staking its political 
future on the realization of this package. Last fall, in 
the so-called "September compromise," Joergn1scn had to 
solicit the support of Hartling' s liberal Vens tre party in 
pushing through a short-term economic stimulation program 
and the budgetary cuts. This time, Hartling has come out 
against the combining of the crisis plan with the compul-
sory profit-sharing conu~pt, and he also is opposing the 
continuation of the wage indexation system. 
Denmark's chronic balance-of-payments deficit, which ran to 
an estimated 6 billion kroner in the first half of this 
year, has led to a decision to seek international loans to-
tali.ng DH 850 mi 11 ion in the near future. This would in-
clude a DM 450-million credit from a consortium led by Ger-
many'~ Westdeutsche Landesbank, a bond obligation of DM 300 
million, and a Eurobond issue of another DM 100 million. 
The consorti.al loan and the bond obligation wil 1 have a ma-
turity of up to 16 years and an effective rate of 9.3%. 
The Euro issue will be floated as of Aug. 23 and will be:ir 
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an 8% coupon (99.75% issue price). The loans will raise 
Denmark's international indebtedness to approximately 32 
billion kroner. 
The country's foreign trade balance closed the first 
six months of 1976 with a record deficit of 9.35 billion 
kroner, according to Finance Minister Knud Heinesen, To 
cover the entire deficit, Heinesen said, the government 
will have to take out another 2-3 billion kroner in inter-
national loans this year. 
The Confederation of British Industry has warned U.K. em-
ployers that they had best adhere to the pay limit regula-
tions as set out in the government/employer/labor union· 
counter-inflation agreement. In a document released on 
Aug. 9, the Confederation agrees that the policy, "despite 
its shortcomings," is necessary to reduce the rate of in-
flation. · "Failure on the part of some employers to observe 
the limit could result in a rapid breakdown of the policy," 
it said. More significantly, however, the CBI cautioned in 
regard to forward commitments: "To anticipate any future 
developments after July 31, 1977, could result, for example, 
in an employer being prevented from honoring any such corn-
mi tments - which could result in industrial unrest." 
This latter warning implies that the CBI is in const. 
contact with the government and is aware of government 
thinking as regards the continuation of the pay policy. It 
would appear, therefore, that there will be no return to 
free collective bargaining (as the unions hope) when the 
present 4.5% pay limit expires in July 1977. In other 
words, some form of incomes restraint will still be ap-
plied: Since the government is fully aware of the present 
policy's unpop1 lari ty and its shortcomings, however, it can 
be anticipated that a new and more complex structure will 
be announced, possibly before J;he end of this year. The 
principal. new ingredients - to placate the unions as well 
as boost manufacturing output - will be "pay differentials" 
(as opposed to across-thc·-board limits) and "productivity 
agreements." 
Necessary and desirable as these ingredients may ap-
pear, observers said, the main difficulty in structuring 
such a policy should be in monitoring, clarifying and en-
forcing it. This may require the establishment of (yet 
another) independent authority with such policing and en-
forcement powers. Even then, however, there will be a ser-
ious danger of artificial pay increases, coupled with argu-
ments between different sectors over equitable differen-
tials. The government thus faces a difficult decision: it 
must choose a structure that will find approval with em-
ployers and employees, which will be flexible but not lax, 
and which will be sufficiently operable to reassure inter-
• 
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national opinion that the relative success of Phases One 
and Two of the incomes policy is not transient. 
The members of the Irish Bank Officials Association started. 
voting on Aug. 10 on a plan to .end the strike which has 
closed Irish domestic banks for some six weeks. The pay 
proposals - wage increases of between b3 and bS per week 
and productivity incentives - may be accepted. Even so, 
balloting will extend over three weeks, because so many 
members of the 10,000--strong union are on vacation. This 
means that the Republic's 900 commercial banks will be 
closed for at least another month. 
During the SO-day "truce" given the new Italian government 
while Parliament is in summer recess, the Andreotti admin-
istration will lose no time in mapping out its economic 
strategies for the coming term. As indicated in the policy 
address of Prime Minister Giulio Andreotti, the efforts for 
additional foreign loans will be of utmost importance. The 
government said it would begin talks with Germany on the 
extension of the $2-billion, gold-backed Bundesbank credit 
that was to expire in early September (a $SOO-million in-
stallment had been repaid but was later renewed). Negotia-
tions also are to be resumed with the International Mone-
tary Fund over a $SOO-million standby facility which so far 
has not been approved because of policy differences between 
Rome and the !MF authorities. 
Only a few details have been leaked, however, on plans 
for a major dollar bond issue in small denominations through 
which Rome allegedly hopes to attract foreign exchange "by 
the billions." According to unconfirmed reports, the pro-
posed features of this "national solidarity credit" have 
been worked out by Foreign Trade Minister Rinaldo Ossola, 
an acknowledged expert in international finance and until 
recently the director-general of the Bank of Italy. The 
bonds could be acquired anonymously, principally by Ital-
ians'who normally tend to "conceal" their· dollars or other 
foreign exchange. With 3. maturity of 7-9 years and a pos-
sible yield of 4.5%, the bond issue would be offered so 
long as there was a market for it and would be repayable in 
lira on the basis of the dollar/lira exchange rate prevail-
ing at that time. 
It was "confidentially estimated," the reports said, 
that thii, issue could possib,ly raise up to $4 billion. The 
funds ·would enable the Bank of Italy to replenish its for-
eign exchange reserves, while at the same time reducing by 
a corresponding amount the Treasury's debt at the central 
bank. Another advantage could be a possible postponement 
of Rome's bid for further international loans • 
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An English High Court decision on Aug. 6 banned Kodak, the 
U.K. subsidiary of Eastman Kodak of New York, from intro-
ducing its new "instant picture" line into Britain until a 
decision is reached in the Polaroid action against Kodak 
alleging patent infringement. Polaroid Corp., Internation-
al Polaroid Corp. and Polaroid (U.K.) were granted the in-
terim injunction on the basis of the damage that could be 
caused to either party prior to the final hearing. A Kodak 
spokesman, commenting on what he called the "balance o'f 
convenience doctrine," stressed that Kodak had not commit-
ted the alleged infringements (10 in all) and that the com-
pany would appeal the decision in the U.K. 
The U.K. government has been urged to spend at least blOO 
million annually for the next decade in a bid to "rescue" 
the British electronics industry and to counterbalance the 
American, Japanese and West German domination of that sec-
tor. GEC, Philips and Thorn - which combined recently to 
form the "Group of Three" - are to join forces with the in-
dustry's labor unions to press for curbs on the import of 
television sets and radios and related components from Ja-
pan, In the view of the Group spokesman, Japan will have 
"effectively eradicated European competition in a decade •• 
To survive, the Group argues, Britain must act now to gen 
erate its own component technology and de-emphasize depen-
dence on overseas technology. 
French fertilizer producer Cie. Fran~aise de l'Azote (Cofaz) 
and Agrico Chemical Co., Tulsa, Okla., have concluded a 
deal that is expected to significantly affect the restruc-
turing of the French fertilizer industry. Under terms of 
the agreement, Cofaz is to set up a mining subsidiary in 
the U.S. to purchase part of Agrico's phosphate deposits, 
especially those located in Florida. Cofaz will hold 60% 
of the new company's equity and Agrico, 40%. In addition, 
Agrico will acquire a 40% interest in Cofaz itself - which 
is presently owned by the French chemical firm Pierrefitte-
Auby (66.5%) and the CFP-Total Oil group (33.5%). The co-
operative venture is expected to greatly benefit Cofaz -
which until now has purchased.its phosphate requirements 
from both Africa and the U.S. - due to the extremely compet-
itive prices. of American phosphate on the world market . 
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The belated appointment of Justice Francesco Capotorti as 
Advocate General to succeed retiring AG Alberto Trabucchi 
is expected to delay the passing of judgments in at least 
four cases pending before the European Court of Justice. 
Because the July 20 agreement among the national govern-
ments on Trabucchi's successor did not come prior to the 
summer recess (July 15-Sept. 15), the European Court had 
entrusted Trabucchi with a number of cases for which hear-
ings were scheduled for the second half of September. Al-
though Trabucchi will not retire before Oct. 7, the Court 
now believes that he ought not to continue these cases and 
deliver opinions. 
Commission attorneys have indicated that the belated 
appointment could delay the rendering of judgments for 
three to four months. Three cases involve the interpreta-
tion of the EEC Convention on Jurisdiction of Courts and 
Recognition and Enforcer:1ent of Judgments (Common Market Re-
ports, Pars. 6001-03), and at least one of them is expected 
to have broad implications for international litigation 
based on violation of pollution control laws. It involves 
the suit of a Dutch vegetable grower and an environmental 
foundation against France's Alsatian potassium mines, a ma-
jor polluter of the Rhine. The complainants are seeking 
---------This lssne is In two parts, oonsistlng of 104 pages. This Is Part I. ---------
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compensation for damage to crops and costs incurred through 
investments in water treatment facilities (Handelswerkerij 
G.J. Bier BV, Nieuwerkerk, and Stichting 'Reinwater', 
Amsterdam v. Mines des Potasse d'Alsace SA, Mulhouse - Case 
No. 21/76). 
The Court of Justice has been asked by The Hague Court 
of Appeals to give a preliminary ruling on the interpreta-
tion of Article 5(3) of the EEC Convention. The EC Court 
must answer whether "the place where the injury occurred" 
means where the damaging act was committed (here, in 
Alsace) or where the actual damage was sustained (in Hol-
land) (Common Market Reports, Par. 9813), 
The other two cases, referred to the Court of Justice 
by the German Supreme Court and an appellate tribunal, con-
cern the interpretation of Articles 1(1) and 17(1) of the 
EEC Convention. The Court of Justice is asked to clarify 
whether the concept "civil and commercial matters" under 
Article 1(1) of the EEC Convention is governed by the law 
of the state where the judgment was rendered or where en-
forcement is sought (Galeries Segoura SPR.L, Brussels v. 
Firma R. Bonakdarin, Hamburg - Case No. 25/76). Also, the 
Court must say whether a stipulation made by a lower court 
on the back of a contract signed by the two parties or a 
confirmation of an order by the buyer constitut~s a written 
agreement within the meaning of Article 17(1) (Estasis Sa. 
lotti, Snc. Meda v. Ruma Polstereimaschinen GmbH, Cologne 
Case No. 24/76). 
The European Commission has sent to the Council of Ministers 
two draft directives dealing with pesticides. One proposal 
has interstate trade implications in that it would enable 
a national manufactur.er to obtain marketing authorization 
for his pesticides for t11e entire Common Market. The sec-
ond would compel member states to prohibit the sale of pes-
ticides that are dangerous to human health and detriment.al 
to the environment (Corrmon Market Reports, Par. 9866). 
Under the first proposal, a manufacturer in one member 
state wanting to sell his pesticides anywhere in the Common 
Market could either apply directly to the pertinent nation-
al authorities to obtain a license to sell (this is the 
present procedure) or he could obtain an EEC marketing au-
thorization to sell in the entire Community. The EEC li-
cense would not replace current national systems, but a 
manufacturer might succeed in obtaining such an authoriza-
tion if his products were safe and effective under the com-
mon standards that are set forth in the proposal. Once the 
EEC authorization had been given, the member states would 
no longer be free to reject imports or restrict sales in 
their territories. The Coimnission would annually publish a 
list of those pesticides that qualified for unrestricted 
intra-Community trade. In a sense the proposal supplements 
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another measure that has been pending before the Council of 
Ministers since early 1975 and provides for the harmoniza-
tion of national rules on packaging and labeling of insec-
ticides, 
With the second proposal the Commission is seeking to 
harmonize national rules that ban or restrict the marketing 
of certain pesticides and which have acted as obstacles to 
interstate trade. Several member states have already 
banned the use of mercury and derivates of hydrogen chlo-
rides, while others consider their use merely undesirable. 
The Rome government has extended by three months the dead-
line within which Italians may bring back to the country 
illegally exported capital and escape prosecution. This 
means that the owners of foreign exchange or individuals 
who hold securities, real property and other assets abro'ad 
are given until Nov. 19 to file a voluntary statement with 
the Italian authorities. They may then take another three 
months - until Feb. 19, 1977 - within which to sell these 
assets and convert the proceeds into lire. 
The tougher capital restrictions are based on a new 
law, dated April 30, 1976, which provides for jail terms of 
up to six years in cases of violations. For a more flexi-
ble application of the law, the government next month in-
tends to submit to Parliament supplemental legislation that 
would permit Italian importers to pay their bills with 
funds held abroad (franco valuta) and at the same time 
avoid the 50% cash deposit. The administration also hopes 
for a way to establish the identity of anonymous Italian 
shareholders in foreign holdings and Anstalten (Luxembourg, 
Liechtenstein). It is not known how Rome intends to deal 
with the many Italians who invested "escape money" in real 
property located in Switzerland and who would have to sell 
these properties within the periods fixed by the Italian 
law. In doing so, they could come into conflict with Swiss 
law which - in order to prevent speculation - requires for-
eigners to hold real property for several years. It has 
been charged that the strict application of the Italian law 
would result in emergency sales, causing a "sellout" of 
Italian assets abroad. · 
It is not certain whether the Rome government really 
expects the extension of the amnesty deadline to have a 
serious effect. Foreign Trade Minister Rinaldo Ossola has 
complained of the poor results so far: until the extension 
was announced, the authorities were notified of only about 
100 planned transactions to repatriate illegal capital ex-
ports. 
In other developments, Treasury Minister Gaetano Stam-
mati has projected a slight decline in the Budget deficit 
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next year, from 11,515 billion lire in 1976 to 11,466 bil-
lion in '77. The Budget draft foresees revenues of 35,704 
(26,556) billion lire and expenditures of 45,553 (36,874) 
billion lire. Although new taxes are not to be imposed, 
tax revenue is scheduled to rise by 5,520 billion lire to 
32,130 billion lire, mainly through application of tougher 
fiscal controls. 
Details have now been published in the state gazette on the 
Dutch government's incomes policy decree applicable for the 
latter half of 1976. These measures had been announced 
last month following the inability of the country's employ-
ers and labor unions to come to terms over a new national 
wage agreement. 
The basic action involves official consent to a pay 
increase of 30 guilders per month to adult employees, retro-
active to· July 1 and until the end of this year. Benefit-
ing from this are all employees not receiving price compen-
sation in accordance with the previous incomes policy de-
cree, dated Dec. 2, 1975. Employees below the age of 23 
receive a certain percentage of the 30-guilder payment· 
within the framework of the pertinent collective bargaining 
agreements. The increase may not be counted toward the 
wage base for the purpose of calculating overtime pay, pe. 
formance bonuses, etc. Workers also benefit from the low 
ering of health and disability insurance contributions, 
which, in effect, raises the standard 30-guilder increase 
to 41 guilders for a worker with an annual gross income of 
24,500 guilders. 
To ensure strict compliance, the decree provides for 
fines of up to 1,000 guilders and imprisonment of up ·to two 
years for employers who grant pay raises beyond the obliga-
tory ceilings. 
In other news, the Dutch central bank has followed the 
lead of its Belgian counterpart (see below) by raising the 
discount rate by 1% to 6.5% as of Aug. 16. The previous 
increase, by 0.5%, had come only two weeks earlier, on 
Aug. 2. The measure was seen in the context of the Nation-
al Bank interventions on behalf of the weakened guilder. 
The raising of the discount rate to 9% this month was de-
scribed as "the lesser of two evils" by Cecil de Strycker, 
president of the Belgian National Bank, who said that spec-
ulations on an upcoming devaluation of the Belgian franc 
were completely misguided. De Strycker declared that even 
the latest discount rate increase was considered of a tem-
porary nature only and that the Bank would continue to use 
all means at its disposal to resist further pressures on 
the Belgian currency. Other Belgian financial observers 
• 
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wondered about the reasons for the latest wave of specula-
tion, considering the fact· that Belgium lately has regained 
the equilibrium of its payments balance and has no problems 
with its foreign exchange reserves. Yet the persistent 
weakness of the Belgian franc (and other currencies) within 
the European joint currency snake has forced the central 
bank to raise the discount rate three times so far this 
year - on March 18, July 23 and Aug. 13, each time by 1%. 
In other developments, the Belgian government has in-
dicated that it wants to avoid tax increases in its 1977 
Budget plans, aside from a surcharge on cigarettes which 
would raise total revenues from that source to about BF 1.5 
billion annually. (These funds, incidentally, are used 
to finance the deficits of the health insurance system.) 
Otherwise, budgetary planning is to be geared to the recov-
ery of the domestic economy, with the main emphasis on slow-
ing inflation by not raising expenditure. Thus, spending 
is to rise by 12% in nominal terms, while total domestic 
output is expected to grow by 14%. In line with this con-
cept is the recent cabinet decision not to offer pay com-
pensation for the higher cost of living caused by this sum-
mer's drought (farm prices). Brussels reports also said 
that the government was considering giving investments a 
boost by rescinding the 5% value-added tax on newly planned 
investments. 
With the national elections less than six weeks away, Chan-
cellor Helmut Schmidt has silenced debate within the gov-
ernment about new ways to finance the deficit in Germany's 
old-age pension system. Earlier, Labor Minister Walter 
Arendt had suggested that the government-controlled pension 
funds be relieved from the obligation to set aside reserves 
to cover social security payments for at least three months. 
In his opinion, any deficit should be financed out of gen-
eral tax revenue. He had also suggested that social secur-
ity taxes be raised or lowered according to economic fluc-
tuati,ons. Under present rules, contribution rates (shared 
by both the employer and the employee) are established at 
the beginning of each year. Often the rates remain the 
same, but contributions go up when assessable wages and 
salaries subject to social security taxes are increased. 
Realization of Minister Arendt's concept would not 
only mean a substantial revamping of the financing mechanism 
and the philosophy behind the present system, but it also 
would affect the semi-autonomous status of the pension 
funds. A not insignificant factor would be the additional 
work for employers, who might have to recompute withhold-
ings and their own contributions several times each year. 
Thus, Arendt's suggestions promptly ran into strong opposi-
tion from the pension fund carriers and the Free Democrats, 
the minority.,partners in the coalition governme·nt, 
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The pension funds are finding themselves in a squeeze be-
cause the recent recession (unemployment) and higher expen-
ditures prompted by several legislative measures, especial-
ly the 1972 pension reform act, have resulted in reduced 
revenue. This year's deficit is expected to be near DM 7 
billion and next year's around DM 11 billion. 
There is no question that Germany's pensioners will 
continue to receive their money each month because the fed-
eral government is required by law to provide any addition-
al funds. The pension funds themselves have substantial 
reserves set aside for the very purpose of being able to 
cope with unforeseen situations. Most of these reserves, 
estimated at around DM 40 billion, are tied up in real es-
tate and long-term bonds, however. 
Many Bonn observers believe that the Chancellor's in-
tervention may have only postponed the debate until after 
the national elections. Numerous experts argue that the 
best way to solve the problem would be to raise contribu-
tions, which presently stand at 18% for old-age pensions 
and an average of 11% for health insurance (Doing Business 
in Europe, Pars. 23,453-54 and 30,868). 
The leader of the U.K. 's most powerful labor union, the 
Transport and General Workers' Union, intends to present. 
motion at the Trades Union Congress in September that a 3 
hour workweek be initiated "as soon as .•• normal collective 
bargaining is resumed." There is no doubt, on the basis of 
union reaction, that the motion will be overwhelmingly en-
dorsed. The TUC attitude ·is that a move toward a 35-hour 
week is the best method of preventing a wage explosion in 
the summer of 1977 (when the second phase of th~ incomes 
policy ends) and the only way of bringing unemployment fig-
ures below the one-million mark by the end of this decade. 
Because of its political implications, this argument should 
be difficult for the government to reject. However, the 
Confederation of British Industry has no such inhibitions: 
it has poir}ted out that the 35-hour workweek would boost 
unit labor costs more than "massive" wage increases. The 
CBI also rejects the union's argument that a cut in the 
workweek would result in more efficient use of labor and a 
reduction of overtime. 
The problem may yet be shelved, though, if the govern-
ment is able to come up with a "third-phase" policy which 
will successfully obviate the alleged "anomalies" of the 
first two phases, namely, the flat-rate wage increase lim-
its, the absence of "differentials," and the lack of pro-
ductivity incentives. As reported, such a policy will be 
exceedingly difficult to devise and nearly impossible to 
implement and administer. Whatever the outcome, however, 
there is certain to be a scramble for wage increases in 
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mid-1977. What is more, there is the prospect of a re-
newed clash between employers and employees, with the gov-
ernment anxious to placate both. 
By a narrow margin, the Danish Folketing on Aug. 19 passed 
the government's economic anti-crisis program, thus avert-
ing possible new elections. The agreement came after the 
Conservatives joined three small non-socialist parties in 
support of the package, having been strongly encouraged to 
do so by the employers' federation. Parliament had been 
recalled from vacation to approve the program, which pro-
vides for pay increase ceilings, surcharges on certain con-
sumer goods (cars, gasoline, coffee and tea), and budgetary 
cuts totaling 5 billion kroner over the next two years. 
In order to gain the necessary votes in the Folketing, 
Prime Minister Anker Joergensen felt persuaded to drop his 
bid for an employee profit-sharing system that had been 
part of the original proposals. Also, the government de-
cided not to raise the standard VAT rate of 15%. 
As Parliament debated the package, several thousand 
Danish shipyard and postal workers went on strike in pro-
test of the administration's plan to limit pay increases -
including index adjustments - to 6% in each of the next two 
years and to drop the profit-sharing system. The Danish 
employers' association - although it has criticized the 
government plan as inadequate - nevertheless was in favor 
of its implementation, since new elections would have meant 
a delay in the efforts to deal quickly with the country's 
mounting economic and financial problems. 
EURO COMPANY SCENE 
The French government has agreed in principle to a joint 
venture between state-owned Aerospatiale, Avions Marcel 
Dassault-Breguet Aviation, also of France, and McDonnell 
Douglas Corp. of the United States for production of-a~ 
medium-range jet airliner for the 1980s. The aircraft, the 
Mercure 200 (an improved version of Dassault-Breguet's com-
mercially unsuccessful Mercure 100), would have a flight 
range of up to 1,800 miles and could accommodate 174 pas-
sengers. The cost of the project was placed at FF 1,2 bil-
lion, as compared to FF 5 billion required to develop a 
new jetliner from scratch. The aircraft would be powered 
by two CFM 56 engines which were jointly developed by Gen-
eral Electric of the U.S. and France's state-owned SNECNA. 
The arrangement would give a 40% stake to Aerospatiale, 
which would be in charge of production and assembly, 15% to 
McDonnell Douglas (marketing in the U.S.), and 5% to 
Dassault-Breguet (overall development). The remaining 40% 
would go to other yet-to-be-named European partners . 
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One of Switzerland's leading electrical equipment manufac-
turers, Landis & Gyr, has announced a $21-million cash of-
fer for Duncan Electric, Lafayette, Ind. The American 
firm, a producer of electrical meters, reportedly is also 
engaged in merger negotiations with another U.S. company, 
Midland-Ross Corp. Duncan was expected to make a decision 
-0n the Swiss offer of $16.50 per share within the next few 
weeks. 
TRW, Inc., the U.S. conglomerate, reportedly has purchased 
40% of its British computer distributor Ventek, with the 
option to acquire the remaining 60% equity in the future. 
Canadian-owned Ventek, established in 1969, has annual 
sales of around tS.3 million, primarily in terminals and, 
more recently, with the TRW "Datapoint" small computer sys-
tem. 
U.S. dental goods producer Dentsply has increased its take-
over bid for the U.K. 's AD International from 116p to 126p 
per share, thereby raising the total value of the deal .from 
tl8 million to tl9.5 million. The higher bid has been ac-
cepted by ADI's board of directors. 
The French government has vetoed the bid of the United 
States' National Distillers Co. to take over one of 
France's most prestigious Bordeaux wine producers, Chate 
Margaux, owned by the Ginestet family. The FF 82-rnillion 
deal was ruled out by the Finance Ministry, although a long 
eearch for a domestic buyer has proven inconclusive. A 
previous bid by Re~y Martin, the cognac producer, had been 
rejected as being too low by the Ginestets. 
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High and persisting unemployment among sch0ol leavers and 
other young people has become a problem of growing magni-
tude throughout the European Community: in the spring of 
this year, the number of jobless individuals under the age 
of 25 exceeded 1.5 milli0n, and in some countries - partic-
ularly the United Kingdom and Holland - a new wave of 
school leavers is now swelling the ranks of the unemployed. 
In the medium term, until 1980 or so, youth unemployment 
could become even more acute, owing to the expected growth 
of the labor supply and a fall in the number of retirees. 
The European Commission has now prepared a draft rec-
ommendation for the improvement of "appropriate vocational 
preparation." It is to be sent to the member state govern-
ments after the European Parliament and the Economic and 
Social Committee have had a chance to comment. The Commis-
sion points out that youth unemployment is not caused sole-
ly by quantitative factors but also by a "growing diver-
gence between the preparation and qualifications of young 
people entering the labor market and the kinds of jobs 
available to them." Very often, youths leave school at the 
legal minimum age - ranging from 14 to 16 years in the 
EEC - without having an adequate command of the basic 
skills and without proper counseling and guidanc~. Also, 
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many young people without any prior vocational training 
have taken up unskilled work and thus are more vulnerable 
to layoffs on short notice. 
To help alleviate these problems, the member states 
would be asked to undertake appropriate programs. These 
would include vocational guidance and training generally 
as well as the reinforcement and application of basic edu-
cational skills (for instance, oral and written expression, 
elementary mathematics) and information on the basic prin-
ciples of economic and social organization, social security 
and employment la~; and the roles of management and labor. 
It would be further recommended that young people threatened 
by unemployment be given reasonable leave of absence to at-
tend approved training courses and that they be extended 
financial support (allowances, reimbursement of costs and 
fees) while attending such courses. In addition, the mem-
ber states would be requested to ensure that those who 
leave school after completing the compulsory years are not 
legally prevented from undergoing vocational training or 
taking up employment. 
In anticipation of poor harvests as a result of the long 
drought period, the Commission has proposed the temporary 
abolishment (until Sept, 30) of import tariffs on certain 
fresh vegetables. Council approval is expected. Last • 
month, the Community had lifted tariffs.,on potatoes for 
same reason+++ Because of the complicated product origin 
rules applying to trade with the so-called APC countries in 
accordance with the tome Convention, the Commission has 
published detailed explanations of these rules in the Offi-
cial Journal (No. C 185). Included are 22 sample cases and 
an alphabetical index. About 7% of the EEC's third-country 
imports are now coming from the 46 African, Caribbean and 
Pacific nations that signed the Convention. 
Denmark: The Danish trade unions are among the most outspoken crit-
Pay Limits Hurt _ics of the government's economic austerity program which, 
Worker Incomes, as reported last week, passed Parliament on Aug. 19. In 
Unions_j:harge all, the Folketing had to vote on 17 separate measures. 
The most controversial - sett~ng pay increase limits of 6% 
for each of the next two years - was approved by a majority 
of only four votes and subsequently was described as "le-
galized robbery" by a spokesman of the LO labor federation 
who predicted that it will cause effective income losses 
for the workers. The pay rise ceiling will leave employers 
and the unions in the position of having to negotiate over 
a 2% spread of possible increments, since a 4% increase is 
automatically ensured by the wage indexation system. Ac-
cordingly, it was the pay provision in the anti-crisis 
package that caused the angriest reactions among Danish 
workers and triggered numerous protest strikes • 
• 
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The other measures affecting the average consumer, while 
not exactly popular, met with more understanding, since it 
was generally agreed that some action was called for to 
ease the enormous pressures on Denmark's balance of pay-
ments. Motorists will be faced with higher gasoline prices 
and road vehicle taxes, and the registration fee for com-
mercial vehicles was raised by 40-80%. This action was de-
signed to slow the current boom in car sales (all imports): 
in the first six months of this year, new-car registrations 
totaled a.record 91,000 compared with the previous full-
year recor~.of 121,000. Importers of coffee and tea will 
have to pay an extra tax of 5 kroner per kilo and, as of 
October, there will be a 3-kroner surcharge per kilo of 
sugar except for the food processing industry. Tobacco and 
alcoholic beverages are affected by similar increases. 
The whole package was calculated to add up to an esti-
mated annual 1,100-1,500 kroner per capita, which explained 
the "hoarding" purchases by many housewives in anticipation 
of the higher prices. 
The budgetary savings of 5 billion kroner over.the 
next two fiscal years (beginning on April 1, 1977) will be 
effected in various ways. Reductions are scheduled, for 
instance, for certain family allowances and for the budget 
of the state railways. Also, it was agreed to postpone for 
the time being the project of a bridge linking the islands 
of Zealand and Fyn. 
Meanwhile, Finance Minister Knud Heinesen - in Germany 
for the signing of a DM 100-million loan - said that with 
the passage of the economic program, Denmark now has a good 
chance of reestablishing the equilibrium of its payments 
balance by 1980. Heinesen saw no need at this time for a 
devaluation of the krone or the introduction of import con-
trols. 
German Finance Minister Hans Apel has 'made it clear that an 
increase in the value-added turnover tax is "unavoidable" 
in forestalling major problems in the 1977 Budget. Apel 
announced that the higher rates - 13% instead of the present 
11% for the standard rate and 6.5% instead of 5.5% for the 
reduced rate - will definitely be sought as of July 1, 1977. 
Originally, the government had proposed the rate change for 
Jan. 1, 1977, but was unable to get the legislation through 
the Opposition-controlled upper house, the Bundesrat (Doing 
Business in Europe, Par. 30,825). The increase would bring 
in DM 7 billion annually in additional revenue. 
The government's draft Budget for 1977 provides for 
expenditures to rise by 5.6% to DM 173.2 billion, although 
the budget demands of the individual ministries presently 
exceed this .proposed ceiling by DM 10 billion. Apel thus 
predicted "a battle" over his efforts to hold down federal 
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spending. He also warned that, unless the VAT boost came 
through, Bonn's finance policies could come into conflict 
with constitutional provisions according to which the fed-
eral government's debt position may not exceed its invest-
ment volume except during periods of recession. This means 
that new credit obligations in 1 77 may not top DM 22 bil-
lion; according to Apel. 
The Finance Minister and his colleagues in the state 
governments will have to renegotiate the apportionment of 
VAT revenue, since the existing distribution scheme expires 
at the end of the .. year. Bonn wants the states to assume 
part of Germany's international obligations (development 
aid, etc.) and also seeks some compensation for financing, 
as of 1977, the family allowances paid to public service 
employees (DM 1,5 billion), 
The U.K. government has acknowledged that the unprecedented 
long hot summer of 1976 has resulted in water.shortages 
that must gradually be thought of "in crisis terms." A 
newly appointed minister "in charge of coordinating drought 
measures" categorically denied rumors that a state of emer-
gency would be introduced, but he did concede that plans to 
reduce water consumption in the short term and boost sup-
plies in the long term would "cause a lot of inconvenien. 
and possibly some discomfort." The longer-term measures 
would involve legislation to establish a new body, the Na-
tional Water Authority, to replace the present Water Coun-
cil. In the short term, the government is to set up immed-
iately a national emergency advisory committee which will 
comprise representatives from the water industry, the labor 
unions, the Confederation of British Industry, local au-
thorities and consumer representatives. Further, the min-
ister called for restraint in the domestic use of water and 
for the voluntary appointment of "water officers" in all 
but the smallest firms. 
Inevitably, the agricultural sector has been worst 
hit, and F~ed Peart, the minister of agricultur~, fisheries 
and food, confirmed on Aug. 24 that the possibility of de-
valuing the "green pound" (the "currency" of European Com-
munity farm prices expressed in sterling) had been dis-
cussed, although no such immediate action was contemplated. 
However, the drought will have a direct impact on food 
prices and the cost-of-living index, and this will put fur-
ther pressure on the government's inflation containment 
strategies. 
The cutback in water supplies will also affect indus-
trial output. At present, the only "official" cut is in 
South Wales, where industry has been told to halve water 
consumption. The Britis'h Steel Corp., which employs some 
40,000 workers in the area, said that there would be no 
• 
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need at present to reduce production or institute short-
time work, but other plants - such as those of BP Chemicals, 
Parke-Davis, ICI Fibers and Monsanto - all reported that 
some production cutbacks would be unavoidable. 
The situation is further complicated by the threat of 
layoffs and unemployment in drought-hit areas. This is of 
particular concern to labor union leaders: the agenda for 
next month's Trades Union Congress accords priority to the 
unemployment question, Following the Aug. 24 announcement 
that the "crude total" of unemployed was above the politi-
cally sensitive LS-million (6.4%) mark, this issue has 
eclipsed other Congress priorities such as the return to 
free collective bargaining after the end of the present 
Phase Two pay restraint policy and the need for import con-
trols. 
The stimulative measures (wage cost subsidies, grants) re-
cently enacted by the Dutch government so far have not 
shown the intended effect on the investment activity of 
Dutch industry, according to the latest report of the VNO 
industrial federation. On the contrary, this activity 
shows further signs of decline, and industrial production 
this year is expected to exceed only slightly the levels of 
the 1975 recession year. VNO ch~irman Van Veen complained 
that too little was being done to improve the business cli-
mate in the Netherlands, and he held out no hope for a no-
ticeable economic upturn during the remainder of the year. 
The government's policies have also come under attack 
by a management spokesman of Philips, the electrical con-
cern and Holland's No. 1 employer. On the occasion of a 
press briefing on the company's quarterly results, a board 
member expressed "great worries" over the country's failure 
to emerge from the economic recession and blamed high do-
mestic labor costs and the tax and social contributions 
burdens for persisting domestic inflation, unemployment and 
Holland's worsening position on the world markets. The 
Philips spokesman predicted more grave consequences for the 
Dutch investment climate if The Hague goes ahead with its 
legislative plans for certain private-sector investment 
controls, broadened co~determination, and excess profits 
distribution. 
Meanwhile, the Dutch central bank has raised its dis-
count rate for the third time in August. With the latest 
increase - by 0.5% to 7%, effective Aug. 20 - the rate has 
been moved up by a full 2% within the month. 
Following the announcement on Aug. 25 of the resignation of 
Prime Minister Jacques Chirac, French President Valery Gis-
card d'Estaing immediately named Raymond Barre as Chirac's 
successor. Barre, an economics professor by background, is 
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known as a fervent "European": under the De Gaulle adminis-
tration, he was sent to Brussels in 1967 and served until 
1972 as a European Commission vice president in charge of 
economic and financial policy. In the outgoing Chirac cab-
inet, he headed the foreign trade ministry and also was a 
member of the general council of the Banque de France. 
In explaining the change in government on national 
television, Giscard described his new premier as the coun-
try's "foremost economic expert" who would now spearhead 
the battles of fighting inflation, stabilizing the franc and 
bringing up Franc~ to the level of the leading industrial 
countries. Also, the President said, Barre and his team 
would continue on the social reform course already plotted. 
Political observers generally agreed that Giscard's 
choice of Barre was governed not only by the latter's ac-
knowledged qualifications but also by his reputation for 
unswerving loyalty. In this sense, commentators said, 
Barre's appointment must also be seen as an attempt by Gis-
card to strengthen and extend his presidential powers in 
time for the next general elections in the spring of 1978. 
Upon his departure, Chirac declared that he chose to resign 
because he did not "have the means that I consider necessary 
today to effectively fulfil! my functions as prime minis-
ter." 
• The Swiss government will send to Parliament draft legisla-
tion providing for obligatory accident and disability in-
surance for all employees as well as voluntary coverage on 
the same terms for employers and self-employed individuals. 
The Federal Accident Insurance Law (Bundesgesetz uber die 
Unfallversicherung) would replace and modify existing legis-
lation that has not been appreciably changed since its in-
troduction in 1911 and which covers only two-thirds of all 
employees in Switzerland. 
Obligatory accident insurance previously had been pro-
posed as part of a constitutional draft amendment concern-
ing the reorganization of the Swiss health, accident and 
maternity insurance system. It could not be realized when 
the proposed amendment was defeated in a 1974 national ref-
erendum, although it probably would have been approved by 
itself. 
As does the existing system, the new one would cover 
both occupational and non-occupational accidents and dis-
ability risks as well as occupational diseases. Also, the 
contributions for work-related accident and occupational 
disease coverage would continue to be paid by the employers, 
those for non-occupational accident coverage by the employ-
ees. Premium increases .are not foreseen at this time. 
However, the government believes that a new special law is 
• 
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necessary in order to revamp and expand the program in 
which public, semi-public and private insurance carriers 
participate. 
The new Foreign Investment Code contained in the Portuguese 
government Decree No. 239/76 provides in its Article 32 
that foreign investments already existing in that country 
must be reported to the "Institute for Foreign Investments" 
within three months after the effective date of the Code 
(April 6). Since this institute is not yet in existence, 
and no details on the registration requirements have been 
made available, some foreign investors and chambers of com-
merce have asked the Bank of Portugal for a clarification. 
According to the Bank, the registration rules are to be 
published in the near future. In the interim, however, in-
terested parties may write to the Bank's private capital 
department (Banco de Portugal, Divisao de Capitais, Rua do 
Comercio 148, Lisboa-2, Portugal) and inform it of their 
intention to register. The Bank will then contact these 
investors in due time. The purchase of real property in 
connection with the operation of any type of business is 
also subject to registration, provided that the funds used 
in the purchase originated abroad • 
EURO COMPANY SCENE 
The U.K. 's state airline, British Airways, has orderE>d from 
Lockheed Aircraft Corp. six "TriStar" (L 1011-500) jets, 
with an option to purchase six additional planes in the fu-
ture. The contract, valued at around t250 million at pro-
jected 1979 prices, was awarded after British Airways :,e-
lected the Lockheed jet over McDonnell Douglas' DC-10-30r 
to complement its fleet of Boeing 7L17 jumbo jecs. The 
long-range TriStar is to be powered by Rolls-Royce's RB-211 
"Dash 524" engine. The TriStar will have a range of 6,000 
miles and will accommodate some 235 passengers. 
Cie. de Saint-Gobain-Pont-a-Mousson, the French chemicals 
and engineering group, has announced plans to raise its 
stake in the United States' Certain-Teed Products from 
40% at present to "in excess of 50%." The increased parti-
cipation, probably to 51%, would most likely be effected 
through open-market share purchasing over a one-year period, 
according .to reports. Saint-Gobain has owned shares in the 
American firm for several years and in 1974 increased its 
holding from 32 to 40%, thus making its participation one 
of the largest French investments in the U.S. Certain-Teed 
reported sales last year of S553 million, mainly in the 
area of construction materials; Saint-Gobain, one of 
France's largest privately owned enterprises, had a 1975 
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turnover of FF 21.2 billion. At present market prices, the 
value of the proposed acquisition would be around i22 mil-
lion. 
A newly established subsidiary of the United Parcel Service 
Corp. this month has launched its parcel and delivery ac-
~ivities in Germany, thereby directly competing against the 
Bundespost, the federal post office. By mid-1977 UPS plans 
to offer its services all over Germany with a fleet of 
350-400 vehicles. The American company is mainly competing 
for bulk shipments of parcels by businesses such as mail-
order houses; it 0ffers rates slightly below those of the 
Bundespost as well as faster service, It is no secret 
that, in concentrating on corranercial bulk deliveries, UPS 
aims for the only lucrative part of the Bundespost's parcel 
service, which last year incurred a total deficit of DM 900 
million, Without major customers like the mail-order 
houses, this deficit would have been far higher. 
Sweden's AB Wilh, Becker, Scandinavia's leading paint pro-
ducer, has taken over the majority interest (reportedly 
more than 90%) in Lackwerke Wulfing of Germany from the 
United States' SCM-Glidden International Co., which in the 
future intends to concentrate its activities on the Ameri-
can market. In conjunction with the deal, Becker and Gli. 
den signed an agreement for an exchange of know-how, the 
by extending the long-standing cooperat±'on between the two 
companies, No information was available on the purchase 
price or the turnover of Wulfing, which specializes in in-
dustrial paints and employs 400. 
The purchase of Germany's Philipp Gather KG, a leading sup-
plier of equipment to European auto repair shops, by Sun 
Electric Corp. of Chicago has now been completed. Gather 
had a turnover of DM 13.4 million for the first six months 
of this year; Sun Electric, a major producer of electronic 
motor testing and precision measuring instruments, reported 
sales of i37.5 million for the same period. The transac-
tion was not expected to result in any changes in Gather's 
present sales program or in its management personnel • 
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Upon prP-sent3tion of the new French cabinet on Aug. 27, it 
became apparent that the departure of Gaullist leacer 
Jacques Chirac as prime minister had not led to a break be-
tween President Giscard d'Estaing and the Gaullists. Still, 
political observers regarded as a major victory for Giscard 
his ability to keep the Gaullist UDR party in the govern-
ment, as a way of ensuring continuity for his administra-
tion. Under the new prime minister, Raymond Barre, the 
Gaullists occupy fewer cabinet posts than before, but they 
still retain important ministries. One of their most in-
iluential "barons," Olivier Guichard, was given the impor-
tant justice ministry and, in addition, was made one of 
three "ministers of state." 
Barre himself - he is not affiliated with any party -
took over the economics and finance "super" ministry from 
Jean-Pierre Fourcade, who transferred to the public works 
ministry. Barre is one of the nonpartisan .politicians and 
"technocrats" who now constitute the largest group in the 
cabinet. Giscard's own Independent Republicans hold 10 
seats in the 36-member cabinet, which is composed of 18 
ministers and their deputies. The appointment of Senator 
Pierre Brousse, mayor of the city of Beziers and a Radical 
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Socialist, was interpreted as a visible sign of the govern-
ment's slight shift to left center. 
In the coming weeks and months, domestic interest 
should focus on the economic and monetary course of the 
Barre team, which immediately went to work on an austerity 
program that was to be unveiled within a short time. (As 
though to lend emphasis to the need to make the fight 
against inflation the No. 1 priority, the National Statis-
tical Office - on the day of the new government's forma-
tion - announced that consumer prices had risen by 1% in 
July, more than twice as fast as during the preceding 
month.) 
Commentators have expressed the opinion that the suc-
cess of a future austerity program will largely depend on 
whether France can follow the example of other industrial 
countries in Europe by ending the perennial confrontation 
between employers and labor. Only through a broad "social 
consensus" on price and incomes policy, it was noted, will 
it be possible to slow the cost-price spiral., So far, 
there has been no evidence, observers said, that the resig-
nation of Chirac will, in itself, bring about a "construc-
tive dialog" between industry and the unions. 
Aside from the avowed goal of fl.ghting for price and 
monetary stabili::y and reduced unemployment, the Barre ea 
inet is committed to the conti~uation of Giscard's refo~ 
policies, of which improvements in pension benefits and 
family allowances, the company reforw, and ad~inistrative 
decentralization for the country as a whole have been iden-
tified as the key targets for the coming months. But here, 
too, large questions remain, it was pointed out: even 
though Chirac, the Gaullist "brakeman" of Giscar<l's reform 
efforts, has been sidelined, the UDR does remain the larg-
est government party in Parliament and as such still re-
tains the power to weaken or block certain reform plans. 
The American Chamber of Commerce in France, in its monthly 
publication, has reminded its menmers that the one-year 
transition·period allowed by the law on the use ·of the 
French language expires in less than half a year, on 
Jan. 4, 1977. As of that date, "everyone is going to have 
to watch his Franglais," since the use of foreign words or 
terminology will then be prohibited in all official, legal 
and conunercial documents, with certain exceptions (Doing 
Business in Europe, Par •. 30,877). The term "franglais" 
describes the kind of modern-day French that has become 
heavily riddled with Anglo-Saxon words and terms, especial-
ly in busine·ss and technology. 
The Chamber points out that the Official Journal, the 
state gazette, has been ,publishing a series of "lexicons" 
spelling out the officially sanctioned French equivalent 
for various foreign words in general use and covering such 
• 
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sectors as data processing, nuclear energy, public works, 
health and medicine, and finance. For instance, the recom-
me~dation is for the use of the word "logiciel" instead of 
c.omputer "software," while "software house" should be re-
placed by "societe de services et de conseil en informa-
tique." In the future, domestic and international compan-
ies advertising for a "sales manager," "marketing director," 
"financial controller," or "management consultant" also 
will have to find French designations for these positions. 
Copies of the lexicons may be obtained by contacting 
the Journaux Officiels, 26 rue Desaix, Paris Cedex 15, the 
Chamber said. 
Holland's socialist Labor Party - which is represented in 
the five~party, left-center government and of which Prime 
Minister Joop den Uyl is a leader - has submitted to its 
lower echelons the draft of a basic program designed to 
serve as a political platform for the parliamentary elec-
tions in May 1977. The "nee-socialist" paper is to replace 
the existing party program dating from 1959, and it report-
edly advocates extensive nationalization of key industries 
and broader redistribution of incomes and assets • 
The party document, according to unofficial reports, 
proposes the nationalization of a·large number of important 
Dutch enterprises, including the entire "base industries" 
as well as banks, ·insurance companies and the phannaceuti-
cal sector. Also reportedly advocated is the state take-
over of all real property, although it remains open whether 
this would concern undeveloped property only. Whereas the 
1959 platform proposed that the process of material redis-
tribution be accomplished in step with economic expansion, 
the new draft program is said to favor the sharing of work 
and wealth among the rich and poor, since the growth factor 
can no longer be solely relied upon. The draft also sharp-
ly accentuates issues such as environmental protection and 
public ownership of raw materials, it was reported. 
Although the document so far has no direct bearing on 
official policy, political observers immediately pointed 
out that the decisions Df the Labor Party leadership gener-
ally are of "prime significance" for the present Socialist 
government in charting its economic and social policies. 
During the Aug. 30 parliamentary debate on the findings of 
the official Donner Conunission in the Dutch investigation 
of the Lockheed bribery scandal, both the government and 
the Opposition parties agreed that the involvement of 
Prince Bernhard in the affair should not be made the sub-
ject of political disputes in the campaign for the national 
elections next spring. The Commission's report did not ac-
tually confirm allegations that Prince Bernhard had accept-
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ed more than i1 million in bribes from Lockheed Aircraft 
Corp. for his part in the purchase of Fl04 Starfighters in 
the early 1960s. It did say, however, that the Prince had 
been open to "dishonorable requests and favors" from the 
U.S. company, had acted "in a completely unacceptable man-
ner," and had done damage to the country's interests. In 
the meantime, the 65-year-old husband of Queen Juliana has 
resigned most of his official functions. 
The report of the three-man Donner Commission has been 
received with intense shock and humiliation in Holland, and 
there were reports that Queen Juliana had offered her im-
mediate abdication. In the parliamentary debate, however, 
all party spokesmen maintained that the scandal must not ·be 
made a threat to the Dutch monarchy and that there should 
be no judicial consequences in the form of criminal inves-
tigations. 
A review of Britain's economic problems at this time indi-
cates that the government faces a hectic schedule when Par-
liament reconvenes in a few weeks. From the latest evi-
dence, it can be assumed that the U.K. will be forced to 
claim the three-month extension provided in the is.3-
billion loan paci<:age put together earlier this year by t. 
leading international banking nations; it is also probab,ia, 
that it will have to turn to the International Monetary 
Fund in order to have the loan repaid, thus subjecting it-
self tc as-yet-cnspecified conditions. Further, despite 
government claims that the rate of inflation is "being kept 
down and is decreasing," the impact of rising prices within 
the prescribed limits continues to trouble the average con-
sumer and erode his income. The recent drought has made 
further food price increases a certainty, and the public is 
concerned about the rising cost of utilities (gas, rail and 
other surface travel, electricity, and mail charges) and is 
braced for another round of increases resulting from pay 
boosts in"the steel industry and (probable) oil price rises. 
It will be largely on the labor front, however, where 
the main battle is expected to be fought, on the assumption 
that the U.K. 's economic prospects are inextricably linked 
to the government/industry/labor confrontation. The unions 
have contended that they have done everything in their pow-
er to back official counter-inflation policies. They are 
now pressing the government for action on the twin issues 
of unemployment and a return to free collective bargaining 
when the present phase of the "pay freeze" expires. Ac-
cordingly, they could hardly welcome the recent announce-
ment that public expenditure in the state-owned industries 
would be curbed by cutting some 100,000 jobs. 
There are other signs of unrest, though less obvious. 
For instance, the government's plans for employee partici-
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pation - a key element in its election platform and ini-
tially welcomed - are now being criticized in practice. 
The unions have denounced as inadequate draft proposals for 
such participation in Ferranti, the electronics group, in 
which the National Enterprise Board has a 68.5% stake. 
Ferranti was "rescued" two years ago on the strict under-
standing that "industrial democracy within the firm would 
be developed on an agreed basis." The unions claim that 
they have been offered "very limited consultative arrange-
ments" in lieu of what they consider to be participation, 
namely, "accountability" to the work force in regard to 
consultations prior to any policy decisions. In fact, the 
unions are insisting on accountability not only at nation-
al but also at divisional and plant levels. 
The strike of the Irish banking employees has ended after 
eight weeks following the unexpected board decision of the 
Irish Bank Officials' Association to accept pay increases 
of b3-5 per week. The decision on Aug .. 24 was regarded as 
a defeat for the strikers, whose earlier rejection of these 
terms had touched off the walkout in the first place. A 
vote by the IBOA's membership on the offer had brought in-
conclusive results, witl1 only a slight majority favoring 
acceptance of the terms, which are in line with those ap-
plying under the Republic's interim pay agreement. Before 
the strike, the banks had offered increases of up to 20%, 
but these were rejected by the government as being out of 
step with its incomes policieG. 
The !BOA executive's change of mind apparently was 
heavily influenced by the government's threat to push plans 
for the introduction of Q national postal checking system. 
The implementation of such a system would cause the loss of 
jobs for many of the IBOA's 10,000 members. 
Despite the end of the strike, which had seriously 
disrupted the economy of the Irish Republic, it was by no 
means certain that the government would not go ahead with a 
reform of the country's bankiug system, which is firmly in 
the hands of the domestic "Big Four": Allied Irish, Bank 
of Ireland, Ulster (National Westminster) and Northern 
(Midland). In Dublin, it was also considered likely that 
two major agricultural organizations - one of them state-
owned - would be granted banking licenses. 
The possibility that its proposals for the introduction of 
the v~lue-added tax could be defeated in the national ref-
erendum next spring (Doing Business in Europe, Par. 30,859) 
is gradually becoming a distinct threat for the Swiss gov-
ernment, according to reports from Bt>rn. In fact, the ad-
ministration is now said to be working on an alternative 
plan in order to ensure itself of the SF 3.5 billion in ad-
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ditional annual revenue that is needed to cover the finance 
deficits, This plan would provide for the retail turnover 
tax rate to be raised from 5.6% at present to 7.5% and for 
the wholesale rate to rise from 8.4% to 11.25%, the reports 
said. At the same time, the federal government would be 
forced to reduce its subsidies to the social insurance sys-
tem, which would mean higher employer-employee contribu-
tions toward the old-age pension insurance. What the issue 
boils down to, observers said, is that the Swiss electorate 
will have to make a choice between higher consumer prices 
and an increase iu direct social welfare contributions. 
The opposition to the changeover to VAT has gathered 
strength in recent months, not least because the new system 
would require businesses to keep detailed financial rec-
ords. This apparently has given rise to fears that the 
fiscal authorities would be given a convenient instrument 
for tax assessment generally. On the other hand, Bern can-
not even be sure of gaining approval for an increase in 
turnover tax rates - a proposal that also would have to be 
submitted to a national referendum. 
Still-depressed consumer demand and the precarious 
status of the building industry has held budgeted revenue 
from taxes and duties below projected levels in the first 
six months of 1976. This applies in particular to the • 
turnover tax which, despite a rate increase averaging 27% 
(Doing Business in Europe, Par. 30,802), produced only a 
5.5% increase in revenue. Income from import duties fell 
off by 21% as compared to the same period in 1975. This 
was attributed both to lowered tariffs in trade with the 
European Community and to reduced import volume generally. 
Revenue from the federal income tax, stamp duties and the 
anticipatory tax reached the budgeted levels, and those 
from the tobacco tax and fuel duties even exceeded the pro-
jections slightly. 
The Spanish government on Aug. 25 raised gasoline prices by 
7% and several taxes on "luxury goods," most of them im-
ported, by 10%. The action was seen as a part of the offi-
cial efforts to stabilize the domestic economy and to con-
tain inflation, now at an annual rate of 20%. Through the 
gasoline price increases, Madrid expects to achieve annual 
savings in the amount of i132 million, which corresponds 
approximately to this year's loss in revenue from tourism, 
traditionally a major source of foreign exchange. In pre-
vious years, Spain was forced to allocate about i3.5 bil-
lion - roughly half of the annual tourism revenues - for 
the financing of oil imports. So far in 1976, foreign 
tourists have spent 7% less than in "normal" years, and the 
government is now considering whether it should create ad-
ditional revenue sources by legalizing gambling casinos in 
the major tourist ccnters. All in all, though, these mea-
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sures would not go too far in narrowing the country's for-
eign trade deficit which, according to recent National Bank 
estimates, amounted to about i4.3 billion in the first half 
of this year. 
To reduce its dependency on oil imports, Madrid is 
pushing exploration projects along its own coastlines. 
Foreign oil companies - particularly from Britain, the 
United States and France - are now engaged in prospecting 
operations, and a first success was reported in the early 
summer when the Shell group located what were described as 
high-grade oil deposits off the Cantabrian coast. 
The economic package approved by the cabinet last 
month also provided for the establishment of a $180-million 
fund to finance low-interest credits for exports to develop-
ing countries that are considered potential markets for 
Spanish products. It was further announced that Luis 
Coi:onel de Palma, governor of the Bank of Spain for the 
past six years, would be replaced by Jose Maria Lopez de 
Letona, a former industry minister. 
Earlier last month, an agreement was signed in Madrid 
for Spain's $1-billion Euromarket loan, the highest granted 
on that market to any single borrower since 1974. The 
five-year loan was arranged through a consortium of 25 Eu-
ropea.n and American banks headed by the Bank of America and 
Manufacturers Hanover Trust. Spain is given up to one year 
within which to draw on the funds. 
EURO COMPANY SCENE 
The U.S. pharmaceutical company Pfizer has filed suit in a 
Rotterdam court against Holland's Centrafarm BV, seeking to 
block Centrafarm's imports from the U.K. of the Pfizer-
produced Vibramycin antibiotic, according to Dutch reports. 
Centrafarm, it is reportedly alleged, has been obtaining 
the drug from U.K. wholesale sources in five-unit and SO-
unit packages and has resold it in eight-unit and 100-unit 
packages on the Dutch market at prices 20-30% below those 
charged for the same product by Pfizer's authorized Dutch 
importer. Pfizer sees an infringement of its industrial 
property rights in the alteration of the package sizes, the 
reports said. 
Previously, Centrafarm and its director, Adriaan de 
Peijper, had emerged as "winners" from legal actions in-
volving other pharmaceutical manufacturers as well as Dutch 
authorities. These cases went all the way to the European 
Court of Justice which, in its rulings, reiterated its posi-
tion that free interstate trade must prevail over industrial 
property rights considerations and which invalidated offi-
cial rules ci1at would in effect constitute quantitative re-
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strictions on imports (Case Nos. 15/74 and 16/74, Common 
Market Reports, Pars. 8246 and 8247, and Case No. 104/75, 
Common Market Reports, Par. 8353). 
Belgium's largest weapons producer, Fabrique Nationale 
d'Armes, Herstal, has signed a BF 11-billion contract in 
Liege with the United States' Pratt & Whitney to build en-
gines for the 348 American F-16 jet fighters ordered by 
four NATO countries in 1975. Together with the previously 
announced "reciprocal" contracts awarded by General Dynamics 
Corp. to the SABCA and Avions Fairey aircraft companies, 
the total value of Belgium's participation in the so-called 
"arms deal of the century" comes to about BF 28 billion. 
In addition, FN-Herstal is still hoping for a final U.S. 
Army order valued at $30 million for 14,000 MAG-58 machine 
guns. Legal delays in Washington have held up the contract 
award. 
The U.K. 's Rolls-Royce has proposed a new, less powerful 
version of its RB-211 engine to the United States' Boeing 
Aircraft Co. in an attempt to safeguard its position as a 
subcontractor for the next generation of jet aircraft now 
under review by Boeing. 
The U.K. 's Burmah Oil is understood to have reached agree-
ment with the United States' General Dynamics Corp. on a. 
restructuring of ow-nership and financing of seven giant 
liquified gas tankers (tot~l cost around $800 ~illion) com-
missioned by Bur;nah from General Dynamics in 1973, The 
U.S. corporation has confirmed that it would assume OYmer-
ship of the tankers and, in addition, would provide some 
20% of the construction costs, the remainder being guaran-
teed by the U.S. Federal Maritime Administration. Burmah 
would then lease the tankers from the U.S. Energy Transpor-
tation Corp, 's Cherokee Shipping subsidiary. 
The fact that formal applications have been filed re-
garding FMA guarantees on five of the tankers was taken as 
confirmation that Burmah and General Dynamics have final-
ized their ·agreement. On the other hand, any approval of 
government loan guarantee.s is contingent upon the U.S. au-
thorities' being convinced of the legal propriety of the 
deal. The principal point at issue is whether the vessels 
are actually owned by a U.S. corporation (a prerequisite of 
guarantee approval) and not by Burmah through nominee hold-
ing companies in the U.S. The official decision is of con-
siderable financial import to the British company, particu-
larly since it stands to benefit from possible U.S. State 
Dept. intervention designed to ensure that liquified natur-
al gas shipping contracts on the Japan-Indonesia route will 
be carried out through U.S. flag carriers. 
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The European Court of Justice opened its fall session this 
week by hearing the conclusions of two Advocate Generals in 
three cases, all involving an interpretation of the EEC 
Convention on Jurisdiction of Courts and Recognition and 
Enforcement of Judgments (Common Market Reports, Pars. 
6001-03), Four additional cases also involving requests by 
national courts for interpretive clarifications of the con-
vention have been on the docket since last March, and hear-
ings on these are expected for late October or early Novem-
ber. The number of cases brought before the Court in the 
short period of time since it gained the power to interpret 
the convention (the protocol took effect on Sept, 1, 1975) 
demonstrates the latter's significance for the day-to-day 
activities of the national courts. 
One of the three cases involves a Frankfurt appellate 
court request to the Court of Justice for a preliminary 
ruling on the phrase "the place where the obligation has 
been or is to be fulfilled" in Article 5(1) of the conven-
tion (Industrie Tessili Italiane Como v. Dunlop AG - Case 
No. 12/76). In another case the Court has been asked by 
the Dilsseldorf Court of Appeals to clarify whether Arti-
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cle 1(1) should be interpreted under the rules of the mem-
ber state where the judgment was rendered or the state 
where enforcement is sought (LTU Lufttransport-Unternehmen 
GmbH & Co, KG v. Eurocontrol - Case No. 29/76). A Belgian 
court of appeals wants to know whether the defendant who is 
in breach of an exclusive agency agreement and is a resi-
dent in one state may be sued elsewhere within the meaning 
of Article 1(1) and (5) (A. De Bloos SPRL v. Bouyer ACA -
Case No. 14/76). 
There are several significant cases on the Court's 
docket that involve social security and free movement. 
Further, the Court will soon say whether Italy violated its 
obligations under a 1971 Council directive on awarding pub-
lic works contracts (Commission v. Italy - Case No. 10/76). 
Two antitrust cases that are expected to have broad impli-
cations will be of particular interest to businesses and 
attorneys. They involve the appeals by United Brands Co, 
(UBC) and Hoffmann-La Roche against Commission decisions. 
Last December the' Commission fined UBC n.16 million for 
allegedly abusing its dominating position on the Communi-
ty's banana market (Common Market Reports, Par. 9800). 
Counsel for UBC not only deny the existence of such a posi-
tion but also take exception to the Commission's price 
rollback order. Hoffmann-La Roche is appealing a g360,000 
fine imposed by the Commission last June when it ruled th. 
the Swiss-based drug maker had abused its dominant positi 
on the Community vitamin market (Common Marxet Reports, 
Par. 9853). Attorneys for La Roche are arguing that the 
granting of loyalty rebates to customers is not unusual, 
that contracts were reformed as early as 1974, and that the 
Commission received its information through a former em-
ployee. Since the appeal was lodged only a few weeks ago, 
a decision on the matter is not expected until next year. 
The foreign ministers of the nine member states were to 
meet in Brussels on Sept. 20 to put their signatures to a 
document calling for dire.et elections to the European Par-
liament. P,olitical rather than legal issues have prompted 
several postponements of this formal step, and some Commu-
nity officials still doubt whether the ministers will sign. 
Another delay would seriously jeopardize the target date 
for the first elections (May/June '78) +++Now pending 
before the Council of Ministers are some 260 Commission 
proposals on which the European Parliament has given its 
opinion, This information was given in the most recent 
semiannual status report submitted by Brussels to the EP. 
Either Sept, 22 or 29 has been indicated as the likely date 
on which the new French cabinet under Prime Minister Ray-
mond Barre will unveil its economic austerity program. On 
Sept, 22, the government will take up the 1977 Draft Budget, 
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and a week later the final decision was to be made on the 
compensation payments to those French farmers who have suf-
fered drought damage. The week beginning on Sept. 6 had 
been set aside by Barre for extensive talks with industry 
and union representatives. Barre had made it clear that he 
would not be rushed since, as he put it, "the house is not 
on fire." The round of consultations started off with a 
meeting with the Force Ouvriere union, which has been clas-
sified as being basically "cooperative," and with the Com-
munist CGT, which has offered a five-point anti-inflation 
program of its own and has warned the government that "no-
thing will happen without or against the CGT" in deciding 
on solutions to the country's economic problems. The CGT 
is proposing "national action for the maintenance of pur-
chasing power and against the super tax." 
The reference to the "super tax" concerned the funds 
needed for drought compensation to be paid to the farm sec-
tor. In a television interview, Barre indicated that the 
government would finance these requirements not by way of a 
bond issue, but through a special levy.on the 1975 income 
tax - a proposal that was greeted by vehement left-wing 
protests. Further controversy centered on the actual 
amount of funds required: whereas the government talked of 
FF 5-6 billion, the farm organizations have estimated the 
income losses attributed to drought damage at nearly FF 10 
billion. Still, the farmers are also unhappy with the 
plans for a one-time surtax on incomes, fearing that this 
would rouse public opinion against them. Damage compensa-
tion is not the administration's only problem in this area; 
it also can expect a drop in the export of surplus farm 
products such as wheat and sugar, which in turn will affect 
the foreign trade balance. 
The German business community can be reasonably sure that 
no matter who wins the Oct. 3 national elections, there 
will be new initiatives in the coming legislative session 
to spread capital ownership among employees. This expecta-
tion is based on a plan revealed by Economics Minister Hans 
Friderichs, a Free Democrat, that comes close to an earlier 
Opposition concept and which is gaining support from lead-
ing Social Democrats. Friderichs would like to encourage 
both business and the unions to make more use of the exist-
ing capital ownership (Vermogensbildung) system. He also 
favors expansion of the concept now in force by raising the 
ceiling of tax-supported savings from DM 624 to DM 939. 
Employees who save DM 624 annually and keep the money on 
deposit for six years are entitled to a government grant of 
30% of the total. Any contribution made by the employer 
either voluntarily or under a union contract is tax-deduct-
ible. After a six-year period, the employee's capital -
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made up of savings, the employer's contribution, and the 
government grant - may be paid out and is tax-free. 
In 1975, some 15 million employees saved DM 9 billion 
in this way, and the government's overall grants amounted 
to DM 2.3 billion. It is estimated that Friderich's plan 
would cost the Treasury an additional DM 1.5 billion an-
nually, and it was for this reason that the Schmidt admin-
istration had rejected the Opposition's earlier initiative. 
But now government leaders appear to have softened their 
stand because they believe that any major move in this 
field might induce union negotiators to keep wage demands 
within reasonable bounds in the coming years just as they 
have done in the past two years. Modest pay raises are 
seen as a major condition for additional, job-creating in-
vestments by businesses. 
Friderichs also favors amendments to existing statutes 
in order fo promote the issuance of stock to employees. At 
present, only 60 out of 2,000 German stock corporations 
have issued shares to nearly 1.6 million employees (the 
country's total work force is 24 million), and the employ-
ees' stake has remained modest. Siemens AG, the electrical 
company, has been an exception: half of its 200,000 em~ 
ployees hold 7.5% of the company's stock. 
The extent of foreign demand for Belgian export products. 
will largely determine whether the still-moderate pace of 
the domestic economy will accelerate between now and the 
end of the year, according to the latest OECD survey on 
Belgium. In order to reduce the price expansion factor in 
maintaining its international competitiveness, Belgium last 
March had enacted an economic redeployment plan, seeking to 
contain the rise in production costs, especially wages, by 
restricting the wage index system and by limiting real wage 
increases obtained under the collective bargaining system. 
This legislation, in combination with the public spending 
cuts announced in April, "should produce more significant 
and durable effects than did the price freeze introduced 
during 1975," the OECD said. In fact, the Paris-based or-
ganization recolllillended that the government plan for more 
restrictive measures in certain economic sectors - for in-
stance, the building industry - which show signs of "over-
heating." 
According to the OECD, the recent recession has 
brought out a long-latent problem of the Belgian economy, 
namely, the structural and regional imbalances between la-
bor supply and demand. As a result, Belgium now has a high 
unemployment rate (5.5% in early '76) in comparison with 
most OECD member countries, 
The report also discussed the problems posed by the 
country's high public deficits: net borrowing by the pub-
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lie sector has risen from 3% of GNP at the beginning of the 
decade to an estimated 6.5% this year, with the latter per-
centage even taking account of the spending curbs intro-
duced in April. In nominal terms, Belgium's public debt 
now represents about 40% of GNP as compared, for example, 
to 8.4% in France, 11% in Germany, and 23% in the Nether-
lands. Debt servicing charges account for nearly 10% of 
current expenditure, which is twice as much as in 1970. 
"Since it seems hardly advisable to increase the public 
debt much further ••• in order to provide this financing," 
the report concluded, "there would probably not be any 
readily available course in the longer term but for the 
authorities to raise taxation at their discretion ••• " 
In its latest report on the Luxembourg (and Belgian) econo-
my, the OECD said that the Grand Duchy's production of 
steel - by far the country's most important export item -
has been stabilizing at a low level in ~ecent months and 
prices have firmed up. On the other hand, steel order 
books are still short, and it will take some time before 
the recovery taking place in neighboring countries will 
make itself felt in the domestic industry. Also benefiting 
from an upturn have been the chemical, plastics and syn-
thetic-fiber sectors. The outlook is less encouraging for 
.those sectors that depend on domestic demand; in fact, con-
struction activity could even slump. 
Official estimates put the rise of Luxembourg's GNP 
this year at 3% in terms of volume, which would mean a con-
siderable economic ''slack" for the second straight year, 
the OECD said. Private consumption and real incomes should 
hardly exceed the levels of 1975, and the existing "over-
manning" in industry should preclude an improvement in the 
employment situation. Although consumer prices have been 
expanding more slowly this year, the 1976 increase was 
still projected at about 10% compared to 10.7% in '75. 
The report pointed out that the Luxembourg authorities 
have'been taking all counter-cyclical measures at their 
disposal (most of them of a fiscal nature) in order to 
cushion the effects of the recession on the Grand Duchy. 
A large amount of government funds was systematically spent 
on public works projects in order to prevent large-scale 
unemployment. However, with the expected upturn in the 
world economy, the OECD said, the government's economic 
policy will soon have to take on "a more neutral posture," 
Proposals for the nationalization of the U.K. 's "Big Four" 
clearing banks, seven major insurance companies and a 
"leading merchant·bank" (yet to be named) were contained in 
a document released on Sept. 7 by the headquarters of the 
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Labour Party and to be presented to the party's annual con-
ference later this month. There was little doubt that the 
plan (Banking and Finance, Labour Party National Executive 
Committee) will be endorsed by a majority at the confer-
ence. It was questioned, on the other hand, whether the 
government will take any such action. 
In essence, the proposals call for public ownership of 
Barclays, Lloyds, National Westminster and Midland as well 
as the nationalization of Commercial Union, Royal, Pruden-
tial, Guardian Royal Exchange, General Accident, Sun Alli-
ance & London, and Legal & General, these seven companies 
being the U.K. 's major insurers. The document also propos-
es a "reform" of the Bank of England in that "in future, 
its enormous resources must be brought to bear in support 
of the government's industrial strategy as well as its 
overall economic policy." Further, it calls for the estab-
lishment of an "investment reserve fund," the function of 
which would be to boost industrial investment by deploying 
funds "invested" by the country's major companies. 
First reactions from industrial leaders, bankers, in-
surance company managers, the Conservative Opposition and 
several middle-of-the-road Labour government ministers was 
that the proposals were totally without merit or, as the 
Oppos.ition spokesman suggested, "a blueprint for bankrup. 
cy." The Banking Information Service, which serves as a 
sort of joint spokesman for the clearing banks, contended 
that the proposals ("with their poor and inadequate re-
search") were basically "no more than an attempt to get 
control over other people's money." 
The release of the Labour, Party document completely 
"upstaged" the annual Trades Union Congress, since the lat-
ter's agenda contained few, if any, surprises: as had been 
predicted, attention was focused on a return to free col-
lective bargaining, a resolution calling on the government 
to stimulate industrial investment and thus boost employ-
ment, a warning that "union loyalty was not unlimited," and 
a reminder to the government that it was becoming "less 
·than easy to restrain wage claims at a time of rising pric-
es." The fact that these issues had been discussed and an-
alyzed at length prior to the congress robbed them of much 
of their impact while at the same time reinforcing a widely 
held view that the labor unions' "decisions" were central 
to future government policy-making. 
The Confederation of British Industry has responded to a 
recent U,K. Dept. of Trade "staff paper" covering the aims 
and the scope of company reports by sharply criticizing the 
present state of company legislation in Britain and de-
nouncing the various proposals for company law reform as 
"fragmented, piecemeal and uncoordinated." The CBI's reac-
tion - subsequently to be formalized in an official consul-
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tative document - is that the aims and scope of company re-
ports are "only part of a possible area for company law re-
form." 
In particular, the CBI attacks the DoT for stating· that 
a company report contains information "which is of interest 
to the public at large" and for considering reports from 
directors to shareholders or from management to employees 
as "containing information of interest to special groups 
which would be provided separately and directly by the com-
pany to the people concerned." If it has understood the 
DoT concept correctly, says the CBI, it will offer active 
resistance: company reports cannot and should not.be ex-
pected to report to the public at large. Furthermore, the 
DoT position that reports should "seek to satisfy as far as 
possible the information needs of users" is criticized on 
the basis that such "users" should be required to have a 
"reasonable right" to this information and that they should 
have to establish that their needs are "valid." In the 
CBI's view, it is, in fact, doubtful whether company law is 
the "right medium" for arranging what information should be 
given by a company to a trade union. 
The negotiations between the German Bundesbank and Banca 
d'Italia over the renewal of Germany's $2-billion, gold-
backed credit to Italy ended in an agreement just· before 
the loan would have become due. The original loan had been 
granted two years ago to help the Italians overcome their 
balance of payments problems. Under the new agreement, the 
Bank of Italy has chosen to repay $500 million of the orig-
inal loan rather than commit further gold reserves in com-
pensation for the lower gold prices now prevailing on the 
free markets. Thus, Rome will keep $1.5 billion of the 
original loan and continue to leave 516 tons of gold as 
collateral. Should the Italians want to borrow the remain-
ing $500 million, they would have to offer additional col-
lareral. The new loan is for a period of two years but is 
extendable and contains an overdraft facility. 
While Sweden's political parties stepped up their campaign 
efforts on the eve of the Sept. 19 national elections, it 
seemed clear that none of the contestants was prepared to 
challenge the fundamental concept of the Swedish welfare 
state. According to the latest polls, the three non-
socialist opposition parties - Center, Conservative and 
Liberal - do have a real chance of ending 44 years of unin-
terrupted Social Democrat rule. However, no one is sug-
gesting that a possible change of government - which prob-
ably would put Thorbjorn Falldin, the Center Party leader, 
into the prime minister's chair - would bring about a dra-
matic shift of direction for the "Swedish way." 
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In the last weeks prior to the elections, the campaign top-
ics have seesawed between the basic social issues and the 
economic problems. Prime Minister Olof Palme and his So-
cial Democrats have repeatedly emphasized the accomplish-
ments of the administration in holding down unemployment 
and inflation and improving real incomes and welfare bene-
fits for all. Stung by the violent debates earlier this 
year over Sweden's harsh fiscal burden, the government 
again has promised some "provisional" tax relief, but only 
up to annual incomes of 50,000 kronor. Beyond this level, 
the average 64% tax rate would be retained. The Center and 
Liberal parties, on the other hand, demand an easing of the 
tax progression up to 65,000 kronor. The government plans 
to raise employer contributions by another 3%; the Opposi-
tion would prefer only half that rate. Finance Minister 
Gunnar Strang has termed these proposals "irresponsible," 
pointing to the existing Budget deficit, which should 
amount to 11-12 billion kronor this year. 
To the relief of the government, the dis~ussions on 
the controversial "Meidner Plan" have taken a backseat in 
the closing stages of the campaign. This issue has been 
put into the hands of a state commission which is expected 
to study it and other employee capital ownership models un-
til 1979. The Meidner Plan, presented by the LO trade un-
ion federation, proposes that all businesses with more t. 
SO employees contribute 20% of their pretax earnings ann 
ly to union-controlled funds in the form of shares. Even 
among Social Democrats, opinicns on the merits of this con-
cept are divided, and the Opposition has warned of a "gi-
gantic concentration" of union powers at the expense of in-
dividual freedoms. An independent study has shown that, 
had the Meidner Plan been in effect in the years 1972-74, 
the unions would have accumulated 24% of the shares of the 
SCA concern (wood, pulp, textiles), 23% of SKF (ball bear-
ings), 18% of Volvo (automobiles), and 13% each of Electro-
lux (household appliances) and Ericsson (communications) • 
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